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NOTES 
The Society .is perhaps best known to the general public on account 

of its lectures, given each year during the winter months, by people of 
eminence in the realms of science, literature, art and music. Specialised 
work is also carried out by the sections covering natural history and geology, 
each of which has its own membership drawn from the main body of the 
Society. 

There is, however, an equally important side of its activities apart 
from the fields mentioned and that is the help it has extended, financially 
and otherwise, throughout the hundred and twenty years of its history 
in the publication of standard works both by its own members and other 
learned societies. 

The Society has, during the past few years-
1. Financed, in collaboration with the Archa:ological Society, an aerial 

survey of the whole of Leicestershire, covering the sites in the County 
that are of archreological, scientific and geographical interest. (The 
photographs taken during this survey are now available in the Museum). 

2. Contributed generously to the publishing of the remaining volumes 
of the Victoria County History of Leicestershire. 

3. Entertained the Members of the Museums Association on their visit 
to Leicester. 

4. Published Dr. Watts's book on the Geology of Chamwood and Mr. 
F. A. Sowter's work on the Lichens of Leicestershire. Both of these 
are regarded nationally as standard works. 

These are only recent examples taken from a long list of similar activities 
spread over the Society's history. 

Attention is called to the relevant part of Rule VI : 
At the last two lectures of each Session notice shall be given of the 

date by which nominations for the various offices and for the Council must 
be sent in. Immediately after that date, a list of such nominations together 
with a notice of the date, time and place of the Annual Meeting shall be 
sent to each member. 

For the Session 1965-66 the date referred to above has been fixed as 
1st April 1966. 



ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT 
THE REV. A. H. KIRKBY, M.A., B.D., Ph.D. 

at the Opening Meeting, 5th October 1964 
My Lord Mayor, my Lady Mayoress, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The privilege of being chosen as President of this ancient and honourable 
Society is a great one, but it is more than a little qualified by thoughts of the 
solemn responsibility laid upon the holder of this office to deliver a lecture at 
the first meeting of a new session. Finding a suitable subject for the occasion 
is no easy task to set anybody, although a parson, as the professional talking 
brother, may find it a little easier than some to hold forth for the requisite 
50 minutes I It would not, however, do justice to the office, or do honour to 
the members, merely to speak for the appointed period of time, assured that 
they, having paid their annual subscription, would sit in their seats to the 
end, as patient as any well-trained congregation! A subject is needed, and 
one of some seriousness. 

I sought some recondite theme, theological or philosophical or historical, 
but it proved as elusive as the Scarlet Pimpernel! I turned therefore to another 
topic, to one more easy for me to develop, and perhaps more pleasant for you 
to hear. The title of this Presidential Address is "A Study in Words". 

Such a subject for such a time and such a place can be justified in several 
ways. For example, it does justice to the twofold title of our Society as Literary 
and Philosophical. Words are the stuff of Literature. Indeed, it has been 
naively suggested that in writing a book all one has to do is to take a dictionary, 
a veritable quarry of words, and shake it like a pepper pot until the words 
fall out in a fitting order. Again, words are the stuff of much modern philo
sophical enquiry, though to the interested onlooker some of this study 
appears to be a zealous examination of the trees, and a remarkable over
looking of the wood. 

The justification for this theme is much more general, of course, for 
words are everybody's business, from babyhood, when the undifferentiated 
noise--

"An infant crying in the night 
And with no language but a cry"-

is so remarkably interpreted by a mother, through the learning years and the 
earning years, to that tottering, toothless state of senility, that second child
hood. 

Words are the tools of thousands in their tasks of communication. 
Teachers, preachers, advertisers, buyers and sellers, journalists and writers, 
broadcasters and entertainers all employ words in their various crafts. Their 
task is so to select them and so to arrange them that they may be their most 
efficient in the purposes of persuasion and information and entertainment. 
Words are everybody's business. There is a universal relevance in this sub
ject as our subject this evening. 

Although this lecture has a title, it would not be difficult to associate it 
with a text of scripture as well. There are many possible texts from which to 
make a choice! In the book of Ecclesiastes, chapter xii, verse 10, one reads, 
"The preacher sought to find out acceptable words." The Apocryphal book 
of Ecclesiasticus suggests (xxviii, 25), "Weigh thy words in a balance", and 

s 
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again (xxxii, 8), "Let thy speech be short, comprehending much in few words". 
We make another our choice; Proverbs, chapter xxv, verse 11, is the appro
priate one: "A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of silver". 
The imagery is an attractive one, and suggests many of the things that need 
to be said in any such study as ours this evening. Apples of gold are good 
and precious things. Pictures of silver, that is silver frames, are good and 
precious things. Put the apples of gold in that silver frame and they become 
better and more precious. Give a good thing a good setting and it becomes 
doubly good. Let a word be good, good in sound and good in suggesting a 
clear meaning, and it is a thing of double delight, to please the mind and to 
charm the ear. Dean Swift in his Letters to a Young Clergyman wrote: "Proper 
words in proper places make the true definition of a style". This is a,rather 
prosaic rendering of the ancient poetry about "apples of gold" and "pictures 
of silver". 

Our language is one that is peculiarly rich in these verbal "apples of gold". 
We do not hesitate to plunder other tongues to meet our needs. We accom
modate a vast variety of words without any embarrassment at all. Archbishop 
Trench has written: "Here [i.e. in English] are strata and deposits, not of 
gravel and chalk, sandstone and limestone, but of Celtic, Latin, German, 
Danish, Norman words, and then once more Latin and French, with slighter 
intrusions from other quarters: and anyone with skill to analyse the language 
might re-create for himself the history of the people speaking that language, 
might with tolerable accuracy appreciate the divers elements out of which 
that people was composed, in what proportion these were mingled, and in 
what succession they followed one upon the other." Each new contact through 
the centuries has supplied us with some new terms. Unlikely foreign words 
are taken over quickly. Russian "sputniks" climb into the dictionaries as 
easily as they climb into space! When inventions demand new words we are 
not slow to produce them, and Latin and Greek sources are raided regularly 
to satisfy our needs, supplying us with many important modern names, such 
as microscope, telephone, anaesthesia, amnesia, cosmonaut-and, of course, 
television I 

This process of accumulation makes our language rich in synonyms. 
From the various sources we welcome and keep all the different terms. We 
do not exclude "sympathy" because we have "compassion", or "annual" 
because we have "yearly'', or "corporal" because we have "bodily", or 
"elevator" because we have "lift". We are misers with words, and keep 
every one we can lay our tongues upon. We believe that each adds something 
to the other. If the multiplicity of terms be a problem to one who learns 
English as a second language, it is really the problem of riches rather than 
the problem of poverty. 

R. C. Trench, whose book On the Study of Words is full of fascinating 
suggestions, draws attention to the interesting similarity in the Greek roots 
of "astronomy" and "astrology". The two sentences are worth quoting for 
their form and for their sound as well as for their meaning. He writes: 
'"Astronomy' and 'astrology' are both drawn from the Greek, nor is there 
any reason beforehand-why the second should not be in as honourable use 
as the first; for it is the reason, as 'astronomy' the law of the stars. But seeing 
there is a true and a false science of the stars, both needing words to utter 
them, it has come to pass that in our later use, 'astrology' designates always 
that pretended science of imposture, which affecting to submit the moral 
freedom of men to the influences of the heavenly bodies, prognosticates 
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future events from the position of these, as contrasted with 'astronomy', that 
true science which investigates the laws of the heavenly bodies in their 
relation to one another and to the planet upon which we dwell." 

Perhaps one may enter a plea at this point. Our rich and varied vocabu
lary is a reflection of our rich and varied life. We are not limited in the terms 
we employ to describe all its aspects. We have developed appropriate terms 
for every universe of discourse. Scientist and salesman, teacher and tech
nologist, preacher and publicity agent, each has his special words for his own 
special subject. Yet in such a world we have requests from time to time for 
what is called "simplicity". Let all these specialists describe their subjects in 
words of one or of two syllables, the critics say. Let them eliminate all the 
long words and all the abstruse terms and say simply and clearly what they 
mean. Much of this is a crying for the moon. Books with such titles as 
Mathematics for Mites or The Tensor Calculus for Tiny Tots have never been 
written and never will be written. The critic's cry has in it an overtone of 
idleness; it is not just a plaintive yearning to understand more. 

No doubt all who employ a specialised vocabulary need to be aware of 
the peril of luxuriating in their long words for their own sake. The art of 
communication demands an imaginative approach as well as a purely tech
nical one. Nevertheless, behind the imagination there is a legitimate and 
proper range of terms to be used. 

One particular illustration of this may be introduced, taken from the 
realm of religion, where the cry for simplicity is so often heard. One hears 
the demand for a non-technical vocabulary in religion. The obscurity of the 
language of the Church and of the parson is always a good joke. One man 
was deftly described as "invisible on weekdays and incomprehensible on 
Sundays". This kind of genial pleasantry serves as a good stimulus to those 
who have responsibility in this kind of communication to use their imagina
tions a bit more, and to show how the things they talk about in technical 
theological terms are quite closely related to the affairs of human life each 
day. A fair rejoinder is to ask the critic to give some of his energy to learning 
the terms employed, for the Church has as much right as any other human 
activity to its own special terms. The cry for simplicity in this sphere may be 
a kind of infantile regression, a yearning to stay at Primary School instead of 
moving on to the more vigorous demands of a Secondary Education. A friend 
of mine, once a minister in these parts, had a sharp retort for any who said 
he was preaching over their heads. He said: "Lift up your heads!" 

It is a never ceasing wonder what can be done with the wonderful 
vocabulary at our disposal. The way in which it is employed by many 
agencies produces alternate feelings of amazement and dismay. One thinks 
of the terse and pithy way in which headlines in the press convey so much 
to readers unwilling to read. Is this a by-product of the war years ? When 
paper was rationed words had to be rationed too. One word had to serve for 
six. Brevity was more than the soul of wit; it was also the essence of news. 
Pithy paragraphs became a substitute for lengthy leaders. Eye-catching 
headlines said much (or little) and left the imagination freedom to roam. 
This habit of the war years has continued, and the search for the smart words 
give daily (or nightly) headaches in Fleet Street and in other places! It is not 
only the secular press that demonstrates the sharp and pointed use of words. 
The religious press is as bad (or as good) in this verbal agility. Recently one 
religious weekly carried a front-page article entitled "Arson for the Parson!" 
It was a survey of redundant churches in Yorkshire and Lancashire! But 
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who would begin to read some ponderous article entitled "Some reflections 
on the growing problem of redundant churches in two large northern 
counties"? "Arson for the Parson" is slick. To see it is to hear its jingle, and 
the reader is won-for a paragraph at least. 

The wordy acrobatics can amaze-and they can dismay. Words are tor
tured to make a catch line. What educated person does not shudder to see 
upon the hoardings or on the little screen the commendation of a daily drink 
of a certain white pint? Whatever the merits of milk may be in building 
strength and sustaining energy, they certainly do not extend to encouraging 
good spelling! It is a sad commentary on a literate society that it should 
be addressed in illiterate terms. 

These thoughts lead on to noticing quite explicitly that in the evaluation 
of words we remember both their meaning and their sound. Sometimes there 
is a concentration on the former as if the other did not matter. In the best of 
speaking and of writing there is a marriage of meaning and musical sound. 
This is eminently obvious in the field of poetry, but it is equally true in other 
realms. The grammarian is aware of it when he draws attention to onoma
topeia. 

There is no sphere in which there is more argument about words and 
their meanings and their music than that of religion. For long the King
James Version of the Bible has been regarded as the best version, linking 
noble thoughts with noble words. In a remarkable way its words and phrases 
have become part of our common heritage and our common culture. The 
Bible is accidentally quoted by some who might wish to repudiate its claims. 
Even the repudiation might introduce one or two echoes from King James! 

In the nineteenth century it was realised that changes had taken place 
in the usage of many words, and that a new translation was needed. New 
linguistic discoveries shed new light on ancient terms and provided scholars 
with much more accurate meanings of Hebrew and Greek terms. The 
Revised Version of the Bible was prepared, and it is a more accurate trans
lation of the original languages than the Authorised Version. It has never 
completely replaced the Authorised Version in the public worship of the 
Church. 

The post-war years have seen another important translation prepared 
and published in this country. A suggestion from Scotland was taken up by 
many Churches and the New Testament section of the New English Bible 
was published in March 1961. Will this version be more successful than the 
Revised Version? It is hard to say. It depends upon a number of factors, 
and one of them is this matter of meaning and music together. It has to be 
admitted that in a number of passages in this new version there are infelicities 
of expression and a harshness of sound that do not fit the occasion. I select 
four examples of these. 

(i) In the opening of Luke xv we find a reference to "Tax-gatherers and 
other bad characters". The Greek is at reAwvai t<aL oi aµ,aprwAol, which 
the Authorised Version translates quite literally, "publicans and sinners". In 
the new version "tax-gatherer" is a fair translation of reAwvat, "publican", 
but what of the other? "Other bad characters" sounds too pretty, and even a 
little precious. The word "other" is not in the original, nor is it justified. 
It is a reflection upon all tax-gatherers I May we expect the Treasury to apply 
for a writ alleging libel when it gets round to reading this ? 

(ii) In the parable of the two sons in this same chapter there is one 
quite harsh expression. We are told that the younger son "turned the whole 
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of his share into cash" I Why say "cash" ? This is an unpleasant term. What 
is wrong with "money" ? The hard-sounding word is quite unnecessary at 
this point in the parable. 

(iii) Many have commented on a curious phrase in the sixth chapter of 
St. John's Gospel, at verse 60, where a disciple says, "This is more than we 
can stomach" I The Authorised Version follows in simple fashion the Greek 
and says, "This is a hard saying". 

(iv) The most infelicitous expression of all is found in the last book of 
all, in Revelation xxi, 23, where a description of the heavenly scene includes 
the phrase, "Its lamp was the Lamb". How difficult to differentiate between 
these in speaking, saying clearly "lamp" and "Lamb" I What a problem for 
shorthand writers to distinguish the outlines of each! There is no justifica
tion in the Greek for a play upon words, and the Authorised Version says 
simply, "The Lamb is the light thereof." We would not want to say "thereof," 
but if we said, "The Lamb is its light" we would say clearly and pleasantly 
what the original writer intended us to understand. 

Our flexible language encourages plays upon words, and some brief 
defence of this sport is needed. For too long we have been told that a pun is 
the lowest form of wit. This is not so. If sound and meaning are to be matched 
in our speech then there is a place for the sport. It is one of the constant 
delights of our flexible tongue that so many opportunities are provided for 
plays upon words. The crossword puzzle fan knows this very well. No longer 
is he confronted with the problem of finding synonyms. He must wrestle 
with language to see through its many disguises, and only then is the right 
answer discovered. 

It is possible to cite many examples of two sounds being juggled with. 
Occasionally there are examples of three to be found in meaningful juxta
position. A Texas mother of cattlemen was asked by her sons for a name for 
their new ranch. She said, "Call it Horizon". When she was asked a reason 
for this name she replied: "That's where the sun's (sons) rays (raise) meet 
(meat)!" 

This juggling with sounds and meaning is never more attractive than 
when it is done across the barriers of language, Have you ever heard of 
Richard Porson? He lived from 1759 to 1808. He was an eccentric scholar, 
with an extraordinary thirst for Greek lore and Scotch whisky. When he got 
home at night he expected to find on the table in the hall a bottle of his 
favourite beverage, and also a candle to light him to bed. One night when 
he got back home he discovered that neither was in its usual place. He sighed 
and said," ov8e r68e, ov8e r' aAAo" which simply means, "Neither the one 
nor the other", and yet through the Greek and its sounds there is the hint of 
what was lacking. 

In the days when John Knox was blowing his blasts of the trumpet 
against the monstrous regiment of women, some gentle, gracious, scholarly 
soul, no doubt from south of the border, is reported to have said: "O double 
darkness of the northern land. Thy name is Scotia [o·,rnrlo. is Greek for dark
ness] and thy prophet Knox [Nox is Latin for night]." 

R. C. Trench, in the book to which reference has already been made, 
waxes eloquent on another aspect of the double evaluation of words, taking 
account both of their meaning and their music. He has much to say about a 
suggestion in his time that there should be phonetic spelling. The suggestion 
has been repeated more than once since then. Listen to what he has to say 
about this. 
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"I can conceive no method of so effectually defacing and barbarizing our 
English tongue, of practically emptying it of all the hoarded wit, wisdom, 
imagination, and history which it contains, of cutting the vital nerve which 
connects its present with the past, as the introduction of the scheme of 
phonetic spelling, which some have lately been zealously advocating among 
us. I need hardly tell you that the fundamental idea of this is that all words 
should be spelt as they are sounded, that the writing should, in every case, be 
subordinated to the speaking. This, namely that writing should in every case 
and at all costs, be subordinated to speaking, which is everywhere tacitly 
assumed as not needing any proof, is the fallacy which runs through the 
whole system. There is, indeed, no necessity for this. Every word, on the 
contrary, has two existences, as a spoken word and a written; and you have 
no right to sacrifice one of these, or even to subordinate it wholly, to the other. 
A word exists as truly for the eye as for the ear; and in a highly advanced 
state of society, where reading is almost as universal as speaking, quite as 
much for the one as for the other. That in the written word moreover is the 
permanence and continuity of language and of learning, and that the con
nexion is most intimate of a true orthography with all this, is affirmed in our 
words, 'letter', 'literature', 'unlettered', as in other languages by words 
exactly corresponding to these." 

Several pages of argument are produced by the learned writer to support 
his view. He finishes in this way. "In phonetic spelling is, in brief, the pro
posal that the learned and the educated should of free choice place themselves 
under the disadvantages of the ignorant and uneducated, instead of seeking to 
elevate these last to their own more favoured condition." We would not put 
it in quite that way today, but many will acknowledge the weight of his 
persuasive arguments. If, as Dr. Johnson said, "Language is the dress of 
thought", there is no need to deck all thought in a kind of institution uniform, 
reducing to a drab likeness the verbal sons of many nations. 

Words are precious things. Let us see that they are carefully treasured, 
and passed on as a good inheritance to the next generation. 

It would never be forgiven if in the quatercentenary year of Shakespeare's 
birth some quotation from the Bard of Avon did not add its glow and light to 
a presidential address I In one of his sonnets he writes: 

"So all my best is dressing old words new." 
This is ever the presidential best, however much he may long to emulate 
something which Wordsworth wrote: 

"Choice words, and measured phrase, above the reach 
Of ordinary men; a stately speech; 
Such as grave livers do in Scotland use." 



REPORT OF THE COUNCIL 
The programme announced for the Session 1964-65 was as follows: 

1964 . 
October 5. Opening Meeting-Address by the President (followed by a 

Social Gathering). 
October 19. Victoria Kingsley, B.A. (Traveller, Folklorist-with Guitar 

and Lute). Peasant Wisdom and Courtly Philosophy in Song. 
November 2 .. J. T. Christie, M.A. (Principal of Jesus College, Oxford). 

Revival of the Spoken Word. 
November 16.' Eric Newton, C.B.E. Foundations of Modem Painting 

(with slides). 
November 30. Jeffery Boswall (B.B.C. Natural History Unit). The 

Language of Birds (illustrated with sound recordings from five 
continents) (in conjunction with the Natural History Section). 

December 14. L. B. Ginsburg (Head of the Birmingham School of 
Planning). Planning for Leisure (with slides). 

1965 
January 1. New Year's Lecture for Young People. Douglas Botting, B.A., 

F.R.G.S. (Author, Photographer and Traveller). Balloon Safari with a 
Camera (with slides and film). 

January 4. Project '64 (A film of the work of the Leicester Museums). 
January 18. T. F. Gaskell, M.A., Ph.D. (Scientific Adviser to the Informa

tion Department of .the British Petroleum Company). Man Explores 
the Sea (with slides and film) (in conjunction with the Geological 
Section). 

February 1. Robert Mark (Chief Constable, City of Leicester). The Police, 
the Public and the Law. 

February 15. P. A. W. Collins, M.A. (Professor of English Literature, 
University of Leicester). Charles Dickens-Special Correspondent for 
Posterity. 

March 1. R. W. Greaves, M.A., D. Phil. (Professor of Modem History, 
University of London). Fathers and Heretics in Eighteenth-Century 
Leicester. 

March 15. Lady Wheeler. The Land of the Southern Cross (a pioneer's 
great-grandaughter returns to Australia) (with colour slides). 

Unfortunately, for health reasons, Mr. Christie was unable to visit 
Leicester ·on 2nd November, and his place was taken by Mr. W. S. Pyne 
who showed at short notice two very interesting films. We are again greatly 
indebted to Mr. Pyne for "helping us out of a difficulty. Otherwise the 
programme was carried through as above. 

The number of members (255) was only slightly below the record of the 
two preceding years, ,there was a drop in the number of Associates and a 
considerable increase in the number of Junior Associates. 

The attendance at Lectures was extremely satisfactory, the hall being 
fully occupied on every occasion. 
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REPORTS OF THE SECTIONS 

Natural History 
President: F. A. Sowter, F.L.s. 

Chairman: Mrs. H. Gawadi, B.Sc. 

Vice-Chainnan: J. W. Watson, F.INST.P.A. 

Hon. Treasurer: W. J. Allen 
Hon. Secretary and Editor: I. M. Evans, M.A., A.M.A., M.I.BIOL. 

Committee: J. C. Clarke, G. Halliday, M.A., PH.D., E. K. Horwood, 
M. J. Leech, D. B. Williamson, Miss S. Wilson, B,SC. 

Under the terms of the new constitution of the Section the annual repon 
will henceforth refer to the events and activities of a calendar year. This 
change is necessary in order that it may be submitted to the Annual General 
Meeting prior to its publication in the Transactions of the parent body. The 
period covered by this report is therefore much shoner than usual, from 
August to December 1964. 

Three field meetings completed the summer F.ogramme. On 15th 
August members visited woodland and marsh alongside the River Trent at 
King's Mill, Castle Donington, by kind permission of Mr. J. G. Shields and 
under the leadership of Mr. P. H. Gamble. Soft shield-fem Polystichum 
setiferum (Forsk.), and the fruiting spikes of giant bellflower, Campanula 
latifolia, L., were seen in the wood and Himalayan balsam, Impatiens 
glandulifera Royle, in thickets eight feet high in places fringed the river. 
Orange balsam, Impatiens capensis Meerburgh, and yellow loosestrife, 
Lysimachia vulgaris L., were found near a backwater just over the county 
boundary with Derbyshire. A small party of members led by the Hon. 
Secretary visited Stanford Reservoir on 5th September. Golden dock, 
Rumex maritimus L., was present in quantity on mud exposed at the outer 
edge of the reedswamp on the Leicestershire bank and a small erigonid spider 
found under a stone nearby proved to be a female of Erigone vagans Audouin, 
only .the third record of this rare species in the county. 

Mr. E. Caulton and Mr. J. Varty of -the Derby Natural History Society 
again kindly led the annual fungus foray which was held at Launde Park 
Wood on 17th October. The list of species found was small, perhaps due to 
the dry weather in preceding months, but they provided a useful introduction 
to members unfamiliar with the group. 

The Annual General Meeting and Exhibition Evening was held on 21st 
October. The constitution drawn up by the Committee was adopted and a 
new scale of subscriptions approved after some discussion. This provides 
that full members shall pay 7s. 6d. and that those already memb::rs or 
associates of the parent body and also family, junior, corresponding, out of 
town and institutional members shall pay a reduced subscription of 5s. In 
accordance with the new constitution Mr. H. M. Skelton was elected to the 
office of Hon. Auditor. It was resolved that meetings should, in future, be 
held where feasible at fonnightly intervals, an indication of the support that 
the activities of the Section are receiving from members. Miss W. Herrington 
gave an amusing account of the activities of the Section in previous years, 
revealing amongst other things that it was in its n5th year. Some twenty-
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four exhibits were shown by fourteen members. These ranged from poisonous 
plants to a large lumpsucker, Cyclopterus lumpus L., 5ellt to the Museum 
by a member now living at Bristol. 

An audience of over one hundred and thirty assembled on 18th 
November for a return lecture by Seton Gordon, C.B.E., on "Seals and 
Seabirds of the Hebrides". Amongst the slides shown were historic ones of 
the last native St. Kildans shortly prior to their departure from the island in 
the nineteen-thirties. The joint meeting with the parent body was held on 
30th November when Jeffery Boswall of the B.B.C. Natural History Unit 
talked on "The language of birds". Accompanying sound recordings ranged 
from the cry of the loon over a Canadian Arctic lake to parts of the remarkable 
repertoire of a ,talking budgerigar, "Sparky". The final meeting of the year 
was held on 16th December when Dr. M. Hooper of the Nature Conservancy 
Experimental Station at Monk's Wood spoke on "Hedgerows as a refuge for 
wild life". 

A number of members continue active fieldwork, much of it in support 
of the local nature conservation effort. Two interesting contributions to 
knowledge of the mammal fauna of the county were the discovery of Leisler's 
bat, Nyctalus leisleri (Kuhl), new to Leicestershire at Sileby on 16th June 
and the rediscovery of the harvest mouse, Micromys minutus (Pallas), near 
Waltham-on-the-Wolds on 23rd November after apparent extinction for 
seventy-five years. Membership of the Section continues ,to rise, standing 
at over one hundred and thirty at the end of the period under review. 
Grateful thanks are due to the Council of the parent body for a grant of £is 
to help cover the expenses of a three-month period not covered by sub
scriptions due to the change of the financial year from October-September · 
to January-December. This grant also helped to finance attendance by Mr. 
J.C. Clarke, who represents junior members on the Committee of the Section, 
at a conference for the officers of natural history societies held by the Council 
for Nature on the weekend 30th October-1st November. Young people 
play an increasingly active part in the activities of the Section and now 
constitute a quarter of the total membership. 

Geology 
Chairman: M. J. Le Bas, B.sc., F.G.S. 
Vice-Chairman: John Lush 
Hon. Secretary: Dr. Helen Sadler 
Field Meetings Secretary: R J. King 
Treasurer: G. A. Odell 
Committee: I. Fleming, F. C. Green, M. E. Breeze, A. G. Baker 
Student Representative: D. Rushton 

During the winter session 1964-65 the following lectures were held: 
On 22nd October Dr. D. V. Ager from Imperial College, London gave 

a very interesting talk on "The Adaptions among Mesozoic brachiopods to 
different environments". He illustrated his talk with specimens and slides. 

Dr. D. F. Meriam spoke on 29th October on "The computer in geology". 
His talk was based on work done in the University of Leicester as a Fullbright
Hays Senior Research Fellow. Dr. Meriam comes from the Kansas Geological 
Survey. 
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On 12th November Dr. A. H. W. Robinson of the Department of 
Geography, Leicester, spoke on "The Humber-a study in applied 
geomaphology". 

Dr. T. D. Ford gave an excellent talk, illustrated with colour slides, on the 
geology of the Isles of Man and Jersey, on 26th November, called "Island 
Geology". 

The Conversazione was held on 10th December in the Department of 
Geology when members' exhibits were shown. This proved to be yet 
another very successful and enjoyable evening. 

On 14th January Mr. Wilcox a geologist from Hunting Technical 
Services Limited gave a very interesting talk on "The use of aerial photo
graphs in geological surveying". 

On 18th January a joint meeting with the parent body of the Leicester 
Literary and Philosophical Society was held when Dr. T. F. Gaskell gave a 
stimulating lecture on "Man explores the sea". This was accompanied by 
slides and was much appreciated by the large audience. 

Dr. R. H. Cummings from Robertson Research Company spoke on 28th 
January on "Mineral Exploration in Britain". It was agreed by all members 
that this was a most interesting lecture. 

On I 1th February Dr. A. T. J. Dollan showed fascinating films on Jan 
Mayen Island and ,the new volcano, Surtsey. These were greatly enjoyed by 
everybody. 

The Annual General Meeting was held on 4th March when the new 
committee was elected. Mr. Lush the retiring chairman gave a very interesting 
address on "The History of Geology in the Leicester Literary and Philo
sophical Society". 

This concluded the winter programme. 

During the summer the following excursions have been held: 
The first to a gypsum mine in the Keuper marls at Newark, the· second 

to Blaby Brickworks to see the Boulder Clay and Keuper marls and the third 
to see very good exposures in the Lower and Middle Lias of the Jurassic at 
Napton, Warwickshire This last one was held in conjunction with the 
Northampton Naturalist Society. 

Three more excursions, to Derbyshire, Lowesby and Chamwood will 
take place during the next two months. 
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Modern Language Association 
(Leicestershire and Rutland Branch) 

(Affiliated Body) 

Chairman: R L. Ager, M.A. 

Secretary: E. S. Orton, B.A. 

Treasurer: W. A. Miller, B.A. 
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2 November 1964 Pamela Stirling's Players-La Troupe Fram;aise-gave 
a performance of Le Cid (Corneille) at the Wyggeston Boys School. 
It was found impossible to arrange a Verse-Speaking Competition during 

the year, but it is hoped to do so in the coming session. 
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The Leicester Literary 

SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND 

Balance at beginning of Session 

Subscriptions: 
Members (255) .. . 
Associates (56) .. . 
Junior Associates (107) 

Donation 

RECEIPTS 

Grant from City of Leicester Education Committee 
Profit on Refreshments 
Sale of Transactions 
Leicester Temperance Building Society-Interest 

Special Purposes Fund 
Leicester Temperance Building Society (Paid-up Shares) 

British Association Fund 
(Donated for the development of local scientific 
knowledge, including that bearing upon the industries 
of the town) 
Deposit Account-Westminster Bank Limited 

Balance at beginning of Session 
Interest 

£ s. d. [. s. d. 

267 15 0 
35 0 0 
26 15 0 

298 0 S 

329 10 0 
12 0 

so 0 0 
6 18 9 
4 6 11 

12 4 6 

701 12 7 

450 0 0 

110 14 6 
3 6 0 

114 0 6 

L. C. HAMER, Honorary Treasurer 



STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

and Philosophical Society 

PAYMENTS-SESSION 1964-65 

PAYMENTS 

Leicester Corporation : 
Rent for year to 25th March 1965 

Lecture Expenses: 
Fees and Expenses 
Operating Lantern 

Printing, Stationery, etc.: 
Transactions 1963/64, notices, envelopes, etc. 
Members' Register 
Rules and Bye Laws 
Postages 

Grant to Natural History Section 
Advertising re: Membership 
Bank Charges and Cheque Books 
Tax on Bank Interest 
Balance at end of Session ... 

The H. S. Bennett Bequest Account (For Research) 
(representing the original bequest in 1930 of [,SOO 
plus interest, less payments, invested in [,506 Ss. 7d. 
Leicester Corporation 3 % Redeemable Stock 
1964-69) 

Westminster Bank Limited: 
Balance at beginning of Session 
Interest on Investment, less tax 

Audited and found correct 

April 1965. 

J.B. POTTER 
R.H. UPJOHN 

Honorary Auditors 

£ s. d. 

149 16 0 
3 0 0 

298 6 5 
7 6 5 

14 10 0 
16 0 0 
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£ s. d. 

25 0 0 

152 16 0 

336 2 10 
15 0 0 
7 1 9 
1 15 0 

15 6 
163 l 6 

701 12 7 

90 17 4 
9 6 2 

100 3 6 



THE LEICESTERSHIRE TRUST FOR 
NATURE CONSERVATION 

H.P. MOON, Chairman 

Although the Leicestershire Trust was formally inaugurated in 1956, the 
origins of the Trust go back much further to the last years of the war. Even 
at such a time as that there were far-sighted people who were looking ahead, 
and counties were asked to consider their fauna and flora with a view to con
servation, and many counties including Leicestershire formed Nature Reserves 
Investigations Sub-Committees to advise the Government on sites of special 
scientific interest and possible Nature Reserves. These reports and surveys 
formed a basis for the beginnings of the Nature Conservancy and laid the 
foundations in the counties for the formation of Trusts for the study and 
conservation of the countryside with its flora and fauna. 

Although in this account one is thinking primarily of the Leicestershire 
Trust, it is reassuring to know that moves are afoot for the formation of a 
Trust in Rutland. Needless to say, the Leicestershire Trust is concerned to 
give Rutland every possible aid. 

In order to appreciate fully the work of the Trust it is important to 
realise that what is going on in Leicestershire and other English counties is 
part of a world-wide anxiety amongst thinking men and women lest the open 
spaces and solitudes of the earth with their plant and animal life should be 
swept away by the onrush of technology. It is felt that if this should happen, 
the human race will have lost not only something of great intellectual and 
spiritual value, but suffered a serious and perhaps disastrous scientific loss. 
The preservation of large tracts of the earth's surface in a free and open 
condition is necessary for essential biological research. 

It is clear from what has been said above that the interests and activities 
of the Trust must be complex and various, and it is necessary to define these 
activities a little more clearly. 

The Trust is concerned with "conservation" of the wildlife rather than 
with "preservation". In an agricultural region such as the Midlands, preser
vation in the strict sense of the term is not practicable, unless there is purchase 
of land for the Trust's own use and interests. The Trust is concerned with 
the development of ideas for the proper use of the countryside, so that it is a 
source of profit to those who live there, and of great interest and pleasure to 
those who come out from the towns for fresh air and relaxation. If the country
side is "conserved" then the animal and plant life survive and are there for 
succeeding generations to enjoy. In a sense, what the Trust is anxious to 
conserve is the general ecological situation in the countryside so that it retains· 
its usefulness and productivity, but at the same time is something complete 
and aesthetically satisfying. 

The Trust realises that people must live and work and move around, 
and that industry must go forward or an economic situation will develop 
where there will be very little time for conservation. What the Trust does 
stand for is a reasoned approach to cases where the interests of the community 
seem to particular individuals to require the destruction of something interest
ing and often irreplaceable. So often these acts are unplanned and the con
sequences ignored, and in this congested island we cannot afford one single 
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act of unplanned, uninformed destruction of any part of the landscape with 
its plant and animal life. If it is necessary, then alas it must be so, but the 
Trust would foster an attitude of mind in the public that required a sound 
reason, and due consideration of alternatives before something is forever 
taken from us, denied to posterity, and the country as a whole made just that 
much poorer and duller. 

It should be clear that although the Trust has a fundamental interest in 
the conservation of plant and animal life, a majority of the members are not 
naturalists, but people who just enjoy the subtle satisfaction and interest of a 
pleasant piece of country. It is the very large number of people such as these 
whose support is so much needed. 

It is now appropriate to say something of the activities and interests of 
the Trust. Without doubt our most important responsibility is Charnwood 
Lodge, the home of Miss Clarke. Miss Clarke has bequeathed this estate of 
about 500 acres to the Trust as a Nature Reserve in memory of her brother 
who acquired the land for this express purpose. Moreover, she has already 
most generously given permission for the Trust to study and survey this 
magnificent piece of unspoilt and original Charnwood Forest. This un
doubtedly is a most important gift, and is a Nature Reserve of national 
importance. 

A reserve of a different kind is Great Fenny Wood, an interesting piece 
of mixed woodland near Barrow-upon-Soar, which has been rented to us by 
the County Council for a purely nominal sum, with a minimum of conditions. 
This we are tidying up, thinning out and generally conserving, so that it 
becomes a pleasant and interesting place to visit. Already it has been used 
for educational purposes by schools, and for university research. A wood 
such as this when cared for and studied provides endless interest, and it 
means that a very typical piece of Leicestershire Soar Valley scenery is pre
served. We also have a small strip of woodland at Cotes-de-Val rented from 
the County Council. 

A very familiar part of Leicestershire scenery are the canals, and with 
the co-operation of British Waterways the Trust has a special interest in the 
Grand Union Canal from Kilby Bridge to the top of Foxton Locks. This 
means that British Waterways have agreed to consult with the Trust con
cerning any matters affecting the canal, including the towpaths. Such matters 
for example as spraying or cutting of the reeds. From our point of view the 
canals are particularly interesting because they are a rich source of plant and 
animal life, and penetrate so beautifully through the heart of the county, 
giving easy access. 

They also provide a very complex problem for conservation because of 
the interests involved in a canal. Indeed they are perfect examples of the 
"multipurpose" use problem which the countryside will have to contend with. 
The canals are valued by naturalists, fishermen, holiday craft and pleasure 
boats, and there is now also a certain amount of commercial traffic. The re
appearance of commercial traffic on the Grand Union Canal is a matter for 
real satisfaction, and those who are attempting this deserve our thanks. A 
used canal is a pleasant and biologically varied canal, apart from the fact that 
it is a pleasure in the countryside to see things being used for their proper 
purpose. 

We also have arrangements for pieces of the disused Grantham-Notting
ham Canal, and we would like to have some interests in the Ashby Canal. 
Canals are of course peculiarly suitable for educational purposes because 
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they wind through the countryside cutting across bus routes, and so becom
ing available to a number of schools. Also they cannot be over-collected, the 
fauna being replenished from the inaccessible bank across the canal from the 
towpath. Canals are of particular interest in Leicestershire as they are the 
only extensive stretches of water readily available for collecting. The larger 
rivers are polluted to varying degrees while the reservoirs are normally not 
accessible. Also not much is known about the biology of canals. 

A very different type oflandscape which we like to preserve are the grass 
verges of the lanes and particularly the green lanes which are such a feature 
of the Leicestershire landscape. Here again, we are greatly indebted to the 
County Council who have allotted about ten strips of lane for the Trust to 
manage and a.dvise on cutting. This means that the rich growth of plants and 
associated butterflies in these places can be conserved. Many of the green 
lanes are boundaries of great age between parishes, and one of our green 
lanes, the drift on the Lincolnshire-Leicestershire border near King Ludd's 
entrenchments, is a trackway of antiquity. Apart from their intrinsic interest 
these verges provide something of pleasure and interest to Leicestershire 
people as they pass to and fro on their journeys through the country. Examples 
of such verge reserves are to be seen at Paudy Cross Roads towards Seagrave, 
south-east of Walton-on-the-Wolds. There is a strip of verge on the road 
between Oxey Farm Cross Roads and Launde Cross Roads, and another a 
mile north-east of Higham-on-the-Hill on the road to Stoke Golding. There 
is a most attractive green lane between Willoughby Waterless and Gilmorton. 

A different type of ground is the area covered by Wanlip Gravel pits. 
Thanks to the kindness of Mr. Winterton, the Trust has access to these gravel 
workings and the pits with their aquatic plants and fauna are of great interest. 
The pits are of various ages, and it is possible to study problems of colonisa
tion by plants and animals. These gravel workings are particularly interesting 
for the migrant birds that rest there, and for wild fowl in winter. They are 
also breeding sites for two species of duck rare in the county and on one 
occasion the extremely rare Little Ringed Plover bred in these pits. 

A different type of interest are the sites of special scientific importance 
scheduled with the Nature Conservancy and looked after by the Trust who 
act as an agent for the Conservancy. These sites may be entire woods, or a 
small corner of a small field with a rare plant or insect. They are not reserves 
in the sense that they cannot be destroyed, but the owner is under an obliga
tion to inform the Nature Conservancy if he intends to interfere in any way 
with such a site. These sites are scheduled under Section 23 of the National 
Parks and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949. There is, however, a most 
unfortunate loophole because notification of the destruction or alteration of 
these sites is not necessary in the case of normal agricultural or forestry 
developments. Hence they can be very easily lost unless constant watch is 
kept. The Conservancy or the local Naturalists Trust will then discuss the 
problem with the owner to see whether some alternative or compromise 
solution is possible. The Trust is in fact acting increasingly as the local agent 
for the Conservancy. Many of these sites are in the Charnwood area, because 
in former days this was the most frequently visited, but without doubt the 
rest of Leicestershire contains many sites of equal value, as yet unrecorded, 
and one of the concerns of the Trust is to record and secure such places. 

The Trust is also fortunate in having the assistance of a Conservation 
Corps. Conservation Corps are at work in many counties. They are groups 
of volunteers of all ages and many occupations who carry out various tasks 
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such as fencing, walling, ditching, clearing, and forestry. They give freely of 
their time to the Trust and are invaluable allies in Conservation. 

On paper this may sound an impressive list of activities, and give a quite 
false impression of security and progress. Admittedly it is a beginning, but 
it must be remembered that all these activities are maintained by a few people 
whose normal professional duties are very heavy, leaving very little time or 
energy for the work of the Trust. If the Trust is to make real progress in the 
face of an increasingly complex situation then there must be a full-time, paid 
administrative assistant, and this can only be achieved with the income from 
1,200-1,500 members. At present there are 250. 

The urgency of the situation should be appreciated, for the things the 
Trust believes in and wishes to conserve are under very strong social and 
economic pressure, and the forces with which we have to deal are powerful 
and ruthless. Ideals and sentiment are of no significance, only facts, and 
evidence that the Trust has something to offer that is of value to the com• 
munity as a whole are of significance. The Trust, together with similar 
organisations, has something to offer of real social significance, for there is 
growing concern at the increasing urbanisation of man, with all its noise, 
congestion, associated disease and mental ill health. Man is gradually losing 
his living heritage and is scarcely aware that he is a delicate biological system 
greatly influenced by his environment. He has substituted for his fresh and 
natural environment the even more subtle and dangerous environment of 
great cities. It is essential that urban man should have areas of peace· and 
quiet and natural beauty where he may relax, and in which he may again 
become aware of his living heritage. The Greek physician Galen was well 
aware of all this eighteen hundred years ago when he said "Man is a whole 
with his environment". This is something more fundamental than natural 
history for it is something essential for the mental stability of these vast 
communities, and it is here that the work of the Trust is so important in 
this crowded country. For by vigilance and care so much can be conserved 
with results in terms of mental relaxation that cannot be exactly calculated. 
Perhaps the saddest and most wistful expression of today is "getting away 
from it all", and the Trust is concerned to see that there will always be some
where to "get away to" in Leicestershire. 

Naturally, there are enquiries as to how serious the situation is in 
Leicestershire. The situation is serious because it is insidious, an erosion 
which is gaining in tempo. Leicestershire does not possess great mountains, 
spectacular waterfalls, lakes of great beauty or vast woodlands. There is in 
fact nothing spectacular and this is the peril. If a spectacular piece of scenery 
which is firmly impressed on the public mind is threatened, then there is an 
immediate outcry which is very often effective. On a small scale we saw it in 
Leicestershire when it was suggested that High Sharpley should be quarried 
away for the Ml. High Sharpley is firmly fixed in the public mind as a definite 
piece of scenery and interference is resented. 

Leicestershire is just a fine rolling county with acres of good solid English 
countryside; good streams, nice woodland, pleasant uplands, villages and 
churches. The medieval pattern is still clearly visible and the countryside is 
packed with interest. This is of course its danger, because small acts of 
destruction take place unnoticed and the only thing that can save it is the 
cultivation of an attitude of mind by Leicestershire people, that will not 
accept any interference with the normal functioning and working of the 
countryside unless it is absolutely necessary and reasonably carried out. It is 
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part of the work of the Trust to organise this attitude of mind and form a 
society of people who value the county. It could well be that in a few years 
Leicestershire will be one of the last remaining pieces of rural England, 
because all the more spectacular areas have been developed, trampled over 
and "discovered". Whether this state of affairs is ever a reality, depends on 
the activity of the Trust and the people of Leicestershire. 

There is abundant evidence of this slow attrition-sometimes, alas, not 
so slow where iron workings are concerned. People who have known the 
county for many years will have innumerable examples, and one has only to 
look at old water colours of Leicestershire at the tum of the century to realise 
how much of the green countryside has been removed or tidied up. Although 
one has to face the fact that some of this was necessary, in how many cases 
was there any planning or forethought ? 

A very detailed record of this attrition is given in a Literary and Philo
sophical publication, "Our Disappearing Flora" by Mr. F. A. Sowter, well
known not only for his work in Leicestershire, but nationally as an authority 
on mosses and liverworts, and one who has done so much to study and 
conserve the county. Reference to the Flora of Leicestershire by Horwood 
and Gainsborough gives an extensive account of the flora and general state 
of the various localities up to 1933. It is all too obvious how things have 
changed. Both these examples are botanical, but the plants are a pretty fair 
indication of what is happening. 

A new and more subtle danger is the passing of the Ml Motorway 
through Leicestershire. This means that people can live in the Midlands 
and work in London, and already property is advertised between Lutterworth 
and Leicester as convenient to the Ml. It is only natural and proper that 
people should seek pleasant surroundings to live in, but unless this is planned 
and done carefully, Leicestershire could become a suburb of London-and 
hopelessly broken up. Similarly the people who will live in the overspill 
towns to the east of Birmingham will require somewhere to relax and breathe, 
and Leicestershire together with other East Midland counties is an obvious 
and attractive rural area, and unless the conservation which the Trust is 
trying to foster is active and strong, the very things these people seek will be 
destroyed. 

A different sort of problem is the gradual change in farming practice, in 
which hedges are being removed and ponds filled in, producing a very 
different type of rural scene. Obviously with an important industry such as 
agriculture one must accept changes, but perhaps from a conservation point 
of view, one might question the advisability of some of these things. Large 
fields and the possibility of soil erosion for example, and again the hedgerows 
carry a very large population of insects which are predatory on pests of crops. 
The use of insecticides is by no means certain, in view of the proved ability 
of pests to develop an immunity, so that in casting out one devil, seven more 
are let in, worse than the first. Hedges prevent the spread of weeds, and 
perhaps most serious of all is the very real problem of whole vast fields of one 
crop, presenting a uniform and favourable environment for a single particular 
pest which may multiply exceedingly. Perhaps in the interests not only of 
preserving some typical piece of Leicestershire countryside, one should con
sider this massive large-scale agriculture from a strictly biological point of 
view. I have mentioned this in some detail because it does illustrate the sort 
of problem that the Trust is faced with, and shows that our work is often 
concerned with fundamental problems. 
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Perhaps one could just mention factory farming in which cattle are never 
out in the fields. If this does materialise then much land will be liberated, 
and it would be wise to enquire the uses to which this land will be put. One 
of the dangers of course is an increase in arable farming which does have 
profound effects on the ecology of a district. This whole problem of land use 
was of course the theme of the recent conference led by the Duke of Edinburgh 
on "The Countryside in 1970". 

Important as the Trust's work in developing an attitude of mind may be, 
there must obviously be some more concrete efforts and some of these may 
be mentioned. Education is something with which the Trust is much con
cerned and schools have made use of the canal and our Great Fenny Wood. 
As well as Grammar Schools, a Junior School has made visits to the canal, 
and another Junior School has visited Great Fenny Wood. The success of 
these Junior School visits was impressive and important, not only during the 
actual visits but in the follow-up work in the classroom. In the case of the 
canal and to a certain extent the woodland visit, members of the Trust pro
duced a brochure for both the school and the staff. One or two of us also 
joined the children in the field and afterwards in the classroom, and it was 
clear that a real impression had been made and work of real quality was 
produced. This was something quite over and above the natural excitement 
of children on an outing. These children had experienced something new 
and exciting and I have seen the same thing with children from a small school 
at Ormside near Appleby in Westmorland. I am convinced that the Trust 
must not only see that good country is conserved, but they must extend this 
work of education, particularly in Junior Schools. If we can bring the de
veloping mind of young children into a balanced intelligent relationship with 
living things, so that they realise that they themselves are part of a vast 
assemblage of plant and animal life, then perhaps one can begin to hope for 
an end to cruelty and violence. This may be a hopeless ideal but it cannot 
even be contemplated if the face of the land has become built upon and 
urbanised. Spacious vistas and fine country are essential if there is to be any 
hope that young children can see for themselves the significance of natural 
processes. 

Another major concern of the Trust at the moment is the fate of the old 
railway tracks in Leicestershire, in which the County Council is also interested. 
These old tracks penetrate through the best parts of East Leicestershire and 
give magnificent opportunities for peaceful "walkways", and the cuttings are 
rich in animal and plant life. Interesting geological sections can be seen as, 
for example the marlstone exposure in the cutting just south-east of Tilton 
Station. They represent a magnificent opportunity, and yet already they are 
visualised as tipping areas for the local authorities and industrial waste from 
Leicester, and even now an unsightly scrap yard is building up at Ingarsby 
on the station sidings. Like the canals, these old tracks offer easy access 
through miles of quiet country without trespass on private land, and the Trust 
needs support very badly indeed in its efforts on behalf of these abandoned 
railway tracks. In a sense these old railway tracks are similar to the canals in 
that both thread their way through the county, providing a rich environment 
far more natural than the highly developed agricultural land through which 
they pass. This is very important in a county such as Leicestershire where 
extensive tracts of undeveloped countryside are limited. 
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I have already mentioned our interests in grass verges and green lanes, 
and also canals. There is an increasing interest in canals and the Trust is 
using what influence it can on behalf of Leicestershire canals. 

Turning now to another and perhaps wider aspect of the ideas that lie 
behind the work of the Trust, I would like to refer for a moment to a point 
that was made earlier, namely the value of open spaces as biological labora
tories. Man, as he becomes increasingly urbanised, is very apt to forget that 
he is still a living creature, part of an environment even though the environ
ment may be of his own creating. He may imagine that he has dominated or 
even eliminated nature, but he forgets that whatever his environment, he 
shares it with a very large number of other organisms with which he must 
come to terms. Perhaps one may quote Horace "Naturam expellas furca, 
tamen usque recurret"-"Though you expel nature with a pitch fork she will 
always return". The manner in which nature returns can often be serious 
and biological knowledge is needed to understand these problems. County 
Trusts, by conserving the countryside, are not only filling a sociological need, 
but at the same time playing an important part in the scientific work of the 
country. 

In the case of the Leicestershire Trust this can be seen in the way in 
which the Charnwood Lodge Reserve is being surveyed by the Loughborough 
Naturalists; the results forming the basis for some really valuable work. Then 
there is the work of the Biological Section of the Literary and Philosophical 
Society in conjunction with the Trust. Or again the use of Great Fenny 
Wood and the Grand Union Canal by the University for researches in ecology. 

Finally, I would ask by what moral right do we destroy for ever animals, 
plants and landscapes of great value and beauty so that succeeding generations 
will never see them, and be that much poorer in mind and intellect? The 
Trust believes that these principles of conservation are good and just, and is 
anxious that things which mean so much to us today, shall be seen and 
enjoyed by those who follow. 
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(a) Gaping fissure in postglacial lava field. (b) Hlidarfjall. a rhyoliti::: extrusive dome. near Myvatn 
in northern Iceland. In the middle background is lava 
from the Leirhnukur fissure eruption of 1725-8, and in 
the foreground is a small spatter crater along a continua-

tion of the same fissure. 
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(a) A ridge Garlhettur) of palagonite tuff-breccia, probably the product of 
a subglacial fissure-eruption, near the Langjokull in south-western Iceland. 

(b) Basalt pillows in a palagonite tuff-breccia ridge in south-western Iceland. 



The Bennett Lectures : * 

SOME ASPECTS OF QUATERNARY 

VOLCANISM IN ICELAND 
by GEORGE P. L. WALKER 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Iceland, a North Atlantic island a trifle larger than Ireland and smaller 
than Scotland, comes into the news at irregular but quite short intervals as a 
result of eruptions of its volcanoes, the nearest active volcanoes to Leicester. 
The latest eruption began in November 1963, and at the time of writing was 
still proceeding. Geologically, Iceland shows a striking contrast with Britain 
and all European countries other than the Faeroe Islands, for the oldest 
rocks in its make-up are of Tertiary age and it is composed almost exclusively 
of volcanic rocks, basalt lavas predominating. This combination of a limited 
age-range and a limited rock-type would appear to be the ingredients for a 
singularly dull and uninspiring geological record, and one of the aims of this 
paper is to show that Iceland is in fact anything but dull. 

The previous paper in this series dealt with the sexual dimorphism 
shown by a group of fossils; the theme, if not the title, of this paper might well 
be the "environmental dimorphism" of some volcanoes, concerned as it is 
with the contrasting volcanic products and topography which result when 
otherwise similar types of volcanic eruption take place under contrasting 
subaerial or subglacial environments. 

To deal adequately with Quaternary volcanism would not be practicable 
within the bounds of this paper, and only certain aspects can be dealt with 
here. The reader who wishes to follow the literature is directed to start with 
the excellent accounts by Thorarinsson et al. (1959) or Askelsson et al. (1960). 

II. POSTGLACIAL VOLCANICITY 

FISSURE ERUPTIONS 

Iceland is the classic area for fissure eruptions and the majority of its 
lavas have originated from fissures-gaping cracks up to 30 km. long from 
which sometimes vast quantities of lava have emerged-and the great Laki 
eruption of 1783 is usually cited as the type example of this form of eruption. 
Scores of well-substantiated examples of fissure eruption, both historic and 
prehistoric, are known yet, surprisingly, the first Icelandic fissure eruption to 
be observed by geologists was that of1961 in Askja. This eruption (Thorarins
son and Sigvaldason, 1962) was preceded by earthquake shocks and vigorous 
solfataric activity. Lava started to issue at the surface from a fissure o.6 km. 
long 3 weeks later, and the emission was most vigorous on the first day; 
during the first 8 hours lava was emitted at the rate of about 800 m1/sec. and 
was fountaining to a maximum height of 500 m. The eruption ended about 5 
weeks later, by which time some 0.1 km.S of, lava had emerged, to cover an 
area of II km.S 

*Delivered in the Depanment of Geology in the University of Leicester on 
12th May 1964 
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Photo-copy of a diagram published in The Times Science Review, Spring 1964, (Fig. 1, page 3). 
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One characteristic of the basalt lava from an eruptive fissure is its relatively 
high fluidiry, a consequence being that the lava often flows for many tens of 
km.-as much as 130 km. in the case of one of the prehistoric Thj6rsa flows 
(Kjartansson, 1960)-from the fissure. Relatively little material is heaped up 
along the actual fissure, and what there is often shows evidence (in the form 
of spatter craters or ramparts, built up of agglutinate) of lava fountaining; at 
other times cinder cones are developed, commonly containing an abundance 
of near-spherical or spindle-shaped bombs. It is clear that lava emission has 
generally been concentrated along short lengths of fissure rather than uni
formly from the whole length of the fissure. 

Another characteristic is that a large volume of lava has emerged in the 
rypical fissure eruption. The amount varies from under 0.1 to over 10 km.a 
(12 km.a from the 1783 Laki eruption; an estimated 15 km.a from the pre
historic Thj6rsa eruption mentioned above), and the average lies between 
0.1 and 1 km.a, probably nearer the latter. 

Many eruptive fissures have scores of craters along their length, clearly 
marking the line of the fissure. It is tempting to identify all craters as con
nected with the conduit through which the magma was conveyed to the 
surface, but it is now certain that many craters are not so connected. There 
are several areas in Iceland where swarms of craters and hornitos are found 
in situations where it is extremely unlikely that they can be related to the 
source of eruption of the lava in which they occur. Thorarinsson (1953) has 
convincingly shown that many of the craters that occur so profusely, for 
example, around and in the lake of Myvatn are in realiry rootless craters 
("pseudocraters" as he calls them), the consequence of a lava flowing over a 
lake or marshy ground; the craters are due to explosions caused when water 
trapped beneath the lava is converted into steam. Again, it is possible that 
true craters may on occasion be transported, in part or entire, some distance 
from the source of a fissure eruption on the surface of the moving lava. 

NON-ERUPTIVE FISSURES 

One of the most striking features of the postglacial volcanic areas of Ice
land is the common occurrence there of gaping fissures, with a gape of any
thing up to several metres; fissures which individually may have a length of 
10 km. or more, and collectively form an arcuate swarm crossing the country 
from the north coast to the south-west promontory. Many are simple dilation 
fissures, while others have a normal fault component, seldom exceeding 10 

metres, accompanying the dilation. Miniature graben formation, almost 
certainly a secondary consequence of the fissuring, is sometimes seen; and 
the varied topographic features exhibited, for instance, at Thingvellir, are 
summarised in fig. 2. 

In the writer's opinion these dilation fissures represent dykes in which the 
magma failed to attain the surface. Rarely a little lava is seen smeared on 
the walls of a fissure, showing that the magma then almost succeeded in 
reaching the surface. 

Fissures, eruptive and non-eruptive, combine to form a swarm of near
parallel members crossing the whole country. They are the surface expression 
of a dyke swarm actively in process of formation. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram illustrating the topographical expression of the various types 
of dilation structures seen in the active volcanic zones of Iceland. 
1. Ridge due to a subglacial fissure eruption. 
2. Postglacial lava field, partly burying 1. 
3. Non-eruptive fissures. Some normal faulting accompanies the 

dilational movement in one. 
4. Dykes at the site of fissure eruptions. 
5. Spatter craters along the line of a postglacial fissure eruption. 
6. Cinder cone along the same line as 5. 
7. Lava channels by which lava was conveyed away from the eruptive 

fissure. 
Photo-copy of a diagram published in The Times Science Review, Spring 1964, 

(Fig. 3, page 4). 

BASALTIC SHIELD VOLCANOES 

Apparently a distinctive manifestation of postglacial volcanism is marked 
by the shield volcanoes, of which the beautifully symmetrical cone of 
Skjaldbreidur (north of Thingvellir, in south-western Iceland) is the finest 
example. 

Skjaldbreidur, which has a diameter of about 10 km., rises some 
600 metres above its base to a small summit crater at an absolute elevation 
of 1,060 metres. The sides of the mountain have a uniform slope of about 7 
degrees, and the total volume of the volcano amounts to around 15 km.3 

The known shield volcanoes seem to have formed early in the postglacial 
period and none is known to have erupted in historic time; the shield
volcano-building eruptions seem to have ceased several thousand years ago. 
It is possible that the present eruption of Surtsey may mark a reappearance 
of this type of eruption. 
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The writer believes that a shield volcano of the Skjaldbreidur type is the 
product of a single voluminous eruption, starting from a fissure, in which as 
the eruption proceeded the emission of lava came to be concentrated at one 
point on the fissure. The shield was the consequence of the piling up of 
innumerable basalt flow-units which issued from this point. 

The evidence to support this is, firstly, that all gradations seem to exist 
(e.g., at Thingvellir, and on Reykjanes) between an obvious fissure eruption 
from which more than one flow-unit has emerged, to one in which the pile 
of flow-units begins to assume the form of a very low and elongated shield, to 
a typical shield volcano; and, secondly, that where sections arc seen through 
parts of shield volcanoes (e.g., in the remarkable 100 m. cliff of Asbyrgi, in 
northern Iceland and in the less high but nonetheless impressive cliff in 
Almannagja, at Thingvellir) they expose successions of thin pahoehoe flow
units, each lenticular in cross-section and of small horizontal extent*. The 
whole 100 metres section at Asbyrgi is obviously part of a single lava flow, in 
which the hundreds of individual flow-units must have succeeded one another 
at very short intervals. It is not a big extrapolation to regard a 600 m. volcano 
as made of a single lava flow, built likewise of innumerable flow-units. 

ACID AND INTERMEDIATE VOLCANIC PRODUCTS 

The postglacial lava fields of Iceland include a few rhyolitic extrusions 
in the country east of Hekla and near Myvatn. Owing to the great viscosity 
of the acid magma these extrusions are dome-like in form, with a high value 
of the ratio thickness: horizontal extent. Hlidarfjall, for instance, is a 
rhyolite extrusion north of Myvatn which has a diameter of 1.5 km. and rises 
300 m. above the surrounding country. Some of the rhyolite domes have a 
carapace of obsidian, such as that of the well-known Hrafntinnuhryggur, 
north-east of Myvatn, a ridge which is the product of an acid fissure 
eruption. 

The well-known tendency for acid magma to be erupted explosively is 
well shown in Iceland where probably more than half of the total bulk of acid 
volcanic products are rh:yplitic pumice tuffs. Three volcanoes-Hekla, 
Dyngjufjoll (Askja) and Oraefajokull-are responsible for most of these 
explosive eruptions, the latest from these three being respectively in 1947, 
1875 and 1362. The areas of dispersal and thicknesses of the ash layers 
resulting from four eruptions are given in fig. 3. 

While Iceland has not experienced the great loss of life which has 
accompanied so many explosive eruptions in other parts of the world, some 
eruptions have caused much hardship and have resulted in many farms 
being temporarily or permanently abandoned. The prosperous settlement 
north of Hekla in Thj6rsardalur, for instance, was devastated by a violent 
eruption of Hekla in II04 A.D., and about ten farms were destroyed. The 
area is still uninhabited. 

Bunsen pointed out that the Icelandic volcanic rocks are predominantly 
basic and acid and now, a century later, his observation still stands; inter
mediate rocks, although they do occur, are relatively unimportant. An 
estimate of 3% recently made for the andesites in a segment of the Tertiary 
volcanic pile in eastern Iceland probably holds also for the postglacial lava 
fields. The andesite lavas are easily misidentified as basalt, for they are dark 
*The conception of flow-unit, as distinct from lava flow, and the manner of formation 

of pahoehoe flow-units is well known from the writings of workers in Hawaii (e.g., 
Wentworth and MacDonald, 1953). 
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and basaltic-looking, but the flows are appreciably thicker and more rough
surfaced than the typical basalt lava, and the rocks are noticeably finer in 
grain than basalt. Good examples of andesite flows are encountered on 
Hekla-the incredibly rough-surfaced flow of 1947 is one-and the Lu.dent 
flow near Myvatn is another example. 

STRATO-VOLCANOES 

One of the features of the Icelandic volcanoes is the great variety of 
types seen; even the eruptive fissures have a very varied surface expression 
according to the explosiveness of the eruptions. The type of volcano most 
common outside Iceland-the conical strato-volcano of Fujiyama type-is, 
however, poorly represented, although some of the largest volcanic edifices 
in the country approximate to this type. Oraefajokull, at 2,119 m. the highest 
mountain in Iceland and, after Etna, the largest volcano in Europe, is one such 
strato-volcano; and the Dyngjufjoll, containing the caldera of Askja, is the 
ruin of an even bigger one. Others include Eyjafjallajokull and SnaefeHs
j okull, in the extreme west of Iceland; this last is the only one of the four 
which is not known to have erupted in historic time. Hekla may be another 
strato-volcano in an early stage of development. 

The strato-volcanoes are appreciably larger than the basaltic shield 
volcanoes-Oraefajokull has a volume probably of several hundred km.3-

and differ from them in being built of a variety of rock types ranging from 
basalt to rhyolite, both as lavas and pyroclastic rocks; the products of a great 
many separate eruptions. None of the Icelandic strato-volcanoes has yet 
been studied in detail, and such study would be a difficult undertaking. 
Several probable analogues of these volcanoes in the Tertiary volcanic region 
of eastern Iceland have recently been mapped, however; in these Tertiary 
volcanoes rhyolites and andesites constitute a quarter or more of the total 
bulk, and pyroclastic rocks-mainly acid tuffs and agglomerates-make up 
more than 10% of the total. This is an instance perhaps where the past may 
in part be a key to the present. At the same time the present must be the key 
to the past, and particularly valuable is data on present-day or historic 
eruptions from strato-volcanoes. The 1947 eruption of Hekla for instance, 
has been studied in great detail (Einarsson et al., 1950-) and a graphic 
account, partly culled from historical records, has recently been given 
(Thorarinsson, 1958) of the 1362 eruption in Oraefajokull. 

It is likely that the young strato-volcanoes of Iceland differ from their 
Tertiary analogues in having a great volume of subglacially-erupted material 
in their constitution; that the post glacial lavas are a veneer on an edifice of 
palagonite ruff-breccias due to subglacial eruptions; and that such tuff
breccias have formed high on the mountains at the same time as lavas of 
postglacial facies have formed low on their flanks. 

THE DATING OF POSTGLACIAL LAVAS 

Postglacial lavas are easily recognised on account of their possession of 
a slaggy or ropy upper surface, unmodified by glacial erosion. While it is 
easy to distinguish these from older lavas, it must be remembered that the 
duration of the postglacial has varied in different parts of Iceland and has 
not yet started in those areas covered by present-day glaciers. 

Many of the postglacial lavas have been erupted within historic time
within the past thousand or so years-and their eruption is recorded in con
temporary writings, although some of the eruptions of this period were, 
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no doubt, not chronicled and the site of many of the recorded eruptions is 
imprecisely located. There are many old records of"fires" seen in the interior 
of Iceland from volcanoes the identity of which can now only be conjectured; 
it is only in the past few decades that the scientific study of volcanic eruptions 
has started. The fact remains that the eruptions of lavas many hundreds of 
square km. in total extent are well authenticated in historical records. 

A crude measure of the age of a young lava is given by the thickness of 
vegetation on the lava. Mosses and lichens do not take long to become 
established, however, and some have already grown on the 1947 lava from 
Hekla. A few lavas have been dated-the date given is a maximum one-by 
radio-carbon analysis of peat or wood preserved beneath the basalt. 

The most powerful method of dating of recent events is one which 
depends on a combination of two circumstances; a loessic soil is slowly but 
steadily accumulating over much of the area (and particularly in the marginal 
parts) of the country; and from time to time explosive volcanic eruptions 
fling great quantities of pumice high into the air, to settle as ash layers 
down-wind of the volcanoes. These ash layers become incorporated as 
distinctive layers in the loessic soil profile. The pumice layer from the 
1875 eruption in Askja is now several centimetres below the soil surface, and 
the approximate areas of dispersal, and thicknesses, of ash from this and three 
other eruptions is shown in fig. 3. 

Patient work over many years by Thorarinsson (1944, 1949, 1958) 
has established the sequence of ash layers in the loess over most of Iceland, 
the individual layers being dated from historic records or by radiocarbon 
analysis of plant remains. The age of a lava can be approximately determined 
by measurement of the soil profile above the lava, and many lavas have now 
been so dated. The lava from the well-known Threngslaborgir-Ludents
borgir fissure, which flooded the Myvatn depression and in which is seen 
the remarkable scenery-due to the draining away of lava from beneath its 
surface crust-of Dimmuborgir, has been determined to be about 2,000 
years old. Other events can also be dated by the same method. The aban
donment of the spectacular amphitheatre of Asbyrgi by the river which 
carved it has been dated at about 2,500 years ago. 

III. PLEISTOCENE VOLCANICITY 

The incandescent lava which pours out from an erupting volcano has come 
from a region many kilometres deep: a region so deep as to be unaffected by 
the climate at the surface. Volcanic eruptions take place when the climate is 
warm; they take place with equal vigour when the land is mantled with ice. 
The truth of this is seen in Iceland where active volcanoes erupt from time 
to time below the present ice-caps; during the Ice Age eruptions proceeded 
on an enormous scale below the ice, and they have left their mark indelibly 
stamped on the landscape. 

Exactly what happens in the contest between red-hot lava and ice in the 
depths of a glacier can never be known, for there are insuperable difficulties 
to prevent the events and products of the present-day eruptions from being 
studied, but the products of old eruptions are well-preserved for study in the 
shape of the palagonite tuff-breccia, or Moberg Formation, mountains which 
are liberally scattered over the landscape of so much of Iceland (fig. 4). It 
is not certain that all of these mountains originated by subglacial eruptions, 
but the majority probably did. 
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Fig. 5. Palagonite tuff-breccia (M6berg) mountains in part of northern Iceland showing how 
their elevation increases regularly from north to south, and how this may perhaps be 
related to the profile of the Pleistocene ice-sheet. 
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The essential feature of the Moberg mountains is that they are composed 
largely of fragmental material, and fragments of basalt glass are particularly 
prominent. Peacock (in Peacock & Tyrrell, 1926) pointed out that this glass
it is called sideromelane-is clear in thin section, unlike tachylite which is so 
heavily charged with minute opaque particles that it is black and nearly 
opaque in thin section. Basalt pillows, which are important constituents of 
these mountains, also have a rim of sideromelane, one cm. or so thick. 
Sideromelane is thought to result from the drastic chilling of basaltic magma, 
by injection into water or ice. 

Palagonite is a yellowish hydrogel, a hydration product of sideromelane, 
that cements the glass and basalt fragments into a rock sufficiently coherent 
to stand as vertical or overhanging cliffs 100 m. or more high. It is probably 
formed by the action of steam on the sideromelane. It is the yellowish-brown 
palagonite which gives the Moberg mountains their distinctive colour. By 
rendering the porous and fragmental rock coherent it is indirectly responsible 
for the distinctive and often bizarre topography of the mountains, which 
abound in overhanging cliffs and are cut by deep canyons; one deeply-incised 
canyon visited by the author in the Snaefellsnes peninsula of western Iceland 
is like a gigantic saw-cut on the edge of the mountain, a few metres wide at 
the top and bottom and over 100 m. deep. 

"Palagonite" was first applied by Von Walterhausen in 1845 to a material, 
believed to be a new mineral species, from Val Palagonia in Sicily, and both 
he and Bunsen applied the name "palagonitfels" to rocks from Iceland in 
1847. Thoroddssen, who occupies much the same place to Icelandic as 
William Smith does to English geology, showed how widespread the pala
gonite tuff-breccias are and interpreted them as subaerial tuffs (some earlier 
workers had postulated a submarine origin). Pjetursson (1900, 1903), however, 
demonstrated their intimate association with morainic material and suggested 
that they were of volcanic and glacial origin. Peacock and Tyrrell (1926) 
extended these ideas and suggested an origin by basaltic eruptions into the 
extended ice-sheet of the Pleistocene. The later development of ideas owes 
much to Kjartansson (1943: in Icelandic); also to Noe-Nygaard (1940) and 
van Bemmelan & Rutten (1955). The genetic relationship to glaciers has been 
widely accepted (see, however, Einarsson 1946). 

Many of the Moberg mountains are serrated ridges, as much as several 
tens of km. in length, trending parallel with the local postglacial eruptive 
and non-eruptive fissures. These ridges are believed to result from subglacial 
fissure eruptions in which the basaltic magma fountained into the base of the 
Pleistocene ice-sheet or its meltwaters, and became chilled and fragmented in 
the process. Instead of the lava flowing freely over the ground on either side 
of the fissure a pile of fragmental material became heaped up as a ridge along 
the line of the fissure, each peak on the ridge representing a point where the 
magma emerged strongly from the fissure. The Jarlhettur (Plate Ila) on the 
edge of the Langjokull in south-western Iceland, is a fine example of a pair of 
ridges with a combined length of almost 30 km., and with peaks rising some 
300 m. above the surrounding country. Another ridge, that of Geldingafell in 
north-eastern Iceland is 30 or 40 km. long and its peaks rise as much as 
400 m. above the general level. 

The table-mountains which are a distinctive feature of the Moberg areas 
are believed to be the Pleistocene analogues of the postglacial basaltic shield 
volcanoes. Herdubreid, with an elevation of 1,682 m. the largest table
mountain and one of the most beautiful mountains of Iceland, rises some 
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1,100 m. above the surrounding country. The lower two-thirds of the moun
tain is a pedestal of palagonite tuff-breccia, probably formed by subglacial 
eruptions. The upper one-third is a basaltic shield volcano, similar to the 
postglacial examples and it is supposed that it was produced by subaerial 
eruptions after the Pleistocene ice-sheet had been melted through: eruptions 
which took place above the level of the intraglacial meltwater lake. 

There is a general increase in level of the summits of the Moberg 
mountains towards the present Vatnajokull ice-cap (fig. 5) and towards the 
region of dispersal of the Pleistocene ice-sheet. It is reasonable to correlate 
the elevation of the mountains with that of the Pleistocene ice-sheet, and it is 
probably not far wrong if the level of the ice is assumed to be approximately 
the same as the mountain summits. A suggested reconstruction of the surface 
of the later Pleistocene ice-sheet is given in figs. 4 and 5. 

While a subglacial origin has been more or less established for some 
Icelandic Moberg mountains and the circumstantial evidence for such an 
origin is strong for others, it must not be supposed that all have the same 
origin. Some may be subaqueous in origin and entirely unrelated to glaciers. 
The still-active volcano of Surtsey in the Westmann Islands bears a close 
resemblance to a table-mountain. It has a pedestal offragmental rocks (these 
are for the most part not yet accessible to study, and it is not yet known if 
they include palagonite tuff-breccias), produced especially during the early 
stages, in November and December 1963, when the eruption was explosive. 
The pedestal is partly capped by a low shield of subaerial basalt lava, and it is 
likely that this lava is fragmenting to a sideromelane breccia with basalt 
pillows where it is flowing into the sea. The tuff-breccias of the nearby 
Westmann Islands are due to similar submarine eruptions perhaps 5,000 to 
IO,ooo years ago. Einarsson (1946) has proposed a different origin, and 
regards the formation of the palagonite tuff as determined by the physical 
properties of the magma itself and not due to the presence of ice or water at 
the site of extrusion. 

GLACIAL FLOODS 

The active volcanoes beneath the present ice-caps are responsible for 
some of the most catastrophic floods of Iceland's history. Basaltic magma is 
capable of melting about ten times its own volume of ice and when a sub
glacial eruption occurs a large volume of ice-sometimes many cubic kilo
metres-is melted. It seems as though the meltwaters accumulate as an 
intraglacial lake which, when it is deep enough, is able to float the glacier 
and escape as a great flood. 

These floods-the Icelanders call them jokulhlaups-appear from the 
glacier margin sometimes without warning and rapidly inundate large 
expanses of the outwash gravel, or sandur, plains. Not all jokulhlaups are 
related to volcanic activity; some are caused by the periodic draining of the 
ice-marginal lakes. The greatest floods, however, accompany volcanic 
eruptions; the 1918 eruption of Katla (beneath Myrdalsjokull), and the 1934 
eruption in Grimsvotn (beneath the western part of the Vatnajokull) for 
example. 

One feature of the jokulhlaups of volcanic origin is that the volume of 
water released may be very large; it was around 10 km. in the 1934 flood 
from Grimsvotn, for instance. A great volume of water is released over a 
period of a few days and the peak discharge-estimated at 100,000 m.•/sec. 
for the 1918 flood from Katla-may, for a short period, exceed the flow at 
the mouth of the Amazon. 
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One of the most graphic of the older eye-witness accounts relates to the 
jokulhlaup which accompanied the 1727 eruption of Oraefajokull (retold by 
Thorarinsson, 1958): 

" ••• After 9 o'clock, three particularly loud reports were heard, which 
were almost instantaneously followed by several floods of water that gushed 
out, the last of which was the greatest and completely carried away the horses 
and other animals it overtook in its course. When the floods were over the 
glacier itself slid forward over the plane ground, just like melted metal poured 
out of a crucible ••• The water now rushed down on the earth side without 
intermission and destroyed what little of the pasture grounds remained ••• 
Things now assumed quite a different appearance. The glacier itself burst, 
and many icebergs were run down quite to the sea, but the thickest remained 
on the plain at a short distance from the foot of the mountain." 

Travellers through the same region 29 years later described the area of 
stranded ice as "a terrible area covered by iceblocks and rocks, pumice and 
ash half a mile (half a Danish mile=2 English miles) broad and two miles 
(8 English miles) in length. It was very difficult to travel over this area as one 
had not only to cross steep banks and troublesome parallel-running ridges but 
also had to be very careful to avoid both man and horse falling down into 
fissures or pits, abundant everywhere between the iceblocks." 

One of the most prominent topographical features of the south coast 
of Iceland are the outwash gravel, or sandur, plains which separate the 
mountains and the glaciers from the coast; plains traversed by numerous 
braided rivers that are constantly changing course; plains that are steadily 
encroaching on the sea and steadily rising in level as more detritus is added. 
In all, these plains cover an area of 6,000 km.' (fig. 6). 

It is clear that the Sandur is being added to continually by the silt
laden glacial rivers, but it is likely that the volcanic jokulhlaups play a greater 
part in their construction. Rist (1955) has estimated that the moderately-sized 
jokulhlaup of 1954, in which the discharge of water was about 3.5km.1, 

carried about 30 million tons of silt in just over one week. The really big 
jokuhlaups must carry many times this quantity of debris. In illustration of 
their carrying capacity, there is a record of a boulder approximately 1,000 
tons in weight having been carried 15 km. from the ice-margin by the 
flood of 1918. 

Fig. 6. Map of the sandur plains of southern Iceland which have been built up 
panly, if not largely. from debris resulting from the jokulhaups associated 
with subglacial volcanic eruptions. Some of the Jokulhaup tracks arc 
indicated by arrows. 
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IV. THE BROADER RELATIONSHIPS 

· A remarkable uniformity in the type of volcanic activity and the composi
tion of the erupted magmas is seen for the whole geological column in Iceland; 
the present-day eruptions are the latest in a long sequence, a direct continua
tion of those which took place in the Tertiary.* 

A dyke swarm is actively forming at the present as a successor to (and, 
as far as is known, approximately parallel with) the dyke-swarms of the 
Tertiary. The forces responsible for present-day volcanic activity must be 
the same as those which resulted in the creation of the Tertiary lava pile. 
· Many workers have been struck by the great disparity in the areas 
occupied by the Quaternary and Tertiary volcanic outcrops in Iceland and 
have stated or implied that the present-day activity is much less vigorous 
than that which produced the Tertiary rocks. This seems even more clear 
when viewing the Thulean province as a whole, in which volcanic activity is 
manifestly long-dead in Greenland, Scotland, Ireland and the Faroe Islands. 
Yet there are sound reasons why this view must now be questioned. 

Postglacial lavas in Iceland occupy an area estimated at 12,000 km.1• 

The average thickness is not known, but cannot be less than 20 m., giving a 
total volume of the order of 250 km.a, or an average of about 0.025 km.S of 
Java erupted per year. This is probably an underestimate. Sapper's estimate 
of the production of volcanic materials for the period A.D. 1500 to 1914 
gives a total of 25.5 km.8 for Icelandt or 0.06 km.a/year. 

The production of volcanic materials in Iceland over the past three 
decades has averaged about 0.05 km.sfyear. 

At an average rate of production of lava of 0.05 km.a/year, the Tertiary 
period is sufficiently long to enable 3 million km.• of lava to be erupted, 
enough to give a layer of lavas 30 km. thick beneath the whole present area 
of Iceland: probably enough to account for most of the lavas seen in the 
Thulean province. The present rate of production of lavas is certainly great 
enough to account for all the lavas seen in Iceland. 

The statement, often encountered and sometimes applied to Iceland, 
that fumarolic and hot-spring activity is characteristic of the waning phase of 
volcanic activity must be due to a misconception. Whilst it is true that thermal 
activity may be all that remains in an area where the volcanoes are recently 
extinct, it is surely also true that thermal activity is most vigorous where 
volcanic eruptions are also most vigorous. Bodvarsson (1964) has estimated 
that the excess of heat flow in Iceland over the global average can be accounted 
for by the accession of new basaltic magma to the upper parts of the crust 
(partly, no doubt, by dyke injection) at the rate of about 0.1 km.a/year: a 
greater volume than that represented by surface lavas. 

*It is thought by some workers (see, for instance, Barth, 1950) that there have been 
two periods of volcanic activity in Iceland, separated by a wide gap: one in the early 
Tertiary, and the other in the late Tertiary to Quaternary. The writer does not con
form with this view and is of the opinion that those unconformities which are seen 
represent merely local breaks. This problem should be finally resolved when radio
active ages are obtained for Icelandic rocks. 

f25% of the world total of lava for this period, plus 3% of the fragmentary volcanic 
products, or 6.5% of the total world production of volcanic materials of all kinds. 
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The disparity in the areas occupied by Quaternary and Tertiary areas 
in Iceland can be reconciled with a uniformitarian view of the rate of emission 
of volcanic products by invoking an appreciable amount of crustal drift. 
Indeed the dykes which must, of necessity, be present to feed the observed 
lavas seem amply capable of accounting for the amount of drift envisaged 
(Bodvarsson and Walker, 1964). 

A dynamic model of Iceland which appears capable of satisfying all the 
observational data pictures the presently-active volcanic zone of Iceland as 
having persisted (not necessarily in exactly the same position) from the time 
when the earliest lavas were erupted. It visualises basaltic magma as continu
ally but intermittently rising to high crustal levels, in fissures in the active 
zone, to congeal there as dykes. Each time a dyke forms, the opposite sides 
of the active zone move apart by a few metres. By a long succession of tens 
of thousands of separate dyke-injections the opposite sides move apart by 
tens or hundreds of km. The oldest volcanic rocks of eastern and western 
Iceland are visualised as having formed in an active zone of the same width, 
and as vigorously active, as the present one, subsequently to move apart by 
several hundred km. 

All the time the older rocks on either side are slowly carried apart by a 
gigantic double conveyor-belt mechanism as new crust is generated in the 
active zone. Iceland is seen as a country that is actively expanding, 
and has been expanding for tens of millions of years, by such a process 
of crustal spreading. The activity of the volcanoes is a by-product of this 
slow-moving process. 

It is tempting to correlate the crustal drift evidenced in Iceland with 
continental drift and the formation of the Atlantic Ocean. Popular current 
hypotheses place great prominence on the significance of mid-oceanic ridges 
as places where rifting or the generation of new oceanic crust take place. 
Iceland occupies a unique position as the only substantial land-mass astride 
a mid-oceanic ridge. The writer believes that it offers clear evidence of 
rifting and of the creation of new basaltic crust. It illustrates, in a way that 
no submarine exposures can, the manner in which crustal spreading may be 
accomplished. It shows how events at the surface may be correlated with 
major earth movements and the present Surtsey eruption is a reminder that 
these earth movements are still actively in progress. 
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COALFIELD GEOLOGY OF 
LEICESTERSHIRE AND 
SOUTH DERBYSHIRE: 

THE EXPOSED COALFIELDS 
by 

K. SPINK, M.Sc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This work is derived from a Master of Science thesis entitled "Geology 
of the exposed coalfields of Leicestershire and South Derbyshire", which was 
submitted to Durham University early in 1963. Since then, certain ideas have 
been further developed, and these improvements in our knowledge of these 
coalfields are incorporated in the present work. 

In present day mining usage, the area to the west of the Boothorpe Fault 
is designated the South Derbyshire Coalfield, although extending into Leices
tershire; similarly the area to the east of the Boothorpe Fault is known as the 
Leicestershire Coalfield, although extending into Derbyshire. The succession 
of seams in these two areas is also spoken of in the same way. It will be 
shown that these areas developed somewhat different characteristics during 
deposition of the Coal Measures, justifying their treatment as distinct coal
fields. In the Woodville area, seams of the lower part of the "Productive 
Measures" (see later definition) are present to the east of the Boothorpe 
Fault. As they join the seams of the Leicestershire Coalfield without any 
major interruption, they are considered here to be part of that coalfield. 

The area of Coal Measures which reaches the surface is roughly lozenge
shaped, with the northern and southern boundaries running east-west, and 
the other two boundaries running NW-SE. To the north, west and south 
mapping is limited by the unconformable cover of Triassic rocks; this is 
partly true also on the eastern side, but the boundary becomes obscure in 
the NE comer, where rocks formerly thought to be of Millstone Grit age are 
now known to be partly Lower Coal Measures ("Unproductive Measures") 
to which an exact limit cannot be assigned at present. Works or papers 
dealing directly with the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfields are 
marked with an asterisk in the bibliography. They are briefly discussed in 
the thesis. 

The present work is based on mapping on a scale of 6 inches to one mile, 
carried out by the author during the time that he was Area Prospecting 
Officer with the Opencast Executive of the National Coal Board. The 
expense involved renders it impossible to issue these maps with the present 
work; however, copies of these maps have been deposited at various 
places listed below, where they may be seen on application. 
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National Coal Board, No. 7 Area, Coleorton. 
Coal Survey Laboratory, Nottingham. 
Leicester City Museum. 
University of Leicester, Geology Dept. 
University of Nottingham, Geology Dept. 
University of Birmingham, Geology Dept. 
Derbyshire County Library, Matlock. 
Library of the Geological Society of London. 
Library of the Geologists' Association, University College, London. 

Details of the methods employed in the production of these maps are 
given in the thesis. Most of these methods would be applicable to the 
exploration of any exposed or partly exposed coalfield. 

Eastwood (1952) proposed that coalfield maps should indicate seam 
outcrops with three grades of accuracy; the solid lines indicating outcrops 
known within 20 yards, the long dash lines within 100 yards and short dash 
lines for other cases. The new maps use these three types of lines, which 
have been derived in the following way. The solid lines are based on bore
holes with a one hundred foot separation, together with a study of working 
plans where available, and are thus thought to meet or even exceed Eastwood's 
requirements. Where the degree of information, although still large, is not 
quite up to this standard, long dash lines are employed; these are probably in 
excess of the standard required by Eastwood, and should be within 50 yards. 
Where seams are indicated by short dashes, their positions are based on 
information, but the accuracy of this is indeterminate. No outcrops indicated 
are based purely on conjecture, and where no information is available the 
map is left blank. 

In areas where no opencast exploration has been carried out, the mapping 
of Fox-Strangways remains the only available information on the outcrops. 
None of this information is included in the new maps. Where areas mapped 
by Fox-Strangways have since been explored, it is generally found that the 
solid line outcrops indicated by Fox-Strangways are not as accurate as the 
dashed line grade of the new maps, and if transferred to these would only 
rate as short dash lines. This should be borne in mind when using such 
information in further exploration; the lack of definite meaning of the various 
types of line on older maps greatly reduces their value in practice. 
· Faults are indicated by solid, long dash or short dash lines, with the 
same limits of accuracy as employed for outcrops. Generally speaking, small 
faults with a throw of less than 10 feet are not often discovered by drilling, 
and the detection of these depends on the area being worked. Dips where 
observed in workings or calculated from seam contouring are shown with 
solid shafts on the arrows; where the information is less complete but enables 
the dip to be calculated with reasonable accuracy, a dashed dip arrow is 
employed. 

It should be noted that seams and faults are indicated in the same way, 
whether or not any unconformable post-Coal Measure cover is present. 
Such cover is discussed in Section 4, and is indicated separately. In fact, 
much of the surface is covered with one material or another, a few feet of 
alluvium concealing an outcrop almost as effectively as fifty feet of Keuper 
Marl. Thus, for the purpose of this work, "exposed coalfield" can be taken 
to mean those parts of the coalfield which are accessible to opencast mining. 
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By its very nature, the exact edge of the cover of Triassic, and in part 
Glacial, material is often impossible to discover. Creep on hillsides carries 
red material (marl and shattered sandstone) and gravels considerable distances 
below the true solid geology line. No attempt has been made to map the 
whole of the unconformable cover of the coalfields. The extensive use of 
solid lines by the Geological Survey on their maps to indicate the edges of 
the Triassic and Glacial deposits is not considered to be justified. In the 
cases where the boundaries of the Trias are satisfactorily proved, they are 
indicated on the new maps by lines drawn to the same standards of accuracy 
as the seam outcrops. In a few areas the early opencast records are so in
complete that it is now impossible to determine if Triassic cover was present 
or not. Over such areas the cover is not shown although it was probably 
present (e.g. to the west of the axis of the Brizlincote Anticline). No record 
of Glacial deposits is made in the mapping. 

II. THE COAL MEASURE SUCCESSION 

OLD CLASSIFICATION 

In the past the Coal Measures of these coalfields have been divided into 
Lower (or) Unproductive Measures and Middle (or) Productive Measures. 
The Kilburn seam is taken as the base of the Productive Measures, and lies 
above the base of the communis Zone (Spink and Strauss, 1965, Fig. 2). 

MODERN CLAsSIFICATION 

The complete Lower Coal Measures in the modern sense are present In 
both coalfields. The Gastrioceras subcrenatum Marine Band has been 
identified on both sides of the Boothorpe Fault,thus positively fixing the base. 
The Molyneux Marine Band in South Derbyshire and the Bagworth Marine 
Band in Leicestershire are the equivalents of the Clay Cross Marine Band of 
the major coalfields to the north, thus defining the top of this division. 

In South Derbyshire only part of the Middle Coal Measures are present, 
a little more than 100 feet of strata being known above the Overseal (Mans
field) Marine Band. In Leicestershire the stratigraphical position of the top 
of the known Coal Measures is not very well established, but it seems likely 
that rather less of the succession is present than in South Derbyshire. 

Upper Coal Measures are not known in either coalfield. They have been 
identified in the "Western Extension" to the west of the South Derbyshire 
Coalfield; this area, although the Coal Measures are entirely concealed, will 
be briefly discussed later, as from both stratigraphical and tectonic considera
tions it must be treated as a separate coalfield. 

SEAM NOMENCLATURE 

The correlation diagram (Fig. 1) also records all the known synonyms 
of the various seams. It will be seen that one of these names is shown 
in capitals; this name has been selected as the preferred name for each 
seam, and is the·oniy name which will be used for the seam in the rest of this 
work. The reason for selecting these names will be given later in the descrip
tion of the seams; no attempt has been made to base this on priority. R. E. 
Elliott, J. C. Metcalfe and P. G. Strauss took part in the selection of the 
preferred names. It seems unlikely that the use of local names can be 
eradicated in coal mining circles, but it is hoped that all scientific and tech
nical personnel concerned with the use of seam names will use the preferred 
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nomenclature. Hitherto, these coalfields have been fairly free from the 
practice of transferring seam names from one seam to another for commercial 
reasons. This practice is likely to cause serious confusion and cannot be too 
strongly deprecated. 

Certain seams known to be east of the Boothorpe Fault in the Woodville 
district, but not at the time correlated with either succession, were separately 
named. These names are included with the Leicestershire synonyms. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE COALFIELDS 

Coals of the Unproductive Measures have been comparatively little 
explored, but are known in boreholes in both coalfields. They have been 
correlated with the seams of the North Derbyshire Coalfield (Greig and 
Mitchell, 1955), mainly on the basis of the identification of marine bands. In 
the Productive Measures, however, such aids to correlation are rare. Never
theless, a very complete correlation has been built up over the lower half of 
the Productive succession, as this is now known in great detail in both coal
fields; above the Molyneux/Bagworth Marine Band the information is not 
quite so extensive, but sufficient is now known to suggest a correlation which 
is very likely to be correct. Details of the correlation will be given in the seam 
by seam description below. It will be seen from Fig. I that, including two 
unnamed seams in the South Derbyshire succession, there is only one more 
seam in this succession than in the Leicestershire succession. 

SEAM BY SEAM DESCRIPTION 

In this section the seams are described individually, commencing with 
the lowest one known in the Coal Measures. The locations of the outcrops 
or incrops are briefly described, together with any features of interest. At the 
end of each seam description, a table is given showing the location names in 
the order of the description, with the National Grid reference (a representa
tive one if an area or length of outcrop is being described) together with 
maximum, average and minimum thicknesses, if known. If only one thick
ness is known, this is shown under average. Where a considerable length of 
outcrop is known, the thicknesses are those in the vicinity of the grid refer
ences. 

The strata following each seam will also be briefly described. These 
descriptions do not pretend to be exhaustive or complete, but are based on 
opencast exploration. Where amplification or extension of this information is 
required, the reader should refer to shaft or borehole sections in Fox
Strangways (1907), or held by the National Coal Board. The terms mud
stone and siltstone are used to some extent interchangeably, to correspond 
with reasonable accuracy to the information available, as drillers' logs usually 
describe both of these materials as "bind". 

LOWER COAL MEASURES 

Unproductive Measures 

Belper Lawn. This seam, named from the North Derbyshire Coalfield, has 
been identified in the South Derbyshire Coalfield in a few deep mine bore
holes, but not up to the present in the Leicestershire Coalfield where it may 
not have formed. Strata above the Belper Lawn consist mainly of dark and 
light well-bedded mudstones and siltstones. 
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Alton. This seam name is taken from the North Derbyshire Coalfield. 
Although not positively identified, a seam thought to be the Alton has been 
found in several places. A short distance to the south of Ticknall a 1' 4" 
seam outcrops in the cutting of the old railway. An area of apparent old 
workings near Hazardhill (Fox-Strangways, 1907, p.99) is probably on this 
seam, as is a suspected outcrop a little to the east. These are the only signs 
of working in a sub-Kilburn coal in the area, and the nearby Clay Pit 
Plantation and Pottery Farm suggest the purpose of these workings. It is 
very likely that the third seam in the White Hollows shaft (1' 10" at 121' 10") 
is the Alton. 

A seam also thought to be the Alton incrops below the Trias at Lawn 
Plantation; this appears to be on the upthrow side of the Thringstone Fault. 
A Lingula band above this seam may represent the Alton Marine Band. 
Seams of coal have also been found in the cut-off trench of the dam to the 
south of Melbourne. The lowest of these seams is about two feet thick, and 
is probably the Alton. Spore analyses carried out by A. H. V. Smith of the 
Coal Survey indicate that these seams do not appear to be in the Millstone 
Grit, and are therefore most likely to be Lower (Unproductive) Coal 
Measures. The spore assemblage was also examined by Dr. Neves, who 
considered that it did not resemble those from Millstone Grit coals which he 
had seen (Sheffield Coal Survey Laboratory Report R/3294, October, 1961). 
This indicates that the earlier mapping of Millstone Grit is partly in error. 

Strata above the Alton consist mainly of hard grey mudstones and silt
stones, well-bedded and often dark. 

Locatfon Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Ticknall 352232 I' 4" 
Hazardhill 343225 ? 
? outcrop 348225 ? 
White Hollows 350219 1' 10" 
Lawn Plantation 388204 6' o" 3' 1" 1' 10" 
Melbourne Dam 382243 about 2' 

Norton (Naughton) and Hard Band. These seam names are taken from the 
North Derbyshire Coalfield. Two split seams in sub-Kilburn strata to the 
west of Hartshorne are thought to be these seams. A similar pair of seams in 
the sub-Kilburn strata near Shellbrook probably correspond. The upper 
group of thin seams in the Melbourne Dam cut-off trench are thought to be 
at this horizon. 

Strata above the Norton and Hard Band are mainly grey mudstones and 
siltstones, with occasional thin sandstones and true shales. A sandstone, 
fine-grained and thin-bedded, outcrops a little to the north of the Kilburn 
outcrop (see maps SK 32 SW, SE), and must be only a short distance 
vertically below that seam in this area. This sandstone is thought to 
correspond with the Wingfield Flags in the North Derbyshire Coalfield 
(Greig and Mitchell, 1955, p.41; Wray, 1948, p.46). Near Ashby-de-la
Zouch, however, at approximately 374164, boreholes do not find sandstone 
until at least 75 feet below the Kilburn, and in the following hundred feet or 
more of strata two or three sandstones, of maximum thickness 13 feet, are 
found. It is difficult to decide if these are the true lateral equivalents of the 
Wingfield Flags, or entirely separate local developments. It is thought most 
likely that the Wingfield Flags, at any rate in this area, are a highly diachronous 
facies. The sandstone at 362161 is probably equivalent to one of the sand
stones found in the boreholes. 
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Location 
Hartshorne 

Shellbrook 

Melbourne Dam 

Gn"dRef. 
323211 

Max. 
I' 6' 
I' 6' 

Average 
I' t• 
I' 4• 

3' 4• I' 9• 
I' 2• II' 

6' 
6' 

3 leaves, a few inches each 

Productive Measures 

Min. 
9• 
s· 

Kilburn and Heath End. The name Kilburn is derived from the North 
Derbyshire Coalfield, and is used in both Leicestershire and South Derby
shire. The seam is generally easily recognised during exploration as it is 
the lowest seam in the succession which persists at an appreciable thickness. 
Drillers claim that the Kilburn,when penetrated by the drill,can be recognised 
by the immediate coarsening of the strata beneath the seam. 

The name "Heath End" is considered to be permissible as a facies name, 
and its use should be confined entirely to the cannel and stony coal deposit 
in the Heath End Syncline. 

The Kilburn is the lowest seam of the coalfields worked underground, 
and up to the present the lowest worked opencast in modem times. Although 
present in the South Derbyshire Coalfield, known outcrops and shallow in
crops are confined to the east side of the Boothorpe Fault. The seam is seen 
on both sides of an anticlinal structure to the south of Hartshorne, where it is 
affected by minor faulting and folding. The coal traces, and three foot seam 
found by augering at the spring on the NE side of Horn Hill are undoubtedly 
the Kilburn. It is interesting to mention that this spring, seen on the 6" to 
I mile topographical map, was explained as being due to an outcrop of the 
Kilburn before the area was visited, when the presence of the seam was 
confirmed by augering. The Kilburn also outcrops on the north side of the 
valley known as Sharp's Bottom. 

The Kilburn is next seen as it emerges from under the Trias of Pistem 
Hill, and is known almost continuously for about one mile to the east. After 
a small gap in the mapping, the seam is known to outcrop near Heath End 
village in the phase which takes its name from this locality. The equivalence 
of this coal and the more normal phase of the Kilburn will be dealt with 
later; the description continues with the normal phase. 

Commencing to the west of Blackfordby, the Kilburn is known almost 
continuously for over a mile, as far as the south side of the railway to the 
north of Willesley Wood, and dips to the west into the Boothorpe Fault; to 
the east of this the Kilburn is thrown in again to the north of Shellbrook by 
faulting. The seam again outcrops to the south of Smisby, where it is some
what affected by faulting. The earthworks in the "Tournament Field", to 
the protection of which local antiquarians and others have rushed, are in fact 
the remains of an old drift mine. In passing, it should be mentioned that 
the name "Tournament Field" was given by Sir Walter Scott (Eckersley, 
personal communication), the area being in fact quite unsuitable for this 
purpose as it is marshy. 

About a ½ mile to the SE, the Kilburn outcrops on both sides of the 
ridge at Money Hill. The fish pond at Qiftonthorpe is probably formed 
from an old excavation for coal and clay on this seam. Workings near 
Cliftonthorpe were also made during the General Strike of 1926. To the NE 
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a short length of outcrop is known in the head of the Black Ditches, but the 
seam is then faulted down, reappearing further down the stream as an outcrop 
in each side of the valley. The small inlier of sub-Kilburn strata which is 
thus exposed is due to the presence of the axis of the Ashby Anticline at this 
point. 

The Kilburn is also seen to the E and SE of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, around 
a small half-dome, and to the S of this as several short lengths of outcrop, 
isolated by faulting to the NE of Packington. It seems likely that the outcrop 
or incrop of this seam is then thrown by faulting to the SW; it is quite 
probable that the seam is present below part or all of Packington,thus account
ing for the presence of a colliery noted by Fox-Strangways (1907, p.8) as 
shown in old records, and on the existence of which he cast some doubt. 

The Heath End Coal can now be discussed in greater detail. The 
correlation of this seam has hitherto been a matter of some doubt, and even 
in the latest literature no definite explanation of the presence and nature of 
this seam has been given. Drilling and mapping in this area, combined with 
earlier information, now enable a satisfactory solution to be found, and also 
dispose of the idea that a 12-foot seam, hitherto undetected, extends under a 
large part of the Leicestershire Coalfield. 

The Kilburn is generally separated from the Clod by an unusually 
constant parting of about 60 feet. Following the Kilburn into the Heath End 
basin, the parting increases to 100 feet. As the parting increases the Kilburn 
becomes thin or even absent in places, and then passes into the thick Heath 
End phase. This is thickest in the centre of this markedly lenticular 
deposit, but thins rapidly and disappears to the SE, and is also very thin 
immediately to the E of Heath End village. A borehole here, No. 15 of a new 
series mentioned below, shows the seam to be absent, probably due to local 
non-deposition. In boreholes which have penetrated the Clod and the 
Heath End Coal, a black shale or poor thin coal is always found about 60 feet 
below the Clod. 

The Heath End Coal consists of a thick cannel below, followed by one 
or more leaves of poor, stony coal, which may be lying on or separated from 
the cannel. The coal, probably only the cannel, was worked from the Heath 
End and Staunton Collieries in the mid-19th century. Cannel was keenly 
sought as a source of illuminating gas before the invention of the gas mantle, 
and the old mine plans which are available suggest that this deposit was 
worked out before the gas mantle became available. 

The idea of a Heath End, Coleorton or Callin's Lane Fault seems to have 
originated with Coleman, an early 19th-century amateur, according to Hull 
(1860, p.52). Hull seems to have accepted this idea, which was apparently 
almost entirely based on one borehole, quite uncritically. This is the bore
hole recorded by Fox-Strangways (1907, p.317). The latter was obviously 
very doubtful about this fault, as can be seen from his remarks on pages 23 
and 93 (op. cit). 

Opencast exploration has been carried out on both sides of Callin's Lane, 
enabling the Clod, the next higher seam above the Kilburn, to be mapped in 
great detail. This seam can be traced continuously across Callin's Lane, and 
therefore effectively disposes of the Callin's Lane Fault. A number of bore
holes were carried through the Clod into the Heath End, and beyond the 
outcrop of the Clod some useful drilling to the Heath End was carried out 
immediately to the east of the village. However, it was decided at a later 
date to take the opportunity of obtaining more information on this deposit, 
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c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

Sed10n SW-NE. through 'The'Coppicr' Not toscnte 

Fig. 2 Stages in the formation of the Heath End Connel deposits. 
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which was considered to be of considerable scientific interest, although not 
now of any economic importance. A series of fifteen boreholes was therefore 
drilled along Callin's Lane, the Kilburn being identified in twelve of these and 
thus not being "absent along Callin's Lane". By comparison with these holes 
itis obvious that the thin coal at n8 feet recorded in the old Callin's Lane bore
hole represents a thin development of the Kilburn. In the first borehole of 
the new series, the Kilburn is represented by a black clay and seat earth. In 
Borehole 13 it seems very likely that the Kilburn is missing due to a washout; 
in Borehole 15, actually in the village near the old pottery, it has already been 
mentioned that the seam is absent probably due to non-deposition. 

The following is a stage-by-stage account of what is thought to have 
happened during the formation of the Heath End Coal, and accounts satis
factorily for all the known facts. The stages correspond to those shown in 
Fig. 2. 

(a) Deposition of the sub-Kilburn sediments. 
(b) Formation of a hollow, probably by downwarping on a line of weakness 

with a Chamoid trend. This may be the marginal downwarp to the 
swell of the Derby-Melbourne Causeway. The hollow fills with 
stagnant water, being formed separately from the drainage system of the 
coalfield. 

(c) Growth of the Kilburn seam flora, up to the banks of the lake formed in 
the hollow. Spores are trapped by falling into the water over a con
siderable area, and before becoming waterlogged are concentrated by 
being swept to one end of the lake by the prevailing wind. Irregu
larities in the floor of the lake caused the "saddle back fault" noted on 
the Staunton Colliery plan. 

(d) Continued growth of the Kilburn seam peat. Slight earth movements 
caused some erosion of the Kilburn peat, which is carried into the lake 
and deposited on top of the cannel. As this coal is waterborne it is 
"stony" and of poor quality. Sediment carried in, probably from 
minor streams, causes splitting of the seam in places. 

(e) A sharp increase in the rate of erosion causes the lake to be rapidly filled 
with coarse sediment. On the top of this the late Kilburn flora becomes 
partly established. 

(f) The whole area is covered with sediment due to further subsidence, 
and on top of this the Clod seam grows. 

(g) As seen now, further folding on the original axis has caused the present 
configuration of this deposit. 

This hypothesis accounts for such results as those in the Doles Farm 
borehole (379177), where the Kilburn is only 1' 1" thick. This is very likely 
due to this position being on the banks of the lake, and suggests that the lake 
extended to near this point, that is, about 2½ miles SSE of Heath End. It is 
interesting to note that cannel is found below the Kilburn elsewhere, but 
never in such large amounts as at Heath End. In some cases the cannel 
forms the lower part of the seam, representing a shallow depression soon filled 
in; elsewhere (e.g. Meadow Pit, Fox-Strangways, 1907, p.292) the cannel is 
separated from the coal and the sequence of events must be similar to that 
outlined above, but on a smaller scale. Similar formations to the Heath End 
Coal do not appear to be associated with other seams in these coalfields; in 
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contrast with the later coals which perhaps were only established over a 
relatively small area and thus do not correlate exactly with the seams of the 
major coalfields further north, the Kilburn is known to have been established 
virtually simultaneously over a wide area. 

The strata above the Kilburn are generally grey mudstones and siltstones, 
with occasional thin sandstone bands. The figure of about 60 feet already 
quoted as the distance between this seam and the Clod is a reasonable 
approximation over much of the area. 

Ironstones were worked in the area, but the period of these workings is 
not known. Mammatt (1834, p.9) speaks of ironstone workings and 
furnaces in South Wood (E of Pistern Hill and t mile SW of Heath End), 
but Fox-Strangways casts doubt on this. In fact, Mammat was quite 
correct; bell-pits which could not have reached coal are present in this area 
between the outcrops of the Kilburn and Clod, and drilling shows the 
presence of a band of ironstone nodules which must have been worked. 
Burnt ironstone nodules and slag found on the spot confirm that iron was• 
smelted on this site. 

Location Gn'dRef. Max. Average Min. 
Hartshorne 330197 4'0" 3' 4" 2' 3" 
Hom Hill 333204 ? 
Spring 337203 3' o" 
Pistem Hill 345211 3' 9" 3' 4• 3'0" 
Heath End 370214 3'0" 2' 7" 2' 3" 
Blackford by 326182 3'0" 2'6" 2'0" 
Willesley Wood 334158 5'0" unreliable 2' o" 
Shellbrook 336175 3' 6" unreliable 2' o" 
Smisby 351185 3' 6" 2' 10· 2' 6" 
Money Hill 362178 3' 2" 2' 3" I' o• 
Cliftonthorpe 358182 ? 
Black Ditches 364189 3' 1" 2' 3" 1' 9• 
Black Ditches 367193 3' 1" 2' o• I' 9" 
Ashby 373165 2' 3• 2'0" I' 9• 
Packington 366154 2' 6" 2' 1• 2' o" 
Heath End Coal: 

Edge of deposit 369213 2' 3• I' 6" nil 
Centre of deposit 372210 top 4' 1" 3' 9• 3' 3• 

bottom 6' 6" 4' 6" 3' 7" 

Clod. This name is used in both coalfields. In some respects, such as 
consistent poor quality, it is rather constant in its characteristics, and is thus 
now quite easily recognisable. No outcrops or incrops have been mapped 
in the South Derbyshire Coalfield. 

The Clod is seen to outcrop above the Kilburn on both sides of the anti
cline to the south of Hartshorne. It is again seen north of Sharp's Bottom, 
apparently affected by folding. The seam is next seen on the NE side of 
Pistem Hill, from which it can be followed into the Heath End Syncline, and 
also outcrops around the sides of the valley between the two Southwood 
Farms. The Clod also outcrops to the west of the Kilburn between Black
fordby and Willesley Wood, and north of Shellbrook. It is seen to the west 
of the Kilburn outcrop in the "Tournament Field" at Smisby, and is present 
to the east of Old Parks House and Cliftonthorpe. The coal can still be easily 
exposed in the cutting leading to the Ashby Tunnel, by the use of a spade. 
From here, the outcrop passes to the east of Money Hill, where it meets a 
fault. The Clod is seen again a short distance to the E, from whence it can 
be traced to the south until it is faulted out at the half-dome E of Ashby. 
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Further south the Clod is also present to the NE and E (possible) of Packing
ton, and is also identified to the NE of Heather. 

The strata between the Clod and the next established seam above, the 
Lower Roaster, have been relatively little penetrated during opencast 
exploration, due to the low quality of the Clod. In the northern part of the 
Leicestershire Coalfield, grey mudstones are lying directly on the Clod; 
further south near Heather, five feet of black shale form the roof. The 
remainder of the strata are light to dark grey sandy mudstones and siltstones 
with ironstone nodules, the total separation being about 46 feet near Heather, 
but increasing to 64 feet about one mile to the north. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Hartshorne 
Hartshorne 
Sharp's Bottom 
Pistem Hill 

· Heath End 
Southwood Farms 
Blackford by 
Willesley Wood 
Shellbrook 
Smisby 
Old Parks House 
Ashby Tunnel 
Money Hill 
E. of Money Hill 
Ashby 
Packington, NE 
Packington, E. 
Heather 

327195 
330202 
337205 
355207 
372212 
368203 
324184 
334157 
335172 
346185 
362190 
36n83 
363176 
366182 
372161 
37n56 
374146 
393109 

l' 11• 
2' 2· 
2' 3• 

2' 10· 
2' o• 

2' o• 
11· 

1' 3• 
11 6• 
l' 9• 

1' 6• I' 1• 
l' 11• l' 6• 
l' 6• I' O" 

unreliable 
about 2' 4• 8. 
about 1' 9• 1' o• 
about 1' 3• 
about 2' o• 
about 2' o• 

l' 9• l' o• 
10• 9• 
11• 

about 1' o• 
11· 6. 
10• 6. 

1'~ 
about 1' 9• 

l' 6• 

about 2' 3• 

Twelve Inch. This coal, known in the northern part of the South Derbyshire 
Coalfield, has not been mapped. A very thin, intermittent seam is found in 
Leicestershire at about this horizon, and is probably equivalent. 
Roaster. This name is used for a thick seam known near Heather, which 
splits into two leaves known as the Lower and Upper Roasters. The common 
use of the name Lower Main is to be deprecated, owing to the possibility of 
confusion with the important Main group of seams higher up the succession. 
The various Roaster seams also form a logical group, and their names are 
thus to be preferred to those in the South Derbyshire succession. The seams 
of the Roaster group will now be described separately. 
Lower Roaster. This seam is mapped in both coalfields. In South Derby
shire it outcrops about ½ mile NW of Bretby Colliery. In the Leicestershire 
Coalfield it outcrops near Sharp's Bottom; it can then be traced from Pistern 
Hill to Bryan's Coppice, and from the Heath End Syncline to the disused 
railway. The Lower Roaster is also known to the south of the Hartshorne 
Anticline, and to the east of the Boothorpe Fault. To the east and SE of 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and east of Packington, the seam is known at several 
localities; in some cases the identification is only tentative. It also outcrops 
and incrops to the NE of Heather. 

The Lower and Upper Roasters combine to form the Roaster in the 
Heather/Ibstock area. A short distance to the NW of the line of junction the 
parting consists of 1' 6• of dark grey shale. One mile further to the NW the 
split has already become 45 feet, the strata consisting almost entirely of sandy 
siltstone. About a mile to the east of Ashby, a thin sandstone lies on the 
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Lower Roaster, followed by grey siltstone, with 30 feet of strata to the 
Middle Roaster. A further 18 feet of grey mudstone lies between this seam 
and the Upper Roaster. At the northern end of the South Derbyshire 
Coalfield the gap between the Lower and Middle Roasters is about 40 feet, 
with about 35 feet of strata between the Middle and Upper Roasters. Satis-
factory records of the types of rocks ·are not available. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Bretby Colliery 268208 about 2' o• 
Sharp's Bottom 343203 I' 8' I' 3• 6' 
Pistem Hill 355207 unreliable 
Bryan's Coppice 362195 2' 1· I' 9• I' 4• 
Heath End 374208 unreliable 
Disused Railway 373189 1'7'to2'0' 
Hartshorne 323193 about 1' o• 
Boothorpe Fault 323183 about 1' 6' 
Boothorpe Fault 334157 unreliable 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 373175 2' 6' 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 378165 l' 10• 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 378158 about 1' 6' 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 370154 unreliable 
Packington 373155 about 2' o• 
Packington 382154 unreliable 
Packington 368150 about 2' o• 
Packington 370143 2' 8' 
Packington 374144 about 2' o• 
Packington 367145 about 2' 6' 
Packington 366144 about 2' 6' 
Packington 365135 3' 10• 3' 6' 3' o• 
Packington 379u8 about 3' 6' 
Heather 393II3 about 3' o• 

Middle Roaster. The seam known as the Stanhope is of some thickness at 
the northern end of the South Derbyshire Coalfield. The correlation of this 
seam presented some difficulty at first, as, apart from the Twelve Inch, there 
were three seams between the Clod and Eureka in the South Derbyshire 
Coalfield, and only two known in the Leicestershire Coalfield. The dis
covery of the Middle Roaster was made by Strauss, who found that a thin 
intermittent seam was present between the Lower and Upper Roasters about 
1 mile ENE of Ashby. The interpretation of the area to the east and south 
of Packington has also been aided by the knowledge of the existence of this 
seam. This correlation of the Stanhope and Middle Roaster has provided a 
satisfactory answer to all the known sections, some of which had previously 
been difficult to interpret, and must now be considered to be rather more than 
a working hypothesis. This seam appears to be developed in the split 
between the Lower and Upper Roasters; it does not join the Roaster laterally, 
nor is it known to join either of the adjacent seams, the nearest approach 
known being 18 feet to the Upper Roaster, about one mile east of Ashby. 

Outcrops are seen to the west of Stanhope Bretby, and NW of Bretby 
Colliery. East of the Boothorpe Fault it is seen on the east side of the Pistem 
Hill ridge, NW of the former Lount Wood, near Doles Farm, near Demoniac 
Plantation, and SE of Packington. The section at 376196 is of special interest, 
and is illustrated and discussed in the thesis. A continuous section is seen, 
with the seam changing laterally from a normal bituminous coal into a thicker 
cannel. This section will be dealt with in detail in a later paper. 
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Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Stanhope Bretby 277200 3' i' 
Bretby Colliery 269208 3' 9• 
Pistern Hill 359200 unreliable 
LountWood 376196 about 1' 9•, 

cannel about 3' o• 
Doles Farm 376175 6' to 1' o• 
E. of Ashby 378165 6' to 1' o• 
Demoniac Plantn. 383154 about 1' o• 
Packington, SE 368144 about 1' o• 
Packington, SE 368143 about 1' o• 

Upper Roaster. This seam is mapped in the South Derbyshire Coalfield to 
the NW of Bretby Colliery. In the Leicestershire Coalfield the Upper 
Roaster joins the Lower Roaster, as already mentioned, although over much 
of the area the seams are quite widely separated. A short distance to the 
NW of the line of split, the seam suddenly deteriorates in quality and thins; 
this line can be mapped quite accurately and has a Caledonoid trend. Be
cause of the deterioration, only a limited amount of exploration has been 
carried out on this seam. The seam is tentatively identified to the south of 
Staunton Harold Hall; it is seen to the east of Woodville, west of Black
fordby, near Norris Hill, west of Doles Farm, north of Alton Hill, in several 
places to the east and SE of Packington (some tentative), to the west of 
Normanton-le-Heath, and to the south ofRavenstone. It is also seen to the 
NE of Heather, where the outcrop and incrop can be seen to converge with 
that of the Lower Roaster. 

The parting between the Upper Roaster and the Eureka has never been 
found to completely disappear, although it is reduced to four inches of dark 
clay in the Heather/Ibstock area. Less than one mile further north, the 
parting consists of twelve feet of grey mudstone and siltstone, increasing to 
over 50 feet of the same materials to the east of Ashby. By the time the 
northern end of the South Derbyshire Coalfield is reached there are at least 
70 feet of grey siltstones with thin sandstone bands. 

Location 
Bretby Colliery 
Staunton Harold 
Woodville 
Blackfordby 
Norris Hill 
Doles Farm 
Alton Hill 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Packington 
Normanton 
Ravens tone 
Heather 

Grid Ref. 
270206 
382205 
323192 
323178 
33u63 
376175 
385150 
367148 
369148 
368143 
369140 
372142 
376141 
368131 
385132 
390135 
367125 
398125 
393u2 

Max. Average 
about 2' 6' 
unreliable 
9• to I' 3• 
about 1' 6' 
unreliable 
l' 6' to I' 9• 
unreliable 

2' 5• 
about 2' 6' 
about 3' o• 
about 3' 6' 
unreliable 
unreliable 
about 3' 3• 
unreliable 
2' o• to 2' 6' 
about 2' 6' 
1' o• to 1' 10• 
3' 1• to 5' 1• 

Min. 

2' o• 

Eureka. This seam name has been chosen in order to avoid the use of the 
name "Yard", which is used several more times locally. This seam persists 
over the whole area at an unusually constant thickness; near Heather it 
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almost joins the combined Lower and Upper Roasters, a little to the east of 
the line of junction of these two lower seams. After splitting away from the 
Roaster to the north of Heather, the seam approaches closely to the Nether 
Launt before gradually diverging from this seam. A thin leaf below the 
Eureka is characteristic to the north of Heather and Ibstock. 

This seam outcrops in the northern part of the South Derbyshire Coal
field, to the SW of Stanhope Bretby and the NW of Bretby Colliery. In 
the Leicestershire Coalfield the seam is known to cross the Heath End 
Syncline, starting near the Coach Road Plantation, and being followed, apart 
from minor interruptions by faulting, to the south of Doles Farm. It is 
known in several places to the SE of Woodville. In the complicated area to 
the east of Packington, the seam, sometimes only tentatively identified, is 
known in several places. A considerable length of outcrop and incrop is 
known from the Altons to south of Ravenstone, only slightly interrupted by 
gaps in the mapping or by faulting. In several places, which are marked on 
the map, the sinuous nature of the incrop is due to the presence. of wad.is in 
the pre-Triassic land surface. The Eureka also outcrops and incrops to the 
NE of Heather, and around an anticlinal structure to the north ofRavenstone 
Mill. 

Between Heather and lbstock, where the Eureka is very close to the 
Roaster below, there are 50 feet of grey to dark grey sandy siltstones with 
ironstone nodules between the seam and the next above. About a mile to 
the north this parting is reduced to 20 feet. A parting of grey mudstone of 
the same thickness is found to the east of Ashby; about 4 miles to the SW, at 
Measham, the parting is 30 feet. In the northern part of the South Derby
shire Coalfield the parting is much greater, but variable; it is 90 feet to the 
NW of Bretby Colliery, consisting of thin bands of sandstone and grey 
siltstone, with occasional thicker sandstones. Less than½ mile further north, 
near the coppice named Cinnery, the parting is 60 feet, the bottom 39 feet 
consisting of sandstone, the Eureka Rock, which lies directly on the coal. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Stanhope Bretby 275215 4' 8' 
Bretby Colliery 271205 4' 8" 
Coach Road Plantation 387203 2' 9• 
Doles Farm 379173 2' 3• to 2 1 8" 
Woodville 325188 about 2' 9• 
Woodville 32n81 unreliable 
Woodville 326168 unreliable 
Woodville 33n62 about 2' o• 
Packington & SE 374150 3' 3• 
Packington & SE 369142 about 3' o• 
Packington & SE 372141 about 3' 2• 
Packington & SE 372144 unreliable 
Packington & SE 373144 unreliable 
Packington & SE 377146 unreliable 
Packington & SE 377147 unreliable 
Packington & SE 378145 about 2' 9• 
Packington & SE 379147 3' o• to 3' 6" 
Packington & SE 380142 unreliable 
Packington & SE 380145 unreliable 
Packington & SE 38n44 unreliable 
Packington & SE 372137 3' 1• to 4' o• 
Packington & SE 377135 unreliable 
Packington & SE 378137 31 9• 
Packington & SE 379133 1' 8" to 3'6" 
Packington & SE 379139 unreliable 
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Location 
Packington & SE 
Packington & SE 
Packington & SE 
Alton Hill 
Ravens tone 
Heather 
Ravenstone Mill 

Grid Ref. 
382139 
385132 
387133 
383155 
397124 
392II2 
400123 

Max. 

5' o· 

Average 
2' 11• 
3' 8· 

2' o• to 3' o• 
about 3' o• 
3~0• to 4' 4• 

4' i• 
3' 6• to 5' II' 

Min. 

Nether Launt. The group of seams which follows is named from the type 
locality, the village of Lount on the NE side of the Leicestershire Coalfield. 
The Nether Lount is a thick and important seam, and owing to its outcrop 
and in crop being only on the fringe of underground mining areas, it has been 
extensively explored for opencast working. The seam often contains thin 
partings, which are included in the thicknesses shown in the tables. 

In South Derbyshire the seam is known to the SW of Stanhope Bretby, 
and to the NW of Bretby Colliery. It is also seen to the west of Measham. 
In the Leicestershire Coalfield the seam is found to the east and south of 
Woodville, and a little to the north of Willesley Wood. It crosses the Heath 
End Syncline from the Coach Road Plantation, and can then be traced in a 
roughly NS direction for about two miles, to near Doles Farm. The next 
knowledge of the seam is about one mile further south, to the north of Alton 
Hill, where the close proximity of the Nether Lount and Eureka incrops is 
caused by a steep-sided wadi in the pre-Triassic land surface. A short 
length of outcrop is seen near Alton House, and the seam can then be traced 
continuously from near Quaker Plantation across the Ravenstone Monocline 
and as far as the railway near Kelham Bridge. The seam outcrops or incrops 
many times in the complicated faulted area between Packington and Ibstock. 
It can also be seen on the SW side of the Coalfield Farm Syncline, that is, to 
the NE of Heather. 

In the Heather/Ibstock area the Nether and Middle Lounts are separated 
by only 2' 3w of dark grey clay. About a mile to the north the parting is 4 feet, 
including a 9 inch coal band. Near Lount the parting is about 23 feet of 
grey mudstone, and is about 20 feet near Measham. In the northern part of 
the South Derbyshire Coalfield the parting consists of 60 feet of grey mud
stone, with ironstone nodules. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Stanhope Bretby 
Bretby Colliery 
Measham 
Woodville, E. 
Woodville S, 
Willes!ey Wood 
Coach Road Plantation 
Doles Farm 
Alton Hill 
Alton House 
Quaker Plantation 
Kelham Bridge 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 

275214 
272205 
328126 
325186 
319183 
33II61 
388202 
382173 
387154 
386148 
387145 5' 3• 
404II7 8' 7' 
374150 
370141 
373144 
374143 
377141 
377144 
382141 

6' 8. 
6' 2• 
5' 1• 

about 5' o' 
unreliable 
unreliable 

4' 10· 
3' 6• to 4' o• 

4' 1· 
unreliable 

3' 10· 

4' 9• 
about 5' 6' 

5' 9• 

6' 2• 
6' 6' 

unreliable 
3' 9• 
4' 10· 
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Location 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-lbstock 
Heather 

Grid Re/. 
382138 
374134 
386130 
388130 
390131 
395126 
399118 
393113 

Max. 

10' 10· 

Average 
4' 9• 
4' 1· 

unreliable 
5' 6. to 6' 6. 
about 5' 6• 

5' 9• 
5' 10• to 9' o• 

8' o• 

Min. 

6' 8. 

Middle Launt. This is another important seam and is mined extensively 
both opencast and underground. It is an important marker seam, as besides 
possessing a tonstein band in both coalfields, one of the extremely infrequent 
"mussel" bands is found in the roof in each coalfield. A specimen of this 
band from 381195 is in the City of Leicester Museum, No. 184/1964. A thin 
coal leaf is usually present between the Middle and Nether Lounts where 
these seams approach fairly closely to each other; it approaches one seam or 
the other, and thus appears to be a separate entity rather than a leaf splitting 
from one of the seams. The thickness, which may reach one foot, is not 
tabulated. 

In the South Derbyshire Coalfield the seam is known to the west and 
north of Newhall, to the west of Measham and probably to the east of 
Saltersford Bridge. To the east of the Boothorpe Fault, a short length of 
outcrop is known to the SE of Woodville; it is also probably present to the 
south of the railway near Willesley Wood. The seam is known across the 
Heath End Syncline from north of the Ashby Lodge, and for about 2 miles 
to the south, as far as Doles Farm. It can then be followed from near Alton 
House and Quaker Plantation across the Ravenstone Monocline and as far as 
the railway near Kelham Bridge. The seam is also known in a considerable 
number of places in the zone between Packington and Ibstock, and is also 
seen to the NE of Heather. 

Between Heather and Ibstock there are 57 feet of strata separating the 
Middle and Upper Launt seams; 5 feet of black shale rest directly on the 
seam, followed by 38 feet of grey mudstone. A further 5 feet of black shale 
is followed by 9 feet of grey mudstone. These shales can be seen in the 
section between Packington and Normanton-le-Heath, (Plate 1) where they 
are much closer together than 38 feet, although the gap between the Middle 
and Upper Lounts must still be considerable as the latter seam does not 
appear in the section. Near Launt the total parting is 28 feet, consisting of 9 
feet of dark shale followed by 19 feet of grey siltstone with thin sandstone 
bands. Thick sandstones are found in this area but are impersistent. The 
dark shale may represent a combination of the two shales which appear to be 
converging. At Measham the parting is about 50 feet, consisting of grey and 
dark grey mudstones, with thin sandstone bands. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. 
Newhall, W 276213 
Newhall, W 273205 
Newhall, N 284218 
Measham 330126 
Saltersford Bridge 318125 
Woodville 324186 
Willesley Wood 331157 
Ashby Lodge 388201 
Doles Farm 382174 
Alton House 388148 

Average 
4' o• 

unreliable 
s' 6. 
5' 10· 

unreliable 
unreliable 
unreliable 

4' 6. 
about 4' 6• 
unreliable 

Min. 
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Location 
Quaker Plantation 
Kelham Bridge 
Packington-lbstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Packington-Ibstock 
Heather 

Grid Ref. 
388144 
404117 
373144 
374143 
378144 
383140 
374133 
376133 
378132 
382139 
386130 
389129 
391130 
400118 
394113 

Max. Min. 

Upper Lount. Although not a major seam, this is quite well developed in 
many parts of the coalfields, and has been worked in some areas. While it is 
known in one continuous section, it commonly has a thin parting very near 
the middle of the seam. This becomes a wider split (7 feet) near Ravenstone, 
one of the leaves then vanishing. 

A short length of outcrop and incrop is present to the west of Newhall. 
The seam is known to the west of Measham, and is tentatively identified to the 
east of Saltersford Bridge. It is seen on the north and west sides of Lount 
village, and three short lengths of outcrop and incrop have been proved to the 
south. The incrop is known to the west of Ravenstone, and also to the north 
of Kelham Bridge. It is present to the NE of Normanton-le-Heath, and 
also in the complicated graben area to the SE of the Blower's Brook site. It 
is known on both sides of the Coalfield Farm Syncline, these incrops joining 
in the valley of the River Sence. A small subsidiary fold causes a further 
incrop to appear between these. 

CV!ftBU"DI.N 
DUM, 

9EATEA"-TH OP' EUflll(.A 
(COAL RtMOVtD) 

KEY TO PLATE I. 
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In the Heather/Ibstock area there are about 40 feet of strata between the 
Upper Lount and the Smoile, mainly grey sandy siltstones, but with one foot 
of black shale resting on the seam. Near Lount there are about 50 feet of 
grey sandy siltstones with thin sandstone bands. The Smoile is absent to 
the east of the Ibstock-Ravenstone road, where the strata between the 
Upper Lount and the Main (Lower Leaf) consist of 70 feet of grey mudstone 
with ironstone nodules. 

Location Grid Ref. 
Newhall 273210 
Saltersford Bridge 317125 
Lount 383198 
Lount, S 386189 
Lount, S 382183 
Ravenstone 400137 
Kelham Bridge 405125 
Normanton-le-Heath 384135 
Normanton-le-Heath 385137 
Blower's Brook 398u2 

Blower's Brook 

Blower's Brook 
Blower's Brook 

399II9 

395120 
399II5 

Max. Average 
unreliable 

3' 7• 
about 3' o• 
unreliable 
about 2' 6' 
6' to I' 9• 
2' 2' to 2' II' 
about 3' o• 
unreliable 

Top: 6' to I' 8' 
Bottom: 10• to 1' 10• 
Top: 6' to I' 8' 
Bottom: 10• to 1' 10• 
Bottom: 1' 6' 
Top: 9• to I' 8' 
Bottom: 10• to 1' 9• 

Coalfield Farm 395u6 Bottom: I' 4• 

Min. 

Smoile. This is another seam of lesser importance, and is named from the 
type locality, Smoile Wood, near Lount. It is thought that this seam 
contains useful opencast reserves, but as virtually no prospecting has been 
carried out in the Leicestershire Coalfield, only a few lengths of outcrop have 
been mapped. 

Two lengths of outcrop thought to be Smoile are known to the west of 
Newhall, and another short length to the north. It is present to the NW of 
Measham, and probably identified east of Saltersford Bridge. Just north of 
Lount the seam outcrops to the west of the Smoile. Three lengths of outcrop 
and incrop are mapped to the NE of the Coalfield Farm Syncline; the 
identifications are based on the seam thicknesses and also the close proximity 
of the Upper Lount in boreholes. To the east, near Berry hills Farm, bore
holes which have penetrated the Main (Lower Leaf) and the Upper Lount 
do not show the Smoile, which must therefore be absent in this locality. 
This agrees with underground information in this vicinity. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall, W 277207 about 4' o• 
Newhall, W 279210 unreliable 
Newhall, N 289213 about 3' 6' 
Measham 333126 3' 4• 
Saltersford Bridge 317125 unreliable 
Lount 387197 3' 4• to 3' 10• 
Coalfield Farm 395120 unreliable 
Coalfield Farm 396n7 I' 6' to 3' 3• 
Coalfield Farm 397u5 I' 6' to 3' 3• 

Main. This seam will be considered together with its splittings. The simple 
name of Main should only be used where the seam presents one major 
section, omitting consideration of the Riders. It is not known whether or not 
the split which develops in the South Derbyshire Coalfield corresponds with 
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the parting in the Leicestershire Coalfield. The two leaves, although 
approaching, are not seen to meet in the Leicestershire Coalfield with the 
exception of the upper seam recorded in the borehole Measham 3, which 
must be considered to be in the Leicestershire Coalfield, and records of the 
Main (Lower Leaf) and Higher Main meeting in Smoile Wood (Fox-Strang
ways, 1907, p.30, and Mitchell and Stubblefield, 1948, p.12). For this 
reason, two sets of names are retained for the moment. In South Derbyshire 
the established names are logical enough; in Leicestershire the upper section 
has been called Higher Main, among other things, and this seems to meet all 
requirements, including aesthetic ones. This requires the top leaf, which is 
developed by splitting, to now be called the Higher Main Rider. The Coal 
Survey have recorded two splits in the Higher Main in some places. This 
appears to correspond closely with the Over Main in South Derbyshire, 
together with the Rider, which splits into the First and Second Riders. 

The problem then remains of a name for the lower leaf in the Leicester
shire Coalfield. The name "Main" is not suitable as it is already used for 
the complete seam. "Upper Main" is considered unsuitable for a lower leaf. 
"Lower Main" is prejudiced by its former use for the Roaster. It is thus 
considered necessary to call this seam Main (Lower Leaf) for the moment. 
If it can be shown that this leaf is equivalent to the Nether Main, the South 
Derbyshire names should be adopted. 

Nether and Over Main are known to the W, N and NE of Newhall; in 
the latter case the two seams approach very closely at the southern end of the 
mapped outcrops. Nether, Over and Rider are also tentatively identified to 
the SE of Newhall. The Main is known to the NW and NE of Measham; 
incrops of the Main, from deep mine information, are also plotted on the 
new maps to the north, east and SE of Measham Colliery. The seam is also 
present to the east of Saltersford Bridge. The Rider is known to the NE and 
east of Measham. Main (Lower Leaf) is known to the NE of Lount, and 
with the Higher Main to the north of Kelham Bridge. 

The split in the Main at Kelham Bridge is about 32 feet, consisting of 
grey mudstone. It is absent at Measham, and may also be absent near 
Lount. This view is supported by the report in Mitchell and Stubblefield 
(1948, p.12) that the Main is about 10 feet thick at this exposure (now 
covered), corresponding closely with thicknesses reported near Measham 
Colliery. The coal mapped as Main (Lower Leaf) to the NE of Lount is 
only 6' 11" in thickness, suggesting that the split has come in again in this 
short distance. Where the Over and Nether Mains are seen to the NE of 
Newhall the split consists of 6 feet of grey mudstone, increasing about 300 
yards to the north to 33 feet of grey mudstone with a sandstone band 5 feet 
thick. 

Strata above the Main to the Cannel at Measham consist of at least 105 
feet of grey siltstone with sandstone bands. To the NE of Measham the 
split between the Main and Rider is 10 feet; half a mile to the south this has 
increased to 24 feet. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Nether Main: 

Newhall, W 280210 unreliable 
Newhall, N 289213 unreliable 
Newhall, NE 294213 7' o• to 9' o• 
Newhall, SE 295204 unreliable 
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Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Over Main: 

unreliable Newhall, W 282210 
Newhall, N 289213 unreliable 
Newhall, NE 295213 about 9' o• 
Newhall, SE 294203 unreliable 

Rider: 
unreliable Newhall, SE 292204 

Measham,NE 344132 about 3' o• 
Measham, E 342120 about 3' o• 

Main: 
Measham,NW 335127 unreliable 
Measham, NE 344132 10' o• to 13' 6• 
Measham Colliery 352124 not available 
Measham Colliery 357108 not available 
Saltersford Bridge 317126 11' o• to 15' o• 

Main (Lower Leaf): 
389197 6' 11· Lount 

Kelham Bridge 407127 about 5' o• 
Higher Main: 

Kelham Bridge 408127 about 3' 3• 

MIDDLE COAL MEASURES 

Themarinebandnamed Molyneux in the South Derbyshire Coalfield and 
Bagworth in the Leicestershire Coalfield separates the Lower and Middle 
Coal Measures as now defined. Above this level the correlation is based on 
resemblances and position in the succession for the most part, but the 
possibility of getting very far out of step between the two successions does 
not seem to be great. E. Skipsey of the Coal Survey (personal communica
tion) agyees that the correlation of the major seams shown in Figure I is very 
likely to be correct, but considers that there is a possibility of the minor seams 
being local developments which are not directly equivalent. This possibility 
is not taken into account in the following description, where the minor seams 
are treated in the same way as the major ones. Two names are shown, the 
one used in South Derbyshire being shown first. For the moment, and until 
this tentative correlation is more firmly established, it is thought that a 
preferred name for each coalfield should be given, and these are shown in 
capitals in Figure I. 

Although it has been previously stated that the preferred names are not 
based on priority, there would seem to be no reason to replace certain old 
names which are reasonably satisfactory and not likely to cause confusion. 
Oneofthesenewnames,New Main(for the Slate),seemsparticularlyundesirable 
as the use of the name Main is best confined to the Main group of seams which 
has just been described. Other new names are based on thicknesses, and 
although it is not possible to dispense entirely with such names, they are 
generally misleading and their use should be avoided as far as possible. 
Cannel. This is a minor seam, and only a small amount of exploration has 
been carried out on it. The use of the same name in both coalfields does not 
appear to be fortuitous, as when the seam could be closely examined it has 
been found to be usually canneloid in nature. From this, and its position 
above the Molyneux/Bagworth Marine Band, the correlation would appear 
to be perfectly sound. 

The seam outcrops to the SW of Newhall. Two short lengths of out
crop which have been mapped to the north of Measham are probably the 
Cannel, and it is also seen to the north of Oakthorpe. Another short length 
of outcrop has been mapped to the NE of Farm Town. 
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In South Derbyshire the Cannel to the SW of Newhall is separated from 
the unnamed seam above by from 35 to 45 feet of grey mudstone with thin 
sandstone bands. Near Measham the Cannel is separated from the Little by 
50 feet of greymudstone with sandstone bands,the unnamed seam apparently 
not being developed. To the south of Coleorton the Cannel is at least 40 feet 
below the Swannington Yard, the intervening strata being sandy siltstones. 

Location Gn"dRef. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall 279202 3' o• about 2' 6• 2'0· 
Measham 33n29 unreliable 
Measham 337127 unreliable 
Oakthorpe 32n34 l' 6• 
Farm Town 395168 Top: 1' S- to 3' o• 

Bottom: n• to 1' 6• 

Unnamed seam/Swannington Yard. The minor seam between the Cannel 
and the Little to the SW of Newhall probably corresponds with one or more 
of the leaves of the SwanningtonYard, which is a poor seam split into three 
leaves. A short length of outcrop and incrop has been established at Cole
orton. Near Newhall the seam is separated from the Little by about 20 feet 
of grey mudstone. At Coleorton the seam is separated from the Slate by 45 
feet of grey and dark grey mudstone. In the section shown below at Cole
orton, the top parting consists of 4' 2" of dark clay, the lower parting being 
one foot of grey siltstone. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. 
Newhall 280200 
Coleorton 397168 

Average 
about 1' o• 
about 2' 9• 

11· 
4• 

Min. 

Little/Slate. The Little is quite an important seam in places; the Slate, 
although of a comparable thickness to the Little, is of poor quality. Hull 
(1860, p.44) considered this correlation to be correct. Strauss (personal 
communication) states that detailed seam sections taken by the Coal Survey 
show that these seams are equivalent. 

The Little has been mapped to the NE of Newhall, also to the SW, 
interrupted by faulting, and tentatively to the SE. On the south side of the 
Oversea} Syncline a considerable length of outcrop is known, crossing the 
Measham Syncline; it is also seen to the north of Oak-thorpe. A short length 
of outcrop of the Slate is mapped at Coleorton. 

To the SW of Newhall, 28 feet of massive yellow sandstone Known as the 
Little Rock rests directly on the seam, followed by about 52 feet of grey 
mudstone with thin sandstone partings as far as the Upper Cannel. Near 
Measham this parting is reduced to 35 feet of grey mudstone with a thin 
sandstone band. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall, NE 296212 about 5' o• 
Newhall, SW 280199 4' o• to 5' o• 
Newhall, SE 291201 unreliable 
Oakthorpe 32n35 3' 6. 
Measham 335130 3' 6. 
Coleorton 399167 6' o• 
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Upper Cannel/Slate Rider. The Upper Cannel is a minor seam, being usually 
very thin. It is known in several places between Newhall and Castle Gresley, 
some of the identifications being tentative. On the south side of the Overseal 
Syncline it has been found north of Oakthorpe and north of Measham. No 
new information is available on the Slate Rider in the exposed coalfield. 

To the north of Measham the Upper Cannel is separated from the Two 
Foot by 15 feet of black shale and grey mudstone. To the north of Castle 
Gresley the Two Foot seems to be absent or only represented by a thin smut; 
the interval between the Upper Cannel and Yard (S. Derbys.) is about 45 feet 
the strata being grey siltstones with thin sandstone bands. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall 283200 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 289201 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 289200 about 2' 6" 
Castle Gresley 293201 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 282198 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 280189 about 2' o• 
Castle Gresley 283191 about 2' o• 
Castle Gresley 290197 about 2' o• 
Oakthorpe 319134 unreliable 
Measham 338137 3' o• 

Two Foot/Jack Head. The Two Foot is another comparatively unimportant 
seam. It has been tentatively named at a few places to the south of Newhall, 
and has also been found to the north of Measham. To the north of Castle 
Gresley the Two Foot appears to be absent. No new information is available 
on the Jack Head. 

Location Gn'd Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall 287200 unreliable 
Newhall 288199 unreliable 
Newhall 292199 unreliable 
Measham 337137 about 3' o• 

Yard (S. Derbys.)/Splent. The suffix (S. Derbys.) is added to the name Yard 
in the South Derbyshire Coalfield in order to avoid confusion with the two 
former uses of the name Yard in the Leicestershire Coalfield, which are now 
either qualified (e.g. Swannington Yard) or no longer recommended. The 
seam is known in a few places between Newhall and Castle Gresley, the 
identifications being sometimes tentative. Little reliable evidence on seam 
intervals and strata can be given in this area, owing to the few boreholes 
which have penetrated two or more seams in this part of the succession. It 
has not been mapped on the south side of the Overseal Syncline. No new 
information is available on the Splent, except that near Swannington about 2 
feet of sandstone lie on the coal, followed to the Stone Smut by 16 feet of 
grey mudstone. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall 290199 about 3' 6" 
Castle Gresley 286198 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 286194 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 283188 about 2' o• 
Castle Gresley 28u88 l' 8" to 2' 3• 
Castle Gresley 278188 1' 8" to 2' 3• 
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Block/Stone Smut. The Block is a seam of some economic importance, and 
it has therefore been more thoroughly explored than the previous three seams. 
It has been identified, at one place tentatively, between Newhall, Castle 
Gresley and Church Gresley. On the south side of the Oversea! Syncline 
it outcrops to the east ofDonisthorpe, and to the NW ofOakthorpe. It has 
also been found near the Boothorpe Fault at Willesley. The Stone Smut 
has been proved in two places to the NW of Swannington. In this area it is 
separated from the Minge by 43 feet of grey mudstone. 

This particular correlation is reinforced by the presence of one of the 
rare "mussel" bands above the seam in each coalfield. A specimen of this 
band from 346148 is in the City of Leicester Museum, No. 185/1964. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. Average Min. 
Newhall 288199 unreliable 
Castle Gresley 288195 about 4' o• 
Church Gresley 278187 3' 4• 
Church Gresley 283187 unteliable 
Donisthorpe 332143 4 '6" 
Oakthorpe 318136 about 3' 9• 
Willesley 338149 4' 6" 
Swannington 407168 ? old workings 
Swannington 41n66 unreliable 

Unnamed seam. This minor though not negligible seam is found only in the 
South Derbyshire Coalfield. It is now the only seam of the normal succes
sion for which an equivalent, definite or tentative, has not been found in the 
other coalfield. It has been mapped to the NW of Church Gresley. Near 
Willesley two thin seams are found between the Block and the Dicky Gobbler, 
possibly representing a splitting of the Church Gresley seam. Near Church 
Gresley the seam is separated from the Dicky Gobbler by 40 feet of light and 
dark grey mudstones with ironstone nodules. 

Location Grid Ref. Max. 
Church Gresley 287192 
Church Gresley 290193 
Church Gresley 284186 
Church Gresley 286186 
Church Gresley 287189 
Willesley 337149 

Average 
unteliable 
unteliable 
about 2' 6" 
about 3' o• 
about 2' 6* 
unteliable 

Min. 

Dicky Gobbler/Minge. These are the highest seams of the normal succession, 
and are of some economic importance. The Dicky Gobbler has been proved 
to the NW of Church Gresley, and between Donisthorpe and Willesley. The 
Minge is the highest seam worked opencast in the Leicestershire Coalfield, 
and has been mapped in two places to the north of Swannington. 

Location 
Church Gresley 
Church Gresley 
Church Gresley 
Donisthorpe 
Willesley 
Swannington 
Swannington 

Grid Ref. 
288192 
292192 
288187 
329144 
337148 
413170 
415165 

Max. Average 
unreliable 
3' 8" to 5' o· 
about 4' 4• 
2' 10• to 3' 1• 
2' 10• to 3' 8" 

2' 8" 
5' 6" 

Min. 
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Pottery Clay Series, and corresponding strata in Leicestershire 

It has already been stated that theDickyGobbler in the South Derbyshire 
Coalfield is thought to be the equivalent of the Minge in the Leicestershire 
Coalfield. Not only does this appear to be the case when these seams are 
considered in relation to the succession below, but each appears to be the 
last of what might be termed the "normal" succession, that is, above these 
seams a change to a somewhat different type of deposition takes place. These 
deposits have the following general characteristics: 
(a) Coals are generally thin and widely spaced, but sometimes abruptly 

thicken to an appreciable thickness, or equally abruptly disappear. 
(b) The coals have unusual quality characteristics, including high ash 

content,high sulphur content, and a considerable proportion of vitrain. 
(c) Catenary bedding can be seen, with the seams thickening in the lower 

part of the catenary. 
(d) Black shales with a high content of coal material are often found below 

· the seams. 
(e) Root beds below the seams are poorly developed or sometimes virtually 

absent. 
(f) Beds of very high grade clay are found in places, and the strata contain 

a high proportion of commercially usable clay, hence the name of the 
series. 

(g) Very thick sandstones are developed locally, but seem to stop abruptly 
rather than gradually thin away. 

(h) There are at least four marine incursions. 
(j) There is some evidence of angular discordance between these deposits 

and the normal succession below. Thus to the south of Woodville 
(313176) the dip in underground workings in the normal succession is 
I in 4. Over the same area the Pottery Clay Series dip at I in 4 near 
the surface, but this dip reduces to I in 8 at a depth of 100 feet. 

It would seem from the above evidence that the seams of the Pottery 
Clay Series were not entirely formed in situ, but that at least in part they were 
washed into shallow, localised basins formed by the warping of the earlier 
deposited Coal Measures. The high grade clays are thought to be due to the 
erosion of earlier Coal Measure mudstones which had been brought within 
reach of erosion by these earth movements, the high grade being due to the 
further stage of natural sorting to which the material was subjected. 

These deposits have been worked for a considerable period because of 
these valuable clays, which form the basis of an important present day 
industry. Few records have been kept up to now, although this state of 
affairs is being remedied by the National Coal Board. Correlation of the 
sections already worked and abandoned presents considerable difficulty; 
Mitchell and Stubblefield (1948, p.35) show the correlation of a number of 
pits based on the Oversea! Marine Band, although it is not known with what 
degree of certainty this marine band has been identified in all these places, 
now that it is known that in some places there are four marine bands within 
100 feet of strata. 

Figure 3 presents two modem sections (Acresford No. 6 borehole at 
309135, and the Donington Pipeworks borehole at 302173) and compares 
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them with an old section, the Hastings and Grey shaft (320156) at Moira 
Colliery, sunk in 1832 and recorded in Fox-Strangways (1907, p.219). 
When comparing these sections it should be borne in ~d that the two 
outer ones in Figure 3 are the closest together geographically, the Acresford 
borehole being about two miles to the south of the shaft, and the Donington 
Pipeworks borehole being less than one mile to the north of the shaft. The 
two boreholes are placed to the right of the shaft in the diagram in order to 
make them easier to compare. 

The shaft section is given in order to show a particularly complete section 
of the coals, although owing to its age it unfortunately cannot throw any 
further light on the marine bands. It also shows that the thickness of the 
series is at least 500 feet, though Mitchell and Stubblefield(1948, p.19) only 
give the thickness as "rather more than 300 feet". The Acresford No. 6 
borehole also shows nearly 500 feet of strata; three marine bands were found, 
the top one of which has been identified as the Oversea} Marine Band, that is 
the Mansfield Marine Band of the Nottinghamshire and North Derbyshire 
Coalfield. At the type locality at Oversea} there is a 1' 8" seam beneath the 
marine band, but in this section the seam was not present. Two other 
marine bands below the Oversea} have not been named. 

The Donington Pipeworks borehole was drilled on the author's instruc
tions in order to obtain a good modem section in the centre of the Pottery 
Clay Series area,' although unfortunately it was not possible to continue this 
bore hole to the Dicky Gobbler. The cores were examined by the author 
and K. Taylor of the Geological Survey, resulting in the finding of four marine 
bands. The Geological Survey identify the top one as the Overseal Marine 
Band, the second as the ( ?) Haughton Marine Band, and the lowest as the 
( ?) Two Foot Marine Band. On this basis, the third marine band may well 
correspond to the Clown of the coalfields further north (Edwards and 
Stubblefield, 1948, p.211). 

It will be noted that below the second (? Haughton) marine band there is 
a group of four comparatively thick seams quite close together;-this was 
named the"Thick Group" during the exploration of the Donington Pipeworks 
area. It seems likely that this group can be identified without positive 
identification of marine bands, or even without knowledge of their presence, 
enabling a reasonably definite correlation of the various parts of the succession 
in open boreholes. In the Acresford No. 6 borehole this group appears to 
occupy a greater thickness of strata than in the Donington Pipeworks borehole, 
but at the same time shows a greater thickness of coal. It seems likely that in 
future boreholes or other sections the tentative identification of the Thick 
Group will aid a concentrated search for marine bands. The relations of the 
marine bands and coals may be summarised as follows: 

Oversea} Marine Band, lying directly on 
Fairly thick coal (may be absent) 
30 to 60 feet of strata, containing one or two thin seams. 
? Haughton Marine Band, lying directly on 

Thick {Fairly thick coal. 
Group 15 to 60 feet of strata, containing three fairly thick to thick seams. 

30 feet or less of strata, containing two thin but persistent seams, 
the lower of which may have a marine band as its roof. (? Clown 
Marine Band.) 
? Two Foot Marine Band, lying directly on 
Fairly thick coal. 
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Above and below this section, coals are generally thin and widely spaced. 
It has been thought sufficient to name the groups above and below the Thick 
Group as simply Upper Group and Lower Group. In the past names such as 
Ell, Lower Ell, Ell Group, Fireclay and so on have been applied to seams in the 
Pottery Clay Series; it is not thought that any of these names are sufficiently 
accurately applied to justify their further use. It is thought that in the future 
a seam or group of seams should be defined by its group under the suggested 
classification, and its position in the group, if known, and also relative to any 
marine bands if these have been detected. 

Figure 3 also gives some details of the upper part of the succession in the 
Leicestershire Coalfield. Three important sections in the same area, the 
Ellistown Colliery shaft (438103) the Wood Farm borehole (445106) and 
the Battleflat borehole (436110) show strong similarities from the Splent 
upwards; the Battleflat borehole is shown as this gives the most complete 
section. It is compared with shaft sections to the north and NW at Whitwick 
Colliery (431145), Snibston Colliery (418145), and the Calcutta Pit (420170). 

These Leicestershire sections show that the Splent and Stone Smut are 
usually separated by a variable amount of strata, but that in the Battleflat 
area, although maintaining their individual thicknesses, they almost coalesce. 
The next seam above, the Minge, although maintaining a rather constant 
separation from the Stone Smut, suddenly doubles in thickness on reaching 
the Battleflat area. At about the same interval again above the Minge, a thick 
seam in two leaves called the Excelsior is found. This must correspond with 
various thin seams found above the Minge in the other sections, including a 
seam previously named One Foot, and tentative correlations are shown on 
the diagram. Thick coal conditions evidently existed in the Battleflat area 
from the time of the Splent until the Excelsior,and in this case may be truly 
marginal. The subject of thick coals is further discussed in Section 6; it is 
quite possible that the Thick Group represents an approach to true thick 
coal conditions in the Pottery Clay Series, without the necessary stability for 
this phenomenon to develop ever being perfectly achieved. 

Although the section is somewhat disturbed by the presence of dolerites 
in the Battleflat borehole, a marine band has been found which the Geological 
Survey consider may be the Haughton. In view of the splitting of the Excel
sior into six leaves in one section, it seems most likely that this seam corres
ponds in time to most of the Lower Group of the Pottery Clay Series. On 
this basis, the thin seams at the top of the Coal Measures in the Battleflat 
borehole, being below the ( ?) Haughton Marine Band, may well correspond 
to the Thick Group and the seams just below it. Later exploration in this 
area (P. G. Strauss, personal communication) has shown the presence of a 
second marine band in this part of the succession, it is tentatively identified 
as the Two Foot. 

III. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 

Hull (1860) seems to have been the first to draw attention to the funda
mental importance of the Boothorpe Fault to these coalfields. Two other 
important fault systems, the Thringstone and the Coton Park, set general 
limits to the coalfields; in the past the nature of these large faults has not been 
clearly understood, and it is therefore thought best to describe these first. 
Thringstone Fault. Reversed faulting throwing the Coal Measures against 
Cambrian rocks is known in the Merry Lees drifts, about 8 miles to the SE 
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of the exposed Leicestershire Coalfield, and well towards the southern limit 
of the concealed coalfield. The sections in the drifts are described in some 
detail by Butterley and Mitchell (1946). The disturbance is distinguished 
by the sharp up-turning of the Coal Measures as they approach the faults 
(at least two seem to be present), where they become vertical or slightly 
overturned. Underground workings further to the north and NW show that 
the strata always commence to rise as headings are driven to the NE, suggest
ing that the fault is being approached, although it is never actually penetrated 
except at Ellistown, where records show a reversed fault, according to 
Mitchell and Stubblefield (1948, p.25). 

In the neighbourhood of Thringstone, where Coal Measures are seen 
to reach the surface, the disturbance changes direction from nearly N-S to 
NW-SE. Unfortunately the zone from Thringstone to the cross-roads at 
Lount (391199) has not been explored for opencast coal. However, Fox
Strangways (1907, p.92) records vertical Coal Measures to the north of 
Newbold, and at two places in this vicinity on his map, considering that the 
fault lies a little to the NE of these localities. About a mile to the NW, 
opencast exploration has shown that the strata are dipping almost due south 
at I in 1 (386203), and between this point and a fault halfway up the hillside, 
about 150 yards to the NE, the strata are subjected to severe thrusting and in 
places are sharply overturned, as seen in sample trenches dug in this area. 
To the NE of the fault the dip is at first quite strong, about I in 3 to the south, 
but rapidly reduces to the NE, having fallen to I in 10 in about 100 yards. 
Other evidence suggests that the direction of dip may soon be reversed on 
proceeding further to the NE. 

A well-marked syncline, the Heath End Syncline, runs parallel to the 
Thringstone Fault in this area, and is known to extend along the fault further 
to the south. Were it not for the fault, therefore, this structure would be a 
strong monoclinal fold; the evidence would seem to justify the assumption 
that the Thringstone Fault commenced as a monoclinal fold, through which 
thrusting was later developed. 

The maps of Fox-Strangways show the Thringstone Fault as a dashed 
line reaching as far as Ticknall. The latest I inch to one mile map issued by the 
Geological Survey shows a solid line extending from near Staunton Harold 
Hall to Ticknall, with a parallel dotted fault to the NE over part of this 
distance. However, a section in the road side, at Heath End, very close to 
the marked position of the fault, showed the strata to be quite undisturbed, 
and no signs of disturbance, either in Calke Park or the coalfield, can be 
found along or adjacent to the marked fault position as far as Ticknall. The 
strata can be clearly seen in several places, and it would therefore appear that 
the Thringstone Fault is not in the position marked on these maps. The 
reason for this error in the first place would appear to be the close proximity 
of Coal Measures and Carboniferous Limestone in this area; however, it 
will be shown later that another and more satisfactory explanation is available. 

The fault is obviously still an important feature to the north ofLount; it 
seems unlikely that it diminishes quickly enough to account for its absence 
from Heath End to Ticknall, and an alternative course for the fault must 
therefore be found. A certain amount of evidence has now accumulated 
which strongly suggests that the fault turns to a roughly north-south direction 
along the valley of the New Brook. This evidence is summarised below: 
(a) The one inch to one mile map of the Geological Survey shows faulting 

in this valley. 
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(b) 

(c) 
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Work by the River Dove Water Board suggests a roughly north-south 
fault along the east side of the New Brook. 
Mapping by Elliott in this valley (unpublished, personal communica
tion) shows faulting, although the fault shown is across the valley a 
short distance to the south of the dam site. 

(d) Disturbances thought to be caused by faulting were found just to the 
south of the Dimminsdale quarries. 

(e) Two opposing overthrusts were found in the cut-off trench of the 
Melbourne Dam. A diagrammatic section of this cut-off trench is 
shown in Figure 4. The overthrust at the SE end of the trench, in 
an apparent direction to the NW, is thought to be the dying remnant of 
the Thringstone Fault. 

N.W. 
S.E. 

Fig. 4. Simplified cross-section of the Melbourne Dam cut-off trench (not to scale). 

(f) The axis of the Heath End Syncline swings to a northerly direction at 
the NW end of the syncline. The axis of the Ashby Anticline 
approaches that of the Heath End Syncline, the two probably combining 
to form a monoclinal fold. The approach of these two folds can be 
seen on the structural map, Figure 6. The overthrust at the NW end 
of the cut-off trench may be evolved from these folds, and probably 
turns on to a Charnoid trend; such a fault is shown on the I inch to I 
mile map. 

(g) The Gastrioceras subcrenatum Marine Band has been found on the 
hillside to the east of the New Brook (A. Horton, personal communica
tion). If, as seems most likely, the coals in the Melbourne Dam cut-off 
trench are correctly identified as of Lower Coal Measure age, a fault 
must be present between the trench and ,the above-mentioned site. 

(h) The gravity anomaly map (Gravity survey overlay map,¼"' to I mile, 
sheet n, 1956, Geological Survey) shows isogams suggesting a strong 
fault with a Charnoid trend to the SW of Charnwood Forest; this 
changes to a NE-SW direction for some distance before returning to the 
Charnoid trend and passing near Melbourne. It is interesting to note 
that the position of the Thringstone Fault does not correspond very 
exactly with the zone of steep gravity gradient, in contrast with the close 
fit of the Boothorpe Fault and the corresponding gradient. It is 
thought that this is due to the Thringstone Fault being developed in 
strata near the surface, the strong gravity gradients reflecting the. dis
position of deeper crustal blocks. It is also worth noting that this 
disturbance can be traced further to the north on the gravity anomaly 
map, but, like the Boothorpe Fault, the gradient decreases. 
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Charnoid trending faults interspersed with north-south trending faults, 
the latter being overthrusts, are known in this country in similar 
geological environments (Falcon, 1947). It might also be stressed that 
the Thringstone Fault is known to turn from the Chamoid trend to a 
N-S direction further to the south. 

Boothorpe Fault. Despite the qualified statement in Mitchell and Stubble
field (1948, p.25) that this fault has been reached over most of its length, little 
has hitherto been known about the true nature of this fault. There are only 
a few well authenticated cases in which the actual fault seems to have been 
seen. Fox-Strangways (1907, p.79) gives some interesting information, and 
describes what seems to be a faulted monoclinal fold. Where dips are 
established, the dip on the NE side of the fault is seen to be towards the fault, 
and on the SW side away from the fault. The position of the Boothorpe 
Fault to the NE of Newhall, indicated on the new 6w to I mile maps is rather 
generalised, and is mainly deduced from borehole information. Elsewhere 
the course of the fault is usually not too well known, and most of the records 
are too obscure to justify the drawing of a line on the new maps. 

H. T. Calow described to the author a section to the east of Swadlincote 
at 308198 where he saw what he considered to be a normal fault, with folded 
rocks of the Pottery Clay Series on the west, thrown down against an almost 
horizontal seam considered to be the Nether Lount. On visiting this point 
no such section could be seen, but in fact what appeared to be dark shales and 
a thin coal of the Pottery Clay Series were dipping steeply to the west beneath 
Triassic rocks. The clay pit to the west of this point occupies a small but 
quite sharp syncline, with the measures on the NE side dipping to the SW at 
1 in 3. It would thus appear that the Boothorpe Fault is further to the east, 
agreeing well with the positions shown on the new maps to the NW and SE. 
Nothing seen at this clay pit (Wragg's)disagrees with theideadeveloped below 
that this fault is reversed and formed by thrusting from a monoclinal fold. 

To the south ofWoodville, along a NNW-SSE line through grid refer
ence 321180, there is a very rapid change from Coal Measures to Triassic 
rocks when proceeding from east to west. There can be little doubt that 
this line represents the surface trace of the Boothorpe Fault, probably as 
accurately as it is known anywhere. This also provides a clue to the age of 
some of the movement on the fault. 

Hull (1860, pp. 36, 37) reports seeing the fault in the railway cutting at 
Willesley, and describes vertical strata "broken and dislocated in a very 
remarkable manner"; this is strongly suggestive of thrusting. What appears 
to be a fault of unknown throw at 337150 must be very near, if not actually 
the Boothorpe Fault. A somewhat puzzling feature of this fault is that 
Triassic rocks are brought in to the east. This may be the edge of a Triassic 
wadi, in which case the fault lies even further to the east; it is thought more 
likely that this is caused by later movement during tension reducing the throw 
of the original fault, and thus bringing down Triassic rocks to the east of 
Coal Measures. A little to the NW at 331158, westward dipping seams 
thought to be still of the Leicestershire succession are present, showing that 
the surface trace of the fault must be quite sinuous. This agrees very well 
with the suggestion that the fault is revfrsed and of a low angle. Under
ground workings in coals of the South Derbyshire Coalfield extend very close 
to this point, and as the seams are known to be still rising to the NE, there is 
little room left for doubt that the fault is reversed. 
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The reversed nature of the fault is confirmed by the Measham No. 3 
borehole (36n17). Here a seam of vertical thickness 18' 6w, dipping at 50 
degrees or so (Mitchell, 1948, p.141) is followed below by a 12' 6# seam 
dipping at I in 2 (N.C.B. Area 7 records). Correcting for dip, each seam is 
about 10 feet in thickness, corresponding closely with the known thickness 
of the Main in this vicinity. As there are no other seams of this thickness 
that are likely to be met, it is thought that both seams are the Main, repeated 
by a thrust. The suggestion by Mitchell (op. cit.) that the lower seam 
represents the Smoile (sic, Toad) is thought to be wrong. 

Fox-Strangways (1907, p.85) records a good deal of information .in this 
vicinity. At least two boreholes, 18 and 20, are thought to show duplication 
of seams by thrusting. Borehole 20 being near Measham 3 enables the 
deduction to be made that the thrust is at quite a low angle. An approximate 
line can be derived for the incrop of the fault plane, and this is shown on the 
map. The dip of the fault plane seems to be about I in 3 in depth increasing 
to about I in I as it nears the surface. 

The Boothorpe Fault can be easily recognised on the gravity anomaly 
map; in fact, it forms part of a distinct disturbance which can be traced in a 
virtually straight line from the south coast to Lancashire. Its trend is 
entirely Charnoid, and it is more consistent in this trend than the Thringstone 
Fault, which is nearer to Charnwood Forest. The Boothorpe Fault is 
thought to represent a structural line which has had a profound effect on the 
whole structure of the coalfields. 
Coton Park Fault. The short length of this fault shown on the map is 
projected from underground information. The trend of this section is 
Charnoid; the downthrow is to the SW and Horton (personal communication) 
states that the fault is reversed. The small amount of information available 
appears to indicate that the strata to the NE of the fault dip into the fault; in 
these respects the Coton Park Fault resembles the two major fold-fault 
systems already described. Unfortunately there is not a great deal of 
information besides this and what little there is seems to conflict with the 
idea of a reversed fault, but it appears that the fault may turn clockwise from 
the Charnoid trend on proceeding to the south. In this it closely resembles 
the Thringstone Fault. It seems likely that the Coton Park Fault joins the 
boundary faults of the Warwickshire Coalfield to the SW; if this is so, the 
intermediate faulting may be similar to that developed to the south of 
Melbourne, that is, a series of roughly NS thrusts. The gravity anomaly 
map suggests that any faulting developed in this area would not have a 
considerable vertical displacement. 
Minor faults. All faults except those already dealt with are included in this 
section. These include faults with throws of from a few feet to, exceptionally, 
a few hundred feet. In some parts of the coalfields faults are virtually absent; 
elsewhere they may be concentrated into zones. Most of these faults are 
what is generally called "normal". The failure to recognise reversed faulting, 
which is more common than is generally realised, may be due to the idea that 
displacement on fault planes is normally down the slope of the planes. 
Reversed faults of comparatively small throw are known in the coalfields, their 
hade being rather small and suggesting that they are formed from previous 
normal faults during a period of compression. 

In the Leicestershire Coalfield the trend of faulting may be described as 
quasi-Charnoid, that is, although true Charnoid trending (NW-SE) faults are 
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known, there is a strong tendency for the faults to swing to a NNW-SSE or 
even N-S direction. These directions account for by far the greatest number 
of faults; a few are known with a Caledonoid (SW-NE) trend, one small 
group of these, significantly perhaps, crosses the Heath End Syncline near 
where the Thringstone Fault is thought to change from the Charnoid trend 
to a N-S direction. 

An important zone of faulting extends from Packington to lbstock; some 
of these faults must obviously connect with faults such as the one from 
Shellbrook toWoodville, and others to the east affecting the areas to the south 
of Smisby, and to the north and east of Ashby-de-la-Zouch. From this it 
would appear that the concentrated fault zone to the NW of Heather provides 
the source for several significant faults which are spread over an east-west 
distance of several miles to the north of Ashby-de-la-Zouch. The faulting 
to the east and SE of Packingtonilas been mapped in some detail and interest
ing examples of branching and rejoining of faults can be seen. Some faults 
can be seen to end, and then restart a short distance away and continue with 
the throw in the same direction. In a few cases the faults are sharply hooked 
at their terminations .. Two examples of reversed faulting have been 
established. 

A remarkable development of faults, mostly of small throw, was found 
about one mile north of Heather. The area was worked opencast as the 
Blower's Brook Site, and it is fortunate that a detailed survey of these 
faults was kept by the site surveyor, Mr. Gerard Hosty. Figure 5 is 
derived from working plans on a scale of 1/500. It will be seen that there 
are two principal systems at right angles; some of the faults running in the 
direction NNW-SSE have extremely wide wants and remarkably small 
throws. Roughly in the centre of the area shown, a series of east-west faults 
are derived from these and sharply truncate them; presumably movement on 
these was quite considerable laterally. The changes in throw of the faults, 
apparently unconnected with the size of the wants, shows that the strata are 
considerably distorted in the neighbourhood of the faults; this is only to be 
expected as wants of the order of 20 feet with corresponding throws of one 
foot or so, even regarded as extreme cases of fault refraction, impose a 
considerable space problem which can only be solved by distortion of the 
strata containing the seams. It should be added that the faults are shown as 
on the uppermost seam on the map; on changing from one seam to the next 
lower a slight refraction takes place, which has been eliminated on the map 
for the sake of simplicity. It corresponds to an angle of the fault plane with 
the vertical of about 30 degrees in the measures between the seams, in con
trast with the almost horizontal fault planes which must exist at the levels of 
the seams. 

This type of faulting appears to continue to the south, but is probably 
confined to a graben formed by two fairly large faults. Within this area, 
unusual thinning or absence of seams in the boreholes (the area is not yet 
worked) can only be satisfied by assuming that this "Blower's Brook type" of 
faulting is present; all the details of such a complicated structure cannot be 
worked out by drilling. 

The cause of this unusual type of faulting is thought to depend on the 
relative movement of rigid blocks at a fairly shallow depth. The cover of 
Coal Measures was not so incompetent as to accommodate itself entirely by 
distortion, the fracturing probably taking place at times when the imposed 
stresses were suddenly increased, but with further movement taking place 
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under long term forces. Relative movement is confined to the neighbour
hood of the seams owing to the contrast in properties between the rigid, 
brittle coal seam and the incompetent, plastic seat earth, the latter forming a 
lubricant. 

In South Derbyshire the faults appear to fall into two distinct groups, 
but these are more variable in direction than in Leicestershire. What may 
be regarded as the Charnoid group have a marked tendency to turn to N-S 
or even further clockwise; the Caledonoid group vary from NE-SW to E-W. 
In each group, some faults have a steady direction for considerable distances, 
while others vary in direction between the limits mentioned. At least one 
of these faults, the important Newhall Fault, is strongly anticlinal over part 
of its length, and should therefore be regarded as a fold-fault system rather 
than merely a fault. 
Fold systems. The fact that both coalfields represented large fold systems 
has been recognised for a long time; for some reason, although the name of 
Ashby (de-la-Zouch) has been given to an important anticlinal structure in 
the Leicestershire Coalfield, the large synclinal structure in South Derbyshire 
has not been named. It is proposed to name this after Oversea!, a village on 
the axis of this structure, which has already lent its name to geological use. 
Several other important folds are also given names. The fold systems of each 
coalfield will now be described, commencing with the Leicestershire Coal
field. In considering the folding, it should not be overlooked that the 
Thringstone, Boothorpe, Newhall and probably the Coton Park Faults are 
located on important folds. 
Ashby Anticline. The new mapping now enables the axis of this disturbance 
to be traced for about six miles. In the north, dips adjacent to this structure 
are only slight, and thus the exact position of the axis is less easy to define 
than further to the south. It is first identified about half a mile to the south 
of Heath End, where the Clod is affected by what appears to be a strike-slip 
fault. A little further to the south the anticline is thought to be responsible 
for the outcrop of the Kilburn in the Black Ditches. The axis of the structure 
then swings from a little east of north on to the Charnoid trend, and in this 
appears to parallel the behaviour of the Thringstone Fault. Further still to 
the SE the fold joins other folds to the north of Heather. Dips are noticeably 
steeper on the flanks at the SE end of the fold; thus, far from being a simple 
pitching anticline, this structure seems to be related to a major fold-fault, and 
does not have as wide an influence on the area as has previously been assumed, 
as other important folds exist which cannot be regarded as merely super
imposed upon the Ashby Anticline. The suggestion that the Ashby Anti
cline extends from Dawson's Rocks to the neighbourhood of Packington, and 
to the west of Heather, made by Mitchell (1948, p.141) bears no resemblance 
to the facts established by the new mapping. 
Heath End Syncline. This structure is known to run parallel to the Thring
stone Fault in its Charnoid trend section for some distance; the fact that it 
turns to the north in the vicinity of Heath End reinforces the idea that the 
Thringstone Fault does likewise. North of Heath End the syncline may 
combine with the Ashby Anticline to give a monoclinal fold, from which 
the overthrust at the NE end of the Melbourne Dam cut-off trench may be 
evolved. The Heath End Syncline as now seen is probably due to further 
folding on the axis of the fold which allowed the lake to be formed in which 
the Heath End Coal accumulated. 
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Ravenstone Monocline. This structure runs almost north-south on the west 
side of Ravenstone and, of course, is parallel with the southerly 'Section of 
the Thringstone Fault. The monocline becomes obscured in the complicated 
fault system to the south; although not mapped very far to the north ofRaven
stone, it may, if it turns on to the Charnoid trend, be represented by disturb
ances about one mile east of Ashby-de-la-Zouch. 
Coalfield Fann Syncline. This structure is named from a locality in which 
the six seams present, in unusual thickness and close together, are folded 
into a syncline which has preserved them for future exploitation. It also 
accounts for the fact that only sporadic attempts have been made to mine 
this rich deposit by underground methods, as it forms an excellent water 
trap. Although not proved to the NW, it still appears to be 'having some 
effect at Normanton-le-Heath. Considering the behaviour of the seam 
incrops to the south and west of this village, it seems likely that at least one 
anticlinal axis is present between the Coalfield Farm Syncline and the 
Boothorpe Fault. 
Blackf ordby Syncline. As has already been stated, the Boothorpe Fault is a 
faulted monoclinal fold; certainly the dip of the seams into the fault must 
not be regarded as merely due to the western flank of the Ashby Anticline. A 
fault with a Chamoid trend passes to the west of Blackfordby and throws 
down to the east, and to the NE of this a well-defined fold passes through the 
village. It seems likely that there is a gentle anticline a little to the east. 
Hartshorne Anticline. This structure, pitching to the SE, is seen to the south 
of Hartshorne. Unfortunately, owing to the presence of Triassic cover, 
exploration has not been extended to the SE, and the effect of this structure 
towards Ashby-de-la-Zouch is not known. 
Oversea! Syncline. The general east-west trends of the outcrops of the higher 
seams in the South Derbyshire Coalfield is obvious; it is surprising that the 
presence of this major fold has not been commented on before. The approxi
mate axis is shown on the new maps, and will be seen to have a Caledonoid 
(NE-SW) trend. 
Measham Syncline. The axis of this structure is parallel to the Boothorpe 
Fault. It seems to have been unknown to modem geologists until the area 
was explored for opencast coal, although old workings are found in the Main 
seam to the NE of Measham, well beyond the indicated outcrop on the Fox
Strangways map and the revision of this sheet (Leics. XXII NE) published 
in 1946. 
Newhall Syncline. Over most of its established course, the axis of this 
structure runs almost north-south, but towards the south appears to be 
turning on to the Charnoid trend. It is not impossible that it is part of the 
same fold which has been named the Measham Syncline on the south side 
of the Oversea! Syncline. 
Stanton and Brizlincote Anticlines. These en echelon folds, pitching to the 
south, have an axial trend between Chamoid and north-south. 
General structural considerations. The great importance of the Chamoid 
and Caledonoid trends in these coalfields has been shown. In the Leicester
shire Coalfield the Chamoid trend is dominant, although Caledonoid 
influences may be important in providing downfolding, albeit slight, in certain 
areas, which have allowed significant amounts of coal to be preserved. 
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Examples of such areas are (1) to the SE ofWoodville, where a broad belt of 
Productive Measures is present to the NE of the Boothorpe Fault, and (2) to 
the SE of Packington. The tendency for structures showing the Chamoid 
trend to tum on to a N-S direction is clearly seen in both coalfields. The 
Caledonoid trend is perhaps more marked in the South Derbyshire Coalfield, 
and shows a similar clockwise rotation. Both of these trends are pre
Carboniferous, and they may thus have given rise to the Malvemoid (N-S) 
trend, which was developed in late and post-Carboniferous times, as such 
N-S structures are seen to arise from Charnoid trending structures. If this 
is so, the most likely explanation is that provided by block movements in 
the basement, and both transverse and rotational movements of blocks seem 
possible. In this connection it is interesting to note that Evans (1963) has 
found that the trends in Chamwood Forest change from NW-SE to about 
E-W in the SE part of this area. It would thus appear that we now have 
another non-typical type area; however, the NW-SE trend and its variants 
are of great importance in the Midlands, and Chamwood Forest remains 
one of the few areas where trends of this type can be seen at the surface 
developed in rocks which we may assume to be similar to those in the coal
field basement. 
Igneous activity. A hypothesis of block movements beneath the coalfields 
will be developed later. As one of the possible movements would be the 
drawing apart of blocks, a space problem would be produced by this kind 
of movement, which might be satisfied in some cases by the emplacement of 
igneous material. The extreme dilation of the surface strata indicated by 
the faulting at Blower's Brook was thought to indicate the possibility of this 
kind of movement having taken place. Igneous rocks are known in the 
concealed part of the Leicestershire Coalfield (Fox-Strangways, 1907, pp. 33, 
34), but have not been identified in the exposed coalfield. Hull (1860, 
pp. 64-66) considered these dolerites to be lava flows; Fox-Strangways 
(op. cit.), although not actually discussing the matter, appears to think of 
these rocks as sills. From evidence provided by J. C. Metcalfe, of lack of 
the usual lava flow features, and alteration of the rock where it is in contact 
with the base of the Trias (probably caused during emplacement by mineral
ised water) it is thought that these dolerites are sills. They are also present 
lower down in the Coal Measures, and if lavas would be the result of succes
sive eruptions. A single phase of sill injection seems more likely, 

Because of the above considerations, it was decided to seek geophysical 
information which might help. The ¼ .. to I mile gravity anomaly map is 
already available to the public, and the Geological Survey's magnetic survey 
was kindly shown to the author by Dr. Bullerwell. The main feature of 
interest is a very strong magnetic anomaly coinciding closely with the gravity 
high in the neighbourhood of Heather. Dr. Bullerwell considers these 
anomalies to be caused by a basic igneous intrusion at a depth of about 2,000 
feet. It seems very likely that this is the source of the dolerites in the coal
field, the emplacement of the sills being connected with pressure on the basic 
magma caused by further block movements. 
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IV. THE UNCONFORMABLE COVER AND ITS 
RELATION TO THE COAL MEASURES 

Earth movements giving rise to folding and faulting succeeded the 
subsidence of the Carboniferous and, in fact, such movements apparently 
commenced in this area during Middle Coal Measure times. Before 
the Triassic rocks were deposited in the area, the rocks of the coalfields had 
been subjected to profound erosion. The exposed coalfields are surrounded 
almost entirely by Triassic rocks, which thicken away from these areas. It 
is possible to draw generalised maps (e.g. Mitchell and Stubblefield, 1948, 
Fig. 5) showing that the old land surface dips quite steadily to the south over 
the concealed coalfield of Leicestershire; however, when the Triassic rocks 
are present over opencast sites some detailed knowledge of the old land 
surface may be gained. 

Although no attempt has been made to map the entire unconformable 
cover, the knowledge gained from opencast exploration and exploitation 
shows that the old land surface had considerable relief. Wadis of various 
sizes were developed, the larger ones having widths of a quarter of a mile or 
more, with moderately steep banks. At 376185, the seam outcrops are seen 
to be displaced on passing under the Triassic cover, showing the presence of 
a valley. A similar displacement is not found when the edge of the Trias is 
reached to the south, suggesting that the southern side of the valley has been 
eroded away. 

It seems likely that the present ridges of Triassic rocks such as those at 
Old Parks House, Pistern Hill, the Ashby-Woodville road, Horn Hill, the 
Woodville-Burton road, etc., are all old: wadis filled with comparatively 
coarse material. This is fairly resistant to erosion as it is quite well cemented 
but sufficiently porous to reduce run-off, and now forms the ridges. Rapid 
changes in level of the Trias-Coal Measure boundary confirm the unevenness 
of the buried surface. It is also interesting to note that in this central area 
of Triassic rocks (shown quite well on the 1" to I mile Geological Survey maps) 
sandstones and similar materials are in contact with the Coal Measures, 
whereas further to the south, near Heather, drilling has shown marls to be 
lying on them, despite Fox-Strangways statement to the contrary (1907, 
p.68). In most of the sections in the buried coalfield, apart from a thin 
conglomerate developed at the base, marls are important in the lower part of 
the Trias. 

On the NE side of Pistern Hill, deposits of very coarse gravel are seen in 
places at the Trias-Coal Measure junction. These appear to be deposits 
formed in alluvial cones or fan deltas at the bottom of steep tributary wadis, 
the sudden lessening of gradient causing the stream to dump the coarser 
material. The pebbles, well rounded and up to two inches in diameter, are 
mainly of vein quartz and must, therefore, have been transported from some 
distance away. In the same way, the decrease in coarseness on proceeding 
southwards is thought to be connected with the general decline in level of 
the old land surface, the more southerly part being a piedmont plain while 
the northern part was still undergoing active erosion. Further excellent 
examples of wadi development can be seen to the north and south of Alton 
Hill. At 388153 the incrops of the Eureka and Nether Lount are very close 
to each other, showing that the wadi banks are very steep. Another wadi 
development is present about half a mile to the south. It is not known to 
what extent wadi development is present in the concealed coalfield, as shaft 
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and borehole information is too scattered to provide much information, and · 
workings cannot approach the Triassic cover too closely because of the water 
danger. There would seem to be no reason for assuming that it is 
absent. 

The new mapping convincingly demonstrates that faulting took place 
during or after the Triassic Period, generally as an increase in the throw of 
faults which were already present. This can be particularly well seen to the 
SE of Packington, where the throwing of Triassic rocks against Coal Measures 
is very clear. From the data available it can be deduced that the maximum 
throw in this area during or after the Triassic Period was about 30 feet, 
although faults with a total throw of 100 feet or more may be involved. 
Some of the finer detail of this process is now impossible to map, but the 
major features are very clear. The exact coincidence between the lines of 
incrop of the faults and the sudden variation in thickness or sudden appearance 
of the Triassic rocks confirms that the later movements of the faults took 
place after the deposition of the Trias, as otherwise the fault scarps produced 
would have suffered erosion. It has previously been mentioned that the 
Boothorpe Fault also shows movement of this age. 

Over some parts of the area, particularly in the South Derbyshire Coal
field and the northern part of the Leicestershire Coalfield, breccias are present 
at the base of the Trias. Hull (1860, p.57) considered that these were 
probably Permian, although admitting that the identification was by no means 
certain. Fox-Strangways (1907, p.57), with his usual justifiable caution, 
although including a chapter headed "Permian" immediately states that these 
deposits might well be Triassic. Horwood (1908, p.99) considers that 
"many of the beds (if not all) classed as Permian are probably Triassic, at 
least in part". Mitchell and Stubblefield (1948, pp. 22, 23) consider that a 
Moira Grit, of Upper Coal Measure age is present, followed by a Moira 
Breccia which may be presumed to be of Permo-Triassic age, although this 
is not made clear. This scheme is shown in the index of the 1" to I mile map 
sheet 141, dated 1952; however, on sheet 155, covering the southern parts of 
these coalfields and dated 1953, the index shows "Breccia and marl of Moira, 
and Hopwas Breccia" between the top of the Carboniferous and the base of 
the Trias, without any age being specified. Greig and Mitchell (1955, p.43) 
refer to the Moira Breccia as the basal member of the New Red Sandstone. 
Wills considers that these breccias are sub-Zechstein, and therefore Permian, 
but in any case to be the basal breccia of the New Red Sandstone. 

No reason is known to separate a Moira Grit and a Moira Breccia, and 
no Upper Coal Measures are known except in the deeply buried Western 
Extension. The breccia has been examined on the surface in a few places; 
it can be clearly seen at 344124. Cores of this rock have also been examined. 
It is composed of angular fragments of sandstone or grit, up to a few inches 
in length and stained red, and is thought to be formed in the following way. 
The most common rocks of the Coal Measures are grey mudstones, and these 
would not be very resistant to erosion. Where, however, the infrequent 
sandstones were exposed, they would form cappings to hills (such a sandstone 
capped hill was found buried beneath the Trias to the west of Ravenstone) 
and angular screes would be formed. This material would not be very 
resistant to erosion in wadis and therefore these screes are of limited extent. 
The Moira Breccia must therefore be regarded merely as a detrital facies; it 
does not represent the remnants of a continuous deposit and is undoubtedly 
highly diachronous. As there is some reason to think that active erosion 
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continued until the time of the Triassic deposition in the more northerly 
parts of the coalfields, there is no reason to believe that the Moira Breccias 
represent anything other than Trias, and that they have been preserved by 
having been rapidly covered by later deposits. 

In certain parts of the country, and indeed in parts of these coalfields, the 
Coal Measure-Trias interface is difficult to distinguish due to the staining of 
the Coal Measures adjacent to the interface. However, over the area mapped 
this effect is usually absent or slight, and it has proved easier than expected to 
separate the Trias from the Coal Measures. This has been greatly aided by 
the large number of boreholes available on opencast sites. The statement by 
Mitchell and Stubblefield (1948, p.22) that "the uppermost Coal Measures ... 
are frequently if not always stained" is not true of the area examined. It has in 
fact proved possible to work the coal right up to the incrop, including the part 
where the seam is wedging out, without any noticeable deterioration in 
quality. It is thought that active erosion must have continued up to the time 
that the surface was covered with Triassic deposits. Elsewhere, where the 
surface was subjected to prolonged arid weathering, deep staining was 
produced and the seams were partially or_ even entirely oxidised away; this 
process seems to have taken place in the southern ( concealed) part of the 
Leicestershire Coalfield. 

The Glacial deposits of the area have not been mapped, although a good 
deal of information on them is now available. The deposits found as hill 
cappings are generally gravelly and sandy, without a high clay content. The 
most common pebbles are rounded vein quartz, no doubt derived from the 
Bunter Sandstone. Many other interesting rocks may easily be found in a 
short search; flints are common, and although chalk is rarely found at the 
surface, chalky boulder clay containing pieces of chalk up to half an inch in 
length has been found in boreholes. One unusual erratic consisted of an 
internal cast in ganister of a root of Stigmaria (City of Leicester Museum, 
No. 186/1964). 

It is interesting to compare the mapping of the valley of the River Sence 
immediately to the NE of Heather, as shown on the 1" to I mile drift edition 
map of the Geological Survey, with what has actually been found when the 
area was intensively drilled. The map shows Glacial deposits on the hill 
tops at either side of the valley, with Trias and the Coal Measures exposed 
in tum before the alluvium in the valley is reached. In fact, in the whole of 
this area the Coal Measures reach within a few feet of the surface only in a 
few places and even here the gravels and other materials lying on the surface 
should be mapped as alluvium rather than showing the Coal Measures to 
be exposed. On the flanks of the valley considerable thicknesses of gravelly 
material cover the outcrops of the Trias. This is thought to be material 
which has travelled from the hill tops by solifluxion. At the south end of 
this valley appreciable overdeepening has taken place, and the valley is filled 
with mushy, highly decomposed Triassic sandstone, suggesting that the 
overdeepening is an early Glacial feature, formed when Triassic rocks were 
still exposed at the surface. This valley may well be an overflow channel. 

In the whole of this valley the Coal Measures near the surface are often 
severely affected by freeze-thaw phenomena. On the east bank of the over
deepened channel, coal seams exposed in a trench were violently disturbed. 
Immediately north of Ravenstone Mill, in an area where coal seam contours 
show a gentle dip, a seam was seen to tum into a vertical position over a few 
feet in a sample trench. Such effects are not known to extend more than I 5 
feet down from the present surface. 
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Drilling at 383179, a little to the east of Doles Farm, showed the presence 
of a well developed, narrow overflow channel, in which over 50 feet of chalky 
boulder clay were present, although the channel can only have a width of 
about 200 feet. Opencast drilling in this vicinity was carried out by per
cussion rigs, and the presence of the boulder clay was not detected, the 
kinks in the outcrops and incrops being attributed to a Triassic wadi. Later 
core drilling showed that these effects must be due to an overflow channel, 
which can be traced on the surface by the presence of the chalky boulder clay. 
The Gilwiskaw at Packington now flows in what was probably an overflow 
channel. 

To the SE of Packington Glacial deposits lie on the Trias and transgress 
on to the Coal Measures where the latter are not covered by Trias, to a much 
greater extent than suggested by the Geological Survey map. Plate I 
shows Glacial deposits lying on the Trias; a little to the right of this section, 
Glacial gravels were lying on the incrop of the Middle Lount seam, and 
Fig. 7 shows an excellent example of frost wedging in this incrop. Such 
features are quite well known in the Midlands (Hollingworth, 1962, p. 7). 

Fig. 7. Incrop of Middle Lount at Le Heath Opencast Site. From a photograph. 

V. RELATIONS TO SURROUNDING AREAS 

Before discussing the geological history of the area in the next chapter, 
the geology of the areas adjoining the coalfields will be discussed, in order that 
the area can be considered in context. Starting at Ticknall, the margins of 
the coalfields will be considered in an anticlockwise direction. 

As can be seen from the mapping, strata at the bottom of the Coal 
Measures succession are exposed along the northern margin of the Leicester
shire Coalfield. The seam investigated to the south ofTicknall is probably the 
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Alton. Insufficient data is available to determine a dip in this vicinity, but 
it is only slight. The Coal Measure-Trias boundary runs in a roughly WSW 
direction from Ticknall. Although no positive information is available, 
Dawson's or Carver's Rocks, possibly brought to the surface by an anticline 
(not the Ashby Anticline) are probably Millstone Grit, and very likely the 
Rough Rock, the highest grit of that series. Sandstones at 334212 and 
347214 are probably the Wingfield Flags, and it seems unlikely that faults of 
sufficient magnitude are present to throw this formation down at Dawson's 
Rocks. 

A different state of affairs is seen at the northern end of the South 
Derbyshire Coalfield, where the seams, apart from being quite sharply 
folded in the Stanton and Brizlincote Anticlines, are dipping at I in 3 to the 
SE. At this rate of dip, it would not be necessary to proceed very far along 
the Boothorpe Fault in a north-westerly direction before strata of the same 
age were present on either side of the fault line. There is a sharp decrease 
in gradient on the gravity anomaly map at this point, suggesting that a change 
of some kind takes place in the Boothorpe Fault. Looking further to the NW, 
20 miles or more of Trias have to be crossed before Millstone Grit is seen, a 
slight deflection to the west causing the South Staffordshire Coalfield to be 
reached. 

It is therefore not surprising that some consideration has been given to 
the possibility of the presence of further Coal Measures beneath the Trias. 
Wills (1956, p.138) who calls this area the Needwood Basin, considers that 
Coal Measures are probably absent, and in any case what little evidence there 
is shows the Trias to be thick. The absence of any strongly marked gravity 
anomalies is thought to confirm that no very interesting structures are 
developed, and while it is not impossible that Coal Measures are present, the 
area hardly recommends itself for exploration. 

To the west of the South Derbyshire Coalfield the presence of Coal 
Measures below a considerable thickness of Trias has been proved by boring. 
This is the "Western Extension" discussed in the paper by Greig and Mitchell 
(1955), and now being developed by the National Coal Board. The seams 
found in the boreholes have been correlated with those of the coalfields to 
the east. The structure of this area as shown by Greig and Mitchell ( op. cit., 
p.45) bears little resemblance to that of the South Derbyshire Coalfield, 
which it might have been expected to resemble in important respects. It is 
unlikely that a reasonable picture of the structure of the Western Extension 
will be obtained until much more information is available. The presence of 
Upper Coal Measures, followed by a considerable thickness of Trias, shows 
that subsidence of the area was taking place in periods when the coalfields 
to the east had ceased to subside, or had only restricted subsidence. Because 
of this, it would appear to be necessary to consider the Western Extension as 
a separate coalfield block. 

At the southern end of the South Derbyshire Coalfield, the Coal 
Measures are covered by Trias. A number of deep mine boreholes serve 
to fix the limits of the workable coalfield by giving some idea of the incrop of 

· the Kilburn. The line from Netherseal to Swepstone shown on the map by 
Greig and Mitchell (1955, p.39) gives a good generalised idea of this incrop. 

The behaviour of the Kilburn as the incrop crosses the Boothorpe Fault 
is not known, but as the throw is by then small, no great lateral displacement 
will be produced. To the east of Swepstone the incrop is likely to be folded 
and faulted into a complicated shape by such disturbances as the Coalfield 
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Farm Syncline and the fault zone to the NE of this, not to mention any effects 
of the Ashby Anticline and Ravenstone Monocline which may continue to 
the south. Greig and Mitchell's map (1955, p.39) gives a good approxima
tion of the southern end of the Leicestershire Coalfield, where the Kilburn 
incrops near Barlestone. 

On the east side of the buried coalfield, Coal Measures are thrown down 
against older rocks, of Cambrian age in the Merry Lees Drifts. The finding 
of Cambrian rocks so close to Charnwood Forest suggests that rocks of later 
age than Pre-Cambrian may be present in significant amounts below the 
coalfields. 

It has been thought in the past that the Thringstone Fault, after turning 
on to the Charnian trend near Thringstone, continued in a relatively straight 
line to Ticknall, and that to the NE of this line Coal Measures were absent 
as far as the Derby-Nottinghamshire Coalfield (e.g. Wills, 1956, Fig.25). 
Coals thought to be of Lower Coal Measure age are now known to be present 
in the area to the SW of Melbourne. It has been shown earlier that the 
Thringstone Fault probably turns to the north near Staunton Harold Hall. 
Coals probably of Lower Coal Measure age are also thought to be present 
between the Thringstone Fault and the Breedon Thrust; beyond the latter 
they may be present in small amounts on the downthrow side of the thrust, 
but have not been found in the few boreholes in this area. It seems unlikely 
that Coal Measures reach the Soar Valley from the SW, as no Carboniferous 
rocks above Millstone Grit were found in the Hathern boreholes, and the 
Piper Wood boreholes (Fox-Strangways, 1907, p.355) show what appears to 
be Millstone Grit. The true NE margin of the Leicestershire Coalfield is 
therefore at present conjectural. The author and P. G. Strauss (Spink and 
Strauss, 1964, 1965) have dealt with this matter in some detail, and have 
suggested that Productive Coal Measures may be present beneath the Trias 
to the NE of Loughborough. 
Limestones near the NE margin. It is thought advisable to describe these 
limestones briefly, as a knowledge of their characteristics enters into the 
discussion of the geological history of the area. These limestones were des
cribed in a paper by Mitchell and Stubblefield (1941 A). This description 
is mainly palaeontological and adds little to our knowledge of the structure. 
The western exposures will be described first, as they are most like the 
Carboniferous Limestone so familiar to British geologists. 
Western exposures. (1) Ticknall: massive grey limestones can be seen in the 
old quarries, with a few shaly bands. Dolomitisation can be seen, apparently 
developing from a shaly band, towards the top of the succession in the southern 
quarries. The relationship between the Lower Coal Measures to the west 
and the limestone is impossible to determine, as the critical area is overgrown. 
There are no signs of disturbance on either side of this area. On the eastern 
side of this exposure the dip is to the ENE and is slight. There are no signs 
of severe tectonic disturbance in the limestone. 

(2) Calke Park: the only exposure examined here was the one to the 
NW ofCalke Abbey. This appeared to be a perfectly normal massive lime
stone, and the "thin pebbly grit" of Mitchell and Stubblefield (1941 A, p.215) 
was not seen. 

(3) Dimminsdale: no in situ limestone could be found in this area, the 
only limestone seen being blocks used in tramways and pathways. It is not 
understood where the exposures mentioned by Mitchell and Stubblefield 
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(1941 A, p.215) can be, unless the water level in the ponds was lower at the 
time of their examination. These ponds were apparently pumped out 
during the war and the underground limestone workings entered; it is most 
regrettable that this area was not examined by a geologist at this time, as 
future work here is precluded by the establishment of the Melbourne Dam 
to the north, which will prohibit further pumping in these ponds. Boreholes 
a little to the north of the quarries reached limestone at a shallow depth 
(River Dove Water Board). 

Little has been published on the lead deposits at Dimminsdale, but work 
is in progress by R. J. King, of the University of Leicester. A specimen from 
this deposit is in the City of Leicester Museum, No. 187/1964. 
Eastern exposures. The rocks of all the eastern exposures appear to be highly 
dolomitised. This is taken to be secondary dolomitisation, as the rocks of 
the western exposures are hardly dolomitised at all. An analysis of the 
Breedon limestone, provided by the Breedon and Cloud Hill Lime Works 
Ltd. shows a content of 19.88% magnesia, and another of the Cloud Hill 
limestone made by the Coal Survey Laboratory shows 19.4%, This is not 
far short of the theoretical maximum of 21. 7% in the mineral dolomite. 

(1) Breedon Hill: an excellent section was exposed when this quarry 
was visited, the face running in a roughly east-west direction. At the 
extreme west of the face, the apparent dip was about 20° to the west; on 
traversing the face to the east the dip increased until near the eastern end 
the beds were vertical or slightly overturned. In this zone there were what 
appeared to be several intersecting thrust planes at a high angle; succeeding 
these on the east flank of the hill is a zone of breccia, formed of angular 
fragments of limestone up to a few inches in length. The fragments are now 
firmly cemented by what appears to be a fine mud formed from the same 
rock. When examined this breccia was considered to be tectonic in origin, 
from its position as seen at the base of the limestone succession, and its 
relation to the thrust zone. Ford, however (personal communication) has 
examined later exposures in the same part of this limestone mass, and has 
seen breccias which can be established as Triassic in age. It is not known 
if these in fact correspond with the breccia described. The rock in the 
breccia zone is generally pink in colour; where the breccia has been exposed 
to weathering, the matrix seems most liable to attack, leaving the breccia 
fragments projecting from the surface. Such weathered material has a 
strong red colouration. The rock may be dense or quite carious, and in 
places fractures have been filled with veins of stalactitic material. 

Coal is found in red gravels and also in sintered limestone breccia on the 
flanks of Breedon Hill. Breedon is an ancient village site, and it must thus 
be concluded that some of these deposits are due to human activity, this 
being confirmed by the presence of artefacts in some places. However, 
artefacts have not been found in the red gravels, and these may possibly be 
natural. If these limestone exposures are diapirs, the coal may have been 
derived from Coal Measures which were exposed as the limestones were 
thrust to the surface. 

(2) Cloud Hill: the dip at this exposure is more steady than that at 
Breedon, ranging from 30° to 50° to the west. Once again, breccia is 
developed on the east side; tectonic breccias are also present in fault zones 
(Mitchell and Stubblefield, 1941 A, pp. 202, 203, 209, 210). Parsons 
(1918, p.98) considered that two reversed faults were present, and it seems 
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likely that these correspond to two brecciated zones in the limestone mass. 
The discovery of coal seams of appreciable thickness in shales to the west of 
this exposure during opencast exploration suggests that they are Lower Coal 
Measures, and not "Limestone Sbales" as suggested by Mitchell and Stubble
field (op. cit., p.213). 

(3) Barrow Hill: although not extensive, the exposures here show 
breccia at the base of the deposits which are dipping steeply to the west. 

(4) Osgathorpe; although very significant in the discussion of these 
deposits, the two exposures here are not dealt with by Mitchell and Stubble
field. The most northerly exposure is not easy to interpret, and requires 
careful investigation. Thrusting may be present. The southern exposure 
is mostly quarried away, leaving what appears to be a series of superimposed 
screes in the east face of the quarry. 

(5) Grace Dieu: Parsons (1918), describing this exposure says "The 
place is now so overgrown that the sequence and relation of the strata are 
obscured". Mitchell and Stubblefield (1941 A, p.215) speak of "this 
heavily overgrown quarry". These descriptions are misleading as an excellent 
section can be examined in the SW and SE faces of the quarry, where a 
continuous section of at least 50 feet of strata can be seen. Near the southern 
end of the quarry, a brecciated appearance develops in the limestone. 
Mitchell and Stubblefield ( op. cit.) consider it to be an original feature formed 
during deposition, but it would appear to correspond with the "pseudo
breccia" described by various authors, and which needs further research to 
determine its true nature. Dips are in the opposite direction to those in the 
other eastern exposures, increasing from about 7° in the northern part of the 
quarry to about 15° at the south end. 

It is possible that some of the brecciation seen in these rocks is due to the 
hydration of anhydrite (Goguel, 1962, p.109). Apart from this, the main 
cause of the brecciation is thought to be tectonic. There is a certain amount 
of not very conclusive evidence which suggest that these limestone masses 
may be diapirs; the date of the thrusting is thought to be late enough to 
allow the limestone masses to have penetrated the later Lower and possibly 
Middle Coal Measures, and further thrusting may be present on the lime
stone-Trias contact. The multiple screes at Osgathorpe are interpreted as 
due to a number of separate small upthrusts, with intervening periods of 
erosion. Various specimens of breccia, etc., are in the City of Leicester 
Museum (Nos. 188 to 192/1964). 

Although obviously connected tectonically, the change from one exposure 
to the next is striking. Goguel (1962, p.138) considers that such rapid 
changes are characteristic of diapirs. The scale and severity of movement 
seem to be reduced progressively from Breedon to Osgathorpe. To fit the 
Grace Dieu exposure into this pattern we must assume that the thrust plane, 
named Breedon Thrust in Fig. 6, passes to the east of the four northern 
exposures, and to the west of Grace Dieu. 

The dolomitisation of various parts of the Carboniferous Limestone 
presents a problem as to the source of the magnesium, and it is difficult to 
think of any more likely source than the Permian. If the present outcrop of 
the base of the Magnesian Limestone is projected to the south, the line passes 
about five miles to the east of these limestones. It is tempting to think of 
them being thrust up through the floor of the Zechstein Sea, possibly 
forming stacks; the magnesium charged waters having easy access along the 
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bedding planes and thus causing dolomitisation. Should this have been the 
case we are forced to assume that the magnesium solutions did not have such 
easy access to the Ticknall and Calke limestones, where dolomitisation seems 
to be a minor feature associated with certain bedding planes. The difference 
in magnesium content between the eastern and western limestone exposures 
reinforces the suggestion that the eastern exposures have been thrust through 
relatively impermeable cover in Permian times. 

VI. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 

One hypothesis developed to account for certain features shown during 
the formation of the coals suggests the presence of small rigid blocks at a 
comparatively shallow level below the Coal Measures. In principle, such 
blocks would be able to move relatively to each other in several ways; besides 
moving towards each other or away from each other, angular movements in 
all directions would be possible. It is easy to see that the freedom of move
ment of actual blocks would be considerably restricted by the presence of 
adjacent blocks, the nature of the substratum and the presence of the cover 
above the blocks. It will be shown later that a reasonable explanation is 
available to account for the formation of small rigid blocks, and their ability 
to develop sufficient movement to account for the phenomena which are 
developed. 

The most ancient rocks adjacent to the coalfields are those of Charnwood 
Forest. These are thought to be of Pre-Cambrian age, and consist of 
pyroclastics and sediments. Ford (1958, 1963) has shown that fossils are 
present in some of the sediments, suggesting that these are of late Pre
Cambrian age. The structure is an anticline according to Watts (1947, p.84), 
considerably faulted, the axis of the anticline and the major set of faults 
running in the direction NW-SE, that is, the trend now called Charnoid from 
this locality. Later work by Evans (1963) shows that this trend is not so well 
established in Chamwood Forest as had previously been thought; neverthe
less, this trend and its variants are of great significance in the geology of the 
Midlands, and the name Charnoid is now so well established that it is 
unlikely that it will be altered. Watts considered that the faults were thrusts, 
overthrusting from both sides towards the axis of the anticline. As stated 
earlier, it seems probable that structures developed in rocks such as those seen 
in Chamwood Forest affect the nature of the deposition in the Midlands 
coalfields. 

Cambrian rocks were found in the Merry Lees drifts, faulted against 
Coal Measures. These are the only pre-Carboniferous Palaeozoic rocks yet 
found beneath or around the coalfields, and show that a profound uncon
formity must be present at the base of the Carboniferous, although this has 
not yet been reached in the coalfields. 

One important factor governing the conditions in the area during the 
deposition of the Carboniferous rocks was the presence of a land mass a short 
distance to the south, and a considerable trough to the north. The conditions 
are therefore marginal to the trough. In early Carboniferous times, large 
scale subsidence took place, allowing the sea to cover the whole of the area 
under consideration, and eventually to reach some distance to the south. 
Owing to the absence of information, it is not possible to confirm that overlap 
took place, though 27 feet of rocks of P or Ba age lie directly on igneous rocks 
near Desford (Fox-Strangways, 1907, p.347, Mitchell and Stubblefield, 1948, 
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p.3). The borehole evidence would appear to indicate that the igneous rock 
is pre-Carboniferous, and it must therefore be assumed that the shoreline 
lay not very far to the south. 

It seems likely that the Midlands at first resisted the general subsidence, 
as up to now beds below the base of the Visean (C2) have not been identified, 
even in boreholes. Although a general subsidence took place, smaller scale 
relative movements were also in progress. The Breedon limestone succes
sion is called a condensed sequence by Falcon and Kent (1960, p.20), but 
from the description by Mitchell and Stubblefield (1941 A, p.204) it would 
seem more exact to call it incomplete. This suggests that the area to the NW 
of Charnwood Forest was already resisting the general subsidence, causing 
non-deposition or even penecontemporaneous erosion. Boreholes in the 
New Brook area show that there is considerable relief on the present upper 
surface of the limestone. 

Several papers and publications describe the material lying on the 
limestone as "Limestone Shales". In fact, the presence of shaly and gritty 
rocks of Carboniferous Limestone age has not been demonstrated above the 
limestones near the NE margin of the coalfield, and it appears that there is a 
very considerable unconformity everywhere at the top of the limestone. The 
incomplete nature of the limestone succession shows that the subsidence of 
the area leading to the deposition of the limestone was succeeded by a general 
elevation. 

In the early stages of the development of the shallow rigid block hypo
thesis, it was thought that the limestone might form a layer from which such 
shallow blocks might be formed, but at the same time it was difficult to 
account for the freedom of movement which the blocks apparently possessed. 
The report of the presence of evaporites (anhydrite) in the oil borehole at 
Hathem (Falcon and Kent, 1960, p.20) was of particular interest as it 
suggested the possibility of evaporites having helped in these movements. 
The idea of movement in such materials is supported by the description in 
the borehole log of anhydrite "in peculiar intimate intermixture with lime
stone/dolomite". 

The presence of anhydrite in the Hathem borehole, and the probable 
extension of deposits of this mineral and possibly other evaporites along the 
coast of the Carboniferous Limestone sea, indicates the development of 
special conditions in contrast with the remainder of this sea. Calcium 
sulphate is the material precipitated after calcium carbonate, requiring 
considerable concentration of the sea water by evaporation, and a temperature 
of over 25° C. to produce anhydrite rather than gypsum (Twenhcifel, 1932, 
p.467). Versey, in Evans and Stubblefield (1929, p.3u) considers that over 
30° C. are required. This implies an area of shallow water, cut off from 
strong currents but able to be recharged from the main body of the water. 
Mitchell and Stubblefield (1941 A, p.204) state that reeflimestones are present 
at Breedon; the lagoon between the shoreline and an offshore barrier reef 
would be a suitable environment for the formation of anhydrite. 

In order to further examine the possibility of the presence of anhydrite 
or other forms of calcium sulphate in the limestone, an analysis of a specimen 
ofbreccia from Cloud Hill was made by the Coal Survey Laboratory, Notting
ham. The specimen consisted of an apparently unweathered piece of fine 
grained breccia, dense and non-carious, from the extreme east side of the 
Cloud Hill quarry, where it apparently formed the lowest part of the succes
sion as seen, and is assumed to be the tectonic equivalent of the brecciated 
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zone at Breedon. This analysis is shown together with an analysis provided 
by the Breedon and Cloud Hill Lime Works Ltd., stated to be of the Breedon 
limestone. 

Breedon 
Si01 0.75% 
Fe10 1 1.25% 
A110 1 0.06% 
Cao 31.25% 
MgO 19.88% 
co, 46.42% 
H 10 0.23% 
Organic matter 0.18% 
so. not shown 

100.02% 

Cloud Hill 
Silicious residue 5.0% 
FeO 1.7% 

not shown 
27.3% 
19.4% 
42.8% 

2.0o/o 
not shown 

0.2% 

Several interesting differences may be noted between these analyses. The 
great increase in silica in the Ooud Hill analysis (shown as silicious residue) 
suggests some difference in the environment of formation of the rocks. The 
higher moisture content of the Cloud Hill analysis suggests that in fact this 
specimen was somewhat weathered. The presence of sulphate is not 
mentioned in the Breedon analysis, and the report of 0,2% so. in the Cloud 
Hill analysis may at first glance not appear to be very significant. Twenhofel 
(1932, p.3) gives a figure of 0.05% (as SO,) in a composite analysis of 345 
limestones. The Cloud Hill analysis is therefore approximately four times 
as rich in sulphate as the average analysis, and in conjunction with the 
indication of the possibility of weathering may perhaps be taken as slight 
positive evidence of the presence of calcium sulphate in one form or another 
in the lower part of these limestones. The breccia from which the specimen 
was obtained, if formed of fragments derived from the lower part of the 
exposed mass, would consist of material of about C, age (Mitchell and 
Stubblefield, 1941 A, p.204), and this compares with the C1 or Cs age of the 
anhydrite in the Hathem borehole (Falcon and Kent, 1960, p.20.) However, 
percolation of solutions from the Triassic marls cannot be ruled out as a 
source. 

Rather more is known about the Millstone Grit below and around the 
coalfields. It is thought by some geologists to be present but thin in the 
southern part of the Leicestershire Coalfield, but the evidence is so unsatis
factory that the author is not convinced that the presence of this formation has 
been established. It would appear,however, that the Millstone Grit subsidence 
was similar to the one causing the formation of the Carboniferous Limestone, 
with the difference that in this case considerable amounts of argillaceous and 
arenaceous sediments were available, and marine incursions were only 
occasional. General subsidence probably produced overlap to the south. 
Insufficient evidence is available to show whether or not deposition was 
continuous during this period, but fossils from strata high in the succession 
have been found in boreholes in the coalfields. A little to the north of the 
Leicestershire Coalfield the Lawn Bridge, Repton borehole (Ashby G1 of the 
D'Arcy Exploration Co. Ltd.)shows possibly 800 feet of Millstone Grit with 
early E. goniatites at the top. This suggests that reasonably normal Mill
stone Grit deposition took place in the coalfields. 

To the NE, over what Wills has called the Derby-Melbourne Causeway, 
the Millstone Grit is thin, with a maximum known thickness of about 300 
feet. Work by the Geological Survey (Kellaway and Horton, 1963, p.39) 
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shows that only the upper part of the Millstone Grit is represented, as 
Reticuloceras reticulatum bilingue and superbilingue have been found in bore
holes drilled near the Melbourne Dam. A borehole at Lawn Plantation 
(388204) put down by the Opencast Executive for research purposes is on the 
upthrow side of the Thringstone Fault. This borehole reached a depth of 
290 feet without contacting the top of the limestone, although this is thought 
unlikely to be at a much greater depth. The Gastrioceras cancellatum and 
Gastrioceras cumbriense Marine Bands were identified by the Geological 
Survey at about 190 feet, and the base of the Coal Measures was probably at 
about 140 feet. The Millstone Grit in this area must therefore be regarded 
as being considerably condensed, and only established in late MiIIstone Grit 
times, showing that the Melbourne Causeway, probably responsible for the 
incomplete limestone sequence, and the unconformity following it, was still 
acting as a positive element. Its reluctance to subside is confirmed by the 
presence of two thin Millstone Grit coals in the Lawn Plantation borehole, 
such coals being almost unknown in the coalfield areas. The smaII thickness 
of Millstone Grit also enables us to account for the close approach of the 
Lower Coal Measures and Carboniferous Limestone at Ticknall, which had 
previously been accounted for by the incorrect assumption that the Thring
stone Fault reached to Ticknall. 

The actual extent of the Derby-Melbourne Causeway, and the nature of 
its boundary with the coalfields, are not known at present. It seems unlikely 
that this boundary is a fault, as this would necessitate the assumption of the 
existence of faulting of Carboniferous Limestone and Millstone Grit ages, 
of which there is no evidence here, and on which no later movement has 
taken place. Gentle regional folding produced by block movements in the 
basement seems more likely. The little detailed knowledge does not enable 
us to say whether or not the limestone was yet sufficiently rigid to fracture 
into small blocks during MiIIstone Grit times, but it seems unlikely. 

The Lawn Plantation borehole records a noticeable reduction in the 
coarseness of sediment at the base of the Coal Measures. A change in the 
conditions was taking place, towards those prevalent in the typical Coal 
Measures swamps. Seat earths had been developed in Millstone Grit times, 
but coal was not very often formed as the swamp conditions were generally 
absent, and the plant material was subjected to oxidation. It was not until 
the period of the Alton seam that extensive swamp conditions were developed, 
enabling a coal of appreciable thickness to form in the coalfields, and also 
over the Derby-Melbourne Causeway,(a coal of6 feet thickness in the Lawn 
Plantation borehole may be this seam; this thickness is a local development 
only) showing that the latter was now subsiding together with the main 
coalfields, although not perhaps at the same rate. A sharp subsidence some 
time after the Alton seam was formed aIIowed the renewed formation of 
coarse deposits for a while, forming sandstones corresponding with the 
Wingfield Flags further north. Variations in the distance of these sandstones 
from the base of the Kilburn suggests that they are diachronous and are a 
facies rather than a continuous stratum. The zone of sandstone formation 
moved northwards with time, as the sandstone approaches the base of the 
Kilburn in this direction. 

As already mentioned, the Kilburn seam represents the base of the 
development of true Coal Measure conditions; not only are persistent coals 
of some thickness present at close intervals, but a further general lessening in 
coarseness of the deposits takes place. The Kilburn coal itself shows certain 
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anomalous features, as might be expected of the first well-established coal of 
the succession. The formation of the cannel deposit known as the Heath 
End Coal has been dealt with in Section II; it is thought that the lake in 
which this deposit was formed was caused by late differential movement 
between the coalfield area and the Derby-Melbourne Causeway, a downwarp 
with a Charnoid trend forming the site of a long but narrow body of water. 

The extreme variation in thickness of this seam is also worthy of note. 
Although reaching a thickness of 5 feet in places, the thickness seems to be 
reduced quite steadily towards the Heath End lake, falling to a foot or so in 
this vicinity or even being absent in places. The variation in thickness can 
most easily be accounted for by assuming that it represents differences in the 
length of time over which the seam was able to accumulate. It is difficult 
to account for this by assuming the gradual infilling of a sedimentary basin, 
as there seems to be no reason for the Heath End lake to escape this process. 
A more satisfactory explanation is to assume the spreading of swamp condi
tions from the thick to the thin coal areas, plants being established on the 
land surface but not preserved when swamp conditions were absent. This 
assumption involves a slight general raising of the area prior to the establish
ment of the Kilburn swamp, not an unlikely state of affairs considering 
previous movements. It is thought that the downwarp forming the Heath 
End lake was followed to the SW by an upwarp; the limestone below the 
area was not yet sufficiently competent to fracture into small rigid blocks and 
thus offered little resistance to these gentle folding movements. 

These coalfields are remarkable for the fineness and uniformity of the 
measures containing the coals. This is not to say that sandstones are not 
present; they are, but are so unusual as to excite comment, and do not 
generally persist over wide areas. The main rock type is a light grey mud
stone or siltstone, with an absence of bedding or other detectable structure 
which is quite remarkable. It is difficult to detect any signs of sorting 
whatsoever; in this they differ from themudstones and siltstones of the Un
productive Measures and Millstone Grit, which show distinct bedding. 
These rocks are often described as shales by the Geological Survey, but this 
is highly inaccurate as these rocks show none of the properties of true shales. 
Shales are present but are comparatively unusual and also are a matter for 
comment. These shales are thought to be not as fissile as others seen else
where in the Coal Measures. The entire absence of fossils in the grey 
mudstones is also very striking and is thought to be due to a real absence of 
organisms from the area, rather than a failure to preserve fossils. 

The formation of such a rock can only be accounted for by rapid floccula
tion in the area of deposition. It is not thought that this is due to sea water, 
as marine or brackish water organisms would be present. These are of 
course found in the infrequent marine bands or in Lingula bands, but these 
have a different lithology. The electrolyte causing this flocculation must have 
been derived from some source other than the sea, and it is not impossible 
that contemporaneous erosion of the Carboniferous Limestone might provide 
the flocculant by solution of evaporites. Twenhofel (1932, p.63) considers 
that calcium sulphate is five times as efficient a flocculant as sodium chloride. 

Thick coals are known in several of the British coalfields, and particularly 
in the Midlands. Raistrick and Marshall (1939) deal with this phenomenon 
in Chapter 4 of their work, but do not give any explanation of their formation 
except that they were formed in areas of exceptional stability. Wills (1956, 
p.27) considers that such coals as the Staffordshire Thick Coal were formed 
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near a shoreline and the diagram given by Edmunds and Oakley (1947, p.39) 
is taken from his work. He extends this explanation to the Roaster plus 
Eureka (sic, Lower Main plus Yard) on page 36 of "Concealed Coalfields", 
but in fact the explanation is not entirely satisfactory as these coals split to 
the north of Desford and coalesce again in the Heather/Ibstock area. 

There are three thick coals developed in the lower part of the Productive 
Measures; the Roaster plus Eureka, the Nether and Middle Lounts, and the 
Main. These will be briefly described commencing with the lowest. The 
Lower and Upper Roaster are united in the Heather area to form the Roaster, 
and the Eureka almost joins with the top of this. On proceeding in a north
westerly direction the Roaster splits into two seams which rapidly separate 
and diminish in thickness. The Lower Roaster continues as a workable 
coal, but not far from the line of splitting the Upper Roaster, although 
maintaining about the same thickness as the Lower Roaster, deteriorates 
rapidly in quality on crossing a well-defined NE-SW line, and becomes 
unworkable. Further still from the line of split it becomes much thinner 
than the Lower Roaster, and at about this distance the Middle Roaster is 
developed between the Upper and Lower Roasters, without as far as is known 
joining either of these seams. The behaviour of the Eureka is particularly 
interesting. The split from the Roaster commences to the SE of the Lower
Upper Roaster split, and by the time the line of deterioration of the Upper 
Roaster is reached, the Eureka has quite closely approached the floor of the 
Nether Lount. Further to the NW it soon separates from the Nether Lount 
again. Over the southern part of the Leicestershire Coalfield the Roasters 
are close together or fused, but the Eureka separates again. Wills (1956, 
p.36) records being informed by Mitchell that the Eureka rejoins the Roaster 
at Desford, although it is some distance above it in the Desford Colliery shaft 
and no record of an approach nearer than two feet can be found. 

The Nether and Middle Lounts are generally separated by a considerable 
parting, but become almost fused in the Heather neighbourhood, where they 
both increase greatly. in thickness. They do not appear to approach each 
other elsewhere in the coalfields, where there are generally persistent partings 
which do not, however, all seem to reach the Heather area. Where the seams 
are close to each other, a small leaf of about one foot in thickness generally 
lies between them. This approaches one seam or the other quite closely 
without, as far as is known, actually joining them, and thus reflects the type 
of movement affecting the larger seams. 

The Main is also known to split and recombine; it is very thick and in 
one section at Measham, but splits very rapidly in the northern part of the 
South Derbyshire Coalfield; it is generally split in the Leicestershire Coalfield, 
but is reported to be united in Smoile Wood (Fox-Strangways, 1907, pp. 30, 
95; Mitchell and Stubblefield, 1948, p.12). Further significant splitting 
occurs with the development of the various Riders. 

Such variations in the seams as have just been described are of course 
known in other coalfields, but seem to occur a great deal in a comparatively 
limited area in these coalfields. In terms of the rigid block hypothesis, it 
is thought that at this stage significant large scale flexuring took place in 
the basement due to the continued subsidence of the Pennine Trough, 
together with the presence of the rigid block of the Midlands to the south. 
The shallow rigid layer, that is, the Carboniferous Limestone, was by this 
time sufficiently competent to allow fracturing, and broke up into small 
blocks defined in one direction by Caledonian structures in the basement. 
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These blocks were then able to move slightly by relative tilting, aided by 
fiowage in the evaporites, thus producing the variations in the coals which 
were being formed at the time. 

It is interesting to note that these three thick coals are all in the lower 
part of the Productive Measures, and that the first definite marine incursion 

.in this part of the succession, the Molyneux/Bagworth Marine Band, follows 
the Main, the last and possibly the best developed of this group of thick 
coals. It is as if the area had at last, but reluctantly, joined the subsidence 
of the main trough. After an unusually wide interval, reasonably normal 
coal formation was resumed, although there are significant differences in the 
successions in the two coalfields, suggesting that small scale differential 
movement was still important. There seems to be some reason to think that 
the total Productive Measures thickness may be greater in the South Derby
shire Coalfield than in the Leicestershire Coalfield, this being caused by 
early block movements which later produced the Boothorpe and Coton Park 
Faults. 

Normal Coal Measure conditions ceased above the Dicky Gobbler/ 
Minge; local movements caused the elevation and erosion of earlier Coal 
Measures and produced quite small lakes into which grey mudstones were 
carried; the second stage of natural sorting producing economic clays of 
various qualities. The coals produced during this period were at least 
partly detrital in origin. Thick but impersistent sandstones are also present, 
the picture being one of rapid lateral change. Four marine bands are now 
known, showing that the general coalfield subsidence was still affecting the 
area. The Pottery Clay Series is much condensed in the Leicestershire 
Coalfield as compared with the South Derbyshire Coalfield, and the develop
ment of thick coal conditions is found in the upper part of the normal 
succession and the lower part of the Pottery Clay Series in part of the 
Leicestershire Coalfield adjacent to Charnwood Forest. Somewhat later 
thick coal conditions seem to have been approached in the South Derby
shire Coalfield (the Thick Group), and in both these cases the thick coal 
developments are followed quite closely or very closely by marine bands, as 
was found with the thick coals lower in the succession. 

The movements leading to the production of the special conditions under 
which the Pottery Clay Series were formed can be dated by the fact that they 
are mainly pre-Oversea! Marine Band in age. If they can be attributed to 
the First Malvernian phase of folding, they must certainly be some of the 
earliest known effects of this phase of movement. There are no signs east 
of the Coton Park Fault of any Upper Coal Measures, but these are developed 
in the Western Extension. This strongly suggests that the Coton Park 
Fault was initially formed by the First Malvernian movements; if this is so, 
and this disturbance was produced by compression, it may be an overthrust 
similar to the later Thringstone and Boothorpe Faults. Information which is 
available at present is unfortunately somewhat conflicting and not decisive 
on this point. · 

Before leaving the Coal Measures the possibility of rocks of this age 
having been deposited over the Derby-Melbourne Causeway can be discussed. 
Hull (1860, p.68) and Horwood (1908, p.90) both considered that deposition 
extended to the east and Wills (1956, p.36) also thinks that there are indica
tions of this. Certain seams show features which may be considered to be 
marginal; the Kilburn shows signs of disappearing to the east, but it may, of 
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course, come in again quite soon; the Middle Roaster as seen near Ashby-de
Ia-Zouch may be a temporary marginal phase. The thick coal development 
in the upper part of the Leicestershire succession is, of course, some distance 
to the SE of the area under discussion, and may be marginal without seriously 
affecting the issue. As far as the rest of the seams are concerned, the NE 
margin of the coalfield appears purely tectonic. The Derby-Melbourne 
Causeway may have been active to some extent, producing non-sequences 
or condensed sequences, but as all but some remnants of Unproductive 
Measures are probably eroded away, there can as yet be no confirmation of 
general Coal Measure deposition. Beyond Charnwood Forest, however, 
there are reasons for thinking that Productive Measures may be faulted down 
again, and this has been dealt with by Spink and Strauss (1964, 1965). 

The Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfields were probably 
already undergoing erosion before the Second Malvernian movements. The 
compressional phase of these movements was responsible for the production 
of the monoclinal folds of the Thringstone and Boothorpe Faults, and the 
Ravenstone Monocline. The first two of these were later turned into over
thrusts, and it is not known if this was penecontemporaneous or due to a 
later period of thrusting, although it is suspected that these phases are not 
very far separated in time. The major fold-faults are thought to have been 
associated with the formation of larger blocks, the smaller structures such as 
the Ravenstone Monocline and other anticlines and synclines did not develop 
into more severe structures as they are not connected with the movements of 
the larger blocks, and are therefore restricted by the small range of movement 
possible to the minor shallow blocks. 

It seems probable that the Breedon Thrust was also formed at this time, 
when there was probably still an appreciable amount of Coal Measure cover 
on the Derby-Melbourne Causeway. The thrusting was facilitated by the 
presence of evaporites, and the limestones reached the surface by penetrating 
the cover of later rocks, thus being diapirs. The idea that the dolomitisation 
of the eastern limestones is due to contact with the waters of the Zechstein 
Sea seems to be the most satisfactory explanation yet advanced, particularly 
as the western limestones are hardly dolomitised, no doubt due to the cover 
of later rocks which they had at the time. 

The compressional phase of the Second Malvernian movements was 
followed by a period of tension, when most of the normal faults of the coal
fields were initiated. These faults can be shown to have developed about 
two-thirds of their present throws in the Coal Measures before Triassic rocks 
were deposited. Shallow block movements at this time allowed the emplace
ment of the buried igneous intrusion a short distance to the south of Blower's 
Brook, where the faulting, already discussed in Section 3, is one of the more 
extreme expressions of the tension. Considerable erosion was going on 
during this period, the maximum being just to the north of the present 
coalfields, where Triassic rocks are now lying on Millstone Grit of E1 age. 
The Moira Breccia may represent a period in time towards the end of the 
erosive phase, when active removal of material had ceased and local deposits 
were able to accumulate, which were then overwhelmed by deposits from 
outside the area. The generally slight staining beneath the Coal Measure 
surface, or even absence of staining found in the exposed coalfields, together 
with the limited extent of the Moira Breccia when present, suggests that this 
period was quite short. By this time marls were being deposited in the 
southern parts of the coalfields, which were piedmont plains with playas. 
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The area was eventually completely covered by Triassic sediments, 
although it is not thought that this occurred until late in the Triassic period, 
as most of the rocks now seen are of the Keuper type. Renewed movement 
along faults already established has been noted in Section 4, the further 
movement in late or post-Triassic times producing an increase in throw of 
about half that previously developed. At some uncertain time movement in 
compression also took place which produced small overthrusts noted on the 
maps in several places, and which were formed by the reversal of movement 
along the planes of normal faults which were already established. Further 
thrusting on the Breedon Thrust may also have taken place, although some 
Trias/limestone contacts are reported as apparently undisturbed. At this 
period pressure on the doleritic magma already emplaced caused the injection 
of the sills now found in the Leicestershire Coalfield. 

The map of the base of the "New Red Beds" in Mitchell and Stubble
field (1948, Fig. s) shows the great activity of the Coton Park Fault during 
and probably after the deposition oftheTrias,as these rocks thicken enormous
ly to the SW. This map also serves to emphasise the relative stability of the 
exposed coalfield areas, which evidently have some fundamental resistance to 
subsidence compared with the Western Extension, with its continued sub
sidence in Upper Coal Measure and Triassic times, and its present preserva
tion of large thicknesses of rock which perhaps were never deposited in the 
exposed coalfields, and which are certainly not now present. 

Apart from Glacial deposits, no rocks of later age than Triassic are 
known in the area. Wills (1956, Chapter n) considers the possibilities of 
the deposition oflater rocks over this and other areas. Little can be added to 
this except to say that the relatively low rank of the coals in these coalfields 
clearly indicates relatively shallow burial. Lower rank is found in the 
Midlands coalfields and in the south of the Nottinghamshire Coalfield, but 
increases progressively to the north. The reluctance of the area to subside, 
shown in particular by the partial Carboniferous Limestone and Millstone 
Grit of the Derby-Melbourne Causeway, the small total thickness of the 
Coal Measures and the failure of deposition before the end of the Middle 
Coal Measures, evidently continued into periods later than the Triassic. 

By Glacial times the general topography was similar to that of today. 
The area had been reduced to a dissected peneplane, suggesting at least two 
post-Triassic cycles of erosion, the last of which was interrupted by the Glacial 
Period. Few details of this have been worked out; deposition seems to have 
been limited to the dumping of quite fine boulder clays over the area. In 
places they are largely composed of Bunter pebbles, and elsewhere flints and 
even chalk are found, showing that these boulder clays could probably be 
separated into the various Glacial phases. Some interference with the drain
age seems to have been caused; the valley of the Sence is overdeepened at 
Heather, and the valley of the Gilwiskaw at Packington is probably an over
flow channel. Some alluvium covered areas such as the Tournament Field 
south of Smisby were probably temporary ice-dammed lakes. Freeze-thaw 
effects were important at the end of the Glacial Period, causing disturbance 
of strata to depths ofup to 15 feet. Solifluxion carried gravel deposits from 
the hill tops down the valley sides, 

An earthquake which took place on the nth February, 1957,caused the 
author a certain amount of alarm, as he was at the time on the top floor of a 
200 years old building, in Ashby-de-la-Zouch, on the safety of which some 
doubt had already been cast. While retreating to a safer place it was noticed 
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that the floor was oscillating in a rotary manner anticlockwise, looking NW. 
Assuming that this motion was due to a magnification of the surface or 
Rayleigh waves, the epicentre was thought to lie to the NE. Dollar (1957, 
pp.507-510) has determined the epicentre as being near Diseworth, that is 
about 3 miles ENE of Breedon, and to the NW of Chamwood Forest. This 
evidence of tectonic activity extending to the present day in an area subject 
to such activity over a very wide range of time is of great interest. 
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1964 Walker, D. G. F., M.A., LL.B., A.L.A., 472 London Road 
1963 Walker, Mrs. M., S.R.N., 7 Hillcrest Road 
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